AGREEMENTS TO INDEMNIFY & GENERAL LIABILITY INSURANCE:
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INTRODUCTION

Indemnity is compensation given to make another whole from a loss already sustained. It generally contemplates reimbursement by one person or entity of the entire amount of the loss or damage sustained by another. Indemnity takes two forms – common law and contractual.

While this survey is limited to contractual indemnity, it is important to note that many states have looked to the law relating to common law indemnity in developing that state’s jurisprudence respecting contractual indemnity. Common law indemnity is the shifting of responsibility for damage or injury from one tortfeasor to another tortfeasor.\(^1\) It has been referred to as “an extreme form of contribution,”\(^2\) which reflects that this form of indemnity initially arose as a judicial means of avoiding the harsh result of the now substantially abrogated rule prohibiting contribution among joint tortfeasors.\(^3\) The circumstances under which this form of indemnity will lie varies widely depending upon the applicable state law.\(^4\)

Contractual indemnity, on the other hand, is that which is voluntarily given to a person or entity to prevent his suffering damage.\(^5\) It is security or protection against hurt or loss or damage.\(^6\) This form of indemnity is created by express contract or agreement and is a promise to safeguard another from existing or future loss or liability, or both.\(^7\) This form of indemnity may arise where the indemnitor and indemnitee are both mutually culpable, but the parties have contractually agreed that the risk of such culpability will be born entirely by one and not both. In other words, contractual indemnity may result from the agreement of one to answer for a legal obligation which would otherwise rest with another. It is this contractually created indemnity which is the subject of this survey because of its potential implications on another form of contractual indemnity: the liability insurance policy. The existence

---

\(^1\) Galliher v. Holloway, 474 N.E.2d 797, 803 (Ill. App. 1985). Common law indemnity is also referred to as “equitable” or “implied” indemnity.


\(^4\) A survey of the differing standards and application of common law indemnity is beyond the scope of this survey.


\(^6\) Eggers v. Centrifugal & Mechanical Indus., Inc., 440 S.W.2d 512, 515 (Mo. App. 1969).

\(^7\) Dresser Indus., Inc. v. Page Petroleum, Inc., 853 S.W.2d 505, 508 (Tex. 1993).
and application of an agreement by one to indemnify another where a policy of liability insurance potentially covers a loss implicates many issues, two of which are paramount.

The first such issue arises where a person or entity obtains for its benefit a liability insurance policy which will indemnify the insured for its liability for damages, and the insured in turn agrees to indemnify a third party for its liability for damages. What is the effect of the insured’s agreement to indemnify a third party on the insurer’s agreement to indemnify the insured pursuant to the liability insurance policy? Must the insurer indemnify the insured for its indemnification of the third party? While the standard Commercial General Liability Policy contains an exclusion for contractually assumed liability, the policy restores coverage for liability assumed in an “insured contract,” a defined term under the policy.

Included within the definition of “insured contract” is “that part of any . . . contract or agreement under which [the insured] assume[s] the tort liability of another.” If an insured’s agreement to indemnify a third party constitutes the assumption of the third party’s tort liability, then loss or damage flowing from this assumed obligation is not excluded from coverage.

Since the insurer may not have contemplated exposure or obtained premium for this risk, the enforceability of the insured’s agreement to indemnify is critical. To the extent the insured’s indemnity obligation is unenforceable pursuant to the applicable

---

8 See ISO Forms CG 00 01 11 85; CG 00 02 11 85; CG 00 02 02 86; CG 00 01 11 88; CG 00 02 11 88; CG 00 01 10 93; CG 00 02 10 93; CG 00 01 01 96; CG 00 02 01 96; CG 00 01 07 98; CG 00 02 07 98; CG 00 01 10 01; CG 00 02 10 01; CG 00 01 12 04; CG 00 02 12 04.

9 The exclusion reads: “This insurance does not apply to: . . . “Bodily injury” or “property damage” for which the insured is obligated to pay damages by reason of the assumption of liability in a contract or agreement . . . .”

10 In the 1985 and 1986 ISO Forms, the exception provides: “This exclusion does not apply to liability for damages: (1) Assumed in a contract or agreement that is an ‘insured contract;’ or (2) That the insured would have in the absence of the contract or agreement.” (Exclusion b.(1) and (2)). In the 1988 and 1993 ISO Forms, the exception provides: “This exclusion does not apply to liability for damages: (1) Assumed in a contract or agreement that is an ‘insured contract, provided the ‘bodily injury’ or ‘property damage’ occurs subsequent to the execution of the contract or agreement; or (2) That the insured would have in the absence of the contract or agreement.” (Exclusion b.(1) and (2)). In the 1996, 1998, 2001 ad 2004 ISO Forms, subsections b.(1) and b.(2) are inverted, but are otherwise the same.

11 In the 1985 and 1986 ISO Forms, “Insured Contract” means, among other things, “That part of any other contract or agreement pertaining to your business under which you assume the tort liability of another to pay damages because of ‘bodily injury’ or ‘property damage’ to a third person or organization, if the contract or agreement is made prior to the ‘bodily injury’ or ‘property damage.’” Tort liability means a liability that would be imposed by law in the absence of any contract or agreement.
In the 1988, 1993, 1996, 1998, 2001 ad 2004 ISO Forms, “Insured Contract” means, among other things, “That part of any other contract or agreement pertaining to your business (including an indemnification of a municipality in connection with work performed for a municipality) under which you assume the tort liability of another party to pay for ‘bodily injury’ or ‘property damage’ to a third person or organization.” Tort liability means a liability that would be imposed by law in the absence of any contract or agreement.

12 See n. 11.
state law, the insured’s obligation is negated and the insurer’s risk removed. But is this the outcome under a particular state’s law? Even where an insured agrees to an otherwise unenforceable indemnity, the indemnity may be upheld if the agreement envisions the purchase of insurance for the loss, since this may be read as an agreement to look solely to insurance in the event of loss, rather than to the indemnifying party.

Beyond the foregoing, an insured may agree to indemnify a third party for loss or damage, and also include the indemnitee as an additional insured under the very liability policy arguably bound to respond to the insured’s agreement to indemnify. Under these circumstances, whether the “insured contract” exception to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability applies likely is never reached because status as an additional insured obligates the insurer directly to the indemnitee/third party to the extent of the coverage. What is the outcome, however, where the insured’s indemnity obligation extends to limited circumstances or only to a certain monetary limit and the coverage of the liability policy is greater? Is the insurer’s obligation to the third party/indemnitee/additional insured limited to the amount of the insured’s obligation to indemnify, or is the insurer exposed to the full extent of the dollar amount of coverage stated in the policy?

The second important manner in which the presence of indemnity may implicate an insurer’s ultimate risk arises where a person or entity obtains for its benefit a policy of liability insurance and the insured is the beneficiary of an agreement by a third party to indemnify the insured for its liability for damages. The indemnity flowing from a third party to the insured is significant since the insured’s right to indemnity from the third party may afford the insurer a means of recouping any payment made by the insurer on behalf of the insured because of a legal liability of the insured.

The general question presented is consequently simple: Is the indemnity agreement enforceable and what is its impact on the insurance obligation? This is the context of the present survey. A uniform format is followed in each of the state summaries. A preliminary discussion of indemnity agreements appears under Section I, entitled General Rules of Contractual Indemnity. Section II identifies statutory or judicially created exceptions to the general rules applicable to contracts of indemnity, entitled Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity. Section III addresses the extent to which an insured’s agreement to indemnify a third party constitutes an “insured contract” under the state law, negating the exclusion for contractually assumed liability to the extent of the indemnity, and is entitled Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts. Section IV addresses the interplay between an insured’s agreement to indemnify a third party which is combined with a

---

13 Indemnity agreements are likewise unenforceable under provisions of federal law. Prohibited indemnity agreements include agreements tending to interfere with interstate commerce. See Gordon Leasing Co. v. Navajo Freightlines, 326 A.2d 114 (City Court 1974), and agreements to indemnify involving towage contracts. See Bisso v. Inland Waterways Corp. 349 U.S. 85, 75 S. Ct. 629, 99 L.Ed. 911 (1955). This list is not exhaustive and the extent to which an indemnity agreement is violative of federal law is beyond the scope of this survey.

14 An insurer may also potentially recover on a theory of contribution or indemnity in the absence of a written indemnity, but such actions are typically limited to the applicable state’s law regarding joint tortfeasor liability.
reference to first or third party insurance, and is entitled **Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.**

While this is principally a survey of the intersection between general liability insurance and an insured’s separate agreement to indemnify, the discussion of relevant case law is not always limited to general liability policies where discussion and analysis of other policy forms is relevant to the subject matter of this survey.

**ALABAMA**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Express contracts of indemnity are enforceable under Alabama law. If the parties to an agreement “knowingly, evenhandedly, and for valid consideration intelligently enter into an agreement whereby one party agrees to indemnify the other,” the agreement will be enforced if expressed in *clear and unequivocal language.*

The same rule applies to indemnity against the indemnitee’s own wrongs. "While ‘talismanic language’ is not a necessity, the intention to indemnify for the indemnitee’s own negligence must be clear from the instrument.” The language must clearly and unequivocally contemplate indemnification for the sole negligence of the indemnitee. Applying this rule, an agreement to indemnify providing that it “shall apply regardless of the cause and even in the event of the sole, gross or concurrent negligence of [indemnitee]” was enforceable and did not run afoul of public policy notwithstanding that the indemnitor had no control over the activity giving rise to the claim. The potential inequity of such an outcome is tempered by the recognition that an indemnitor can expressly *exclude* liability for the sole negligence of the indemnitee by the clear and unambiguous terms of an indemnity provision.

An agreement to hold harmless another “from all damage suits and claims” was held to give rise to the duty to indemnify. However, an agreement to indemnify

---


16 Stewart, 388 So. 2d at 176.

17 Id.

18 Id.; Whitaker, 824 So. 2d at 753.

19 Humana Medical Corp. v. Bagby Elevator Company, 653 So. 2d 972, 975 (Ala. 1995).

20 See Mobil Oil Corp. v. Schlumberger, 598 So. 2d 1341, 1346 (Ala. 1992).

21 Id. at 1344-1346.

22 See McDevitt & Street Co. v. Mosher Steel Co., 574 So. 2d 794 (Ala. 1991) (citing with approval Stewart and acknowledging the validity of an indemnity provision that disclaims the duty to indemnify when the negligent act “is caused by the sole negligence of a party indemnified hereunder”).

23 Hall, 643 So. 2d at 556-557.
§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

“Agreements that purport to indemnify another for the other’s intentional conduct are void as a matter of public policy.”

This appears to be the only significant prohibition on the general rule that express contracts of indemnity are enforceable under Alabama law. In all other circumstances, the Alabama courts strive to effectuate the bargained for intent of the parties which contract for indemnity. Therefore, any other limitations on the scope of the indemnity must arise out of the terms and conditions of the indemnity agreement and are subject to the rule articulated in Industrial Tile.

While Alabama still adheres to a rule precluding contribution or common law indemnity between tortfeasors, where one tortfeasor agrees in writing to indemnify another tortfeasor, even for claims based on the other’s own negligence, the agreement is enforceable.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Where a liability insurance policy excludes coverage for injury or damage which the insured assumed in a contract or agreement, but contains an exception for “insured contracts,” defined by the policy as including the insured’s assumption of tort liability of another, this exception extends to an insured’s agreement to indemnify another. An agreement to indemnify is an “insured contract” within the meaning of the liability insurance policy where the definition includes the assumption of tort liability of another.


25 City of Montgomery v. JYD Intern., Inc., 534 So. 2d 592, 594 (Ala. 1988); see also Price Williams Assoc., Inc. v. Nelson, 631 So. 2d 1016, 1019 (Ala. 1994); Pruet v. Dugger-Holmes & Assoc., 162 So. 2d 613, 615 (Ala. 1964). The decision in Titan Indemnity Company v. Riley, 679 So. 2d 701 (Ala. 1996), arguably raises a question as to the viability of even this exception to the general rule. In Titan, the court found that “Alabama public policy does not prohibit the enforcement of a contract in which an insurer agrees to pay for injuries suffered by third parties as a result of intentional acts of the insured.” Titan, 679 So. 2d at 707. However, the ruling should be read as limited to policies of insurance, since the statement was based on Burnham Shoes, Inc. v. West American Insurance, Co., 504 So. 2d 238 (Ala. 1987) (overruled on other grounds), in which it was held that an insurer could not avoid an obligation to defend a suit alleging intentional misconduct on public policy grounds where the insurance policy expressly provided for the defense of claims alleging intentional acts. Burnham, 504 So. 2d at 241. Titan applies this same reasoning to enforce an insurer’s contractual duty to indemnify an insured for its intentional acts, suggesting the court did not consider the difference between the duty to defend and the duty to indemnify. Titan, 679 So. 2d at 707.

26 Bagby Elevator Co., 653 So. 2d at 974; Parker v. Mauldin, 353 So. 2d 1375, 1377 (Ala. 1977).

27 Crigler v. Salac, 438 So. 2d 1375, 1385-86 (Ala. 1983).


29 Id.
§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Where a contractual agreement to indemnify a third party requires the purchase of insurance, the indemnitor’s direct liability to the indemnitee extends only to the limits of the coverage, but the insurer’s indirect liability to the indemnitee is not limited by the limits of the indemnity.\(^\text{30}\) In *Alfa v. Nationwide*, the owner of an apartment building contracted with a property manager and contractually indemnified the manager for liability arising out of the indemnitee’s managerial duties. The owner was furthermore required to obtain insurance sufficient to cover claims against the manager “to the same extent as owner” in the event of damage or injury.\(^\text{31}\) A fire resulted in the death of a tenant and suit was initiated against the owner and manager. The owner’s insurer refused to defend or indemnify the manager.

The manager settled the claim against him for $250,000.00\(^\text{32}\) and the owner’s insurer paid the full amount of the policy limits of $300,000.00 in settlement of the claims against the owner. The manager sought recovery against the owner and insurer for the refusal to defend and indemnify, and the court determined the manager’s liability should be covered on a pro rata basis by his own insurer and the insurer of owner.\(^\text{33}\) On remand, the remaining portion of the settlement satisfied by the manager’s liability policy was held to be the individual liability of the owner pursuant to his agreement to indemnify the manager, which ultimately became an obligation of the insurer pursuant to the exception to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability arising in the event of an insured’s indemnification of another.

On later appeal, the court held that the indemnity and insurance provisions were to be read together and implied that the indemnification of the manager by the owner was limited to the extent of the coverage obtained by the owner for the benefit of the manager.\(^\text{34}\) That is, the owner’s obligation to indemnify, and the insurer’s obligation to cover the owner for the indemnity, ended at the outer boundaries of the insurance coverage. The court did not address directly the situation where the coverage extends further than the indemnity liability. However, the court implied that where the insurer agrees to provide coverage for the indemnity liability of its insured, the coverage rather than the indemnity governs the limits of liability.\(^\text{35}\)

This implication is given credence by the distinction between a contractual obligation to indemnify and a contractual obligation to procure insurance.\(^\text{36}\) “Under an agreement to indemnify, the promisor assumes liability for all injuries and


\(^{31}\) Id.

\(^{32}\) The settlement was actually paid by the manager’s own liability insurer which then pursued a subrogation action against the owner and the other insurer. *Id.* at 1297.

\(^{33}\) Id. at 1297-98.

\(^{34}\) Id. at 1299.

\(^{35}\) Id. at 1301.

damages upon the occurrence of a contingency. In contrast, an agreement to obtain insurance involves the promisor’s agreement to obtain or purchase insurance coverage, regardless of whether a contingency occurs.”

If an indemnitor’s liability insurance policy names an indemnitee as an additional insured, the insurer’s coverage obligation to the indemnitee is determined by the insurance policy, not the underlying indemnity agreement. In Nationwide, the court segregated the owner’s duty to indemnify (and therefore, the insurer’s duty to provide coverage for the indemnity liability) from the insurer’s separate duty to provide coverage to the manager as an additional insured.

The court found that the owner’s liability policy conferred upon the insurer the status of “primary insurer” to the manager, named as an additional insured under the policy. Therefore, the manager was entitled to all the attendant benefits, e.g., the right to be indemnified and the right to be defended, that the policy bestows upon a primary insured. Presumably, coverage of the indemnitee is independent of any duty of indemnification owed the indemnitee under a contractual agreement and can therefore far exceed the limits of the indemnity.

ALASKA

§ 1 – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Absent an applicable statutory prohibition, Alaska courts will construe a contractual indemnity provision to “effectuate the objectively reasonable expectations of the parties.” With regard to an indemnification agreement which purports to indemnify a party for its own negligence, the interpretation of such a clause varies depending upon the nature of the contract.

In the case of commercial contracts, the more general rule that indemnity clauses are to be strictly construed, has been rejected. Instead, when interpreting an indemnity in a commercial contract indemnifying a party for its own negligence, courts apply the “reasonable construction rule.” Under this rule of interpretation, the unambiguous language of an indemnity clause as reasonably construed should be

37 Id.

38 See Nationwide, 643 So. 2d at 551.

39 Id. at 556-557.

40 Id. at 558-559. The policy upon which the court premised its decision does not use the term “additional insured.” Rather, the manager is listed as a party who is “also an insured.” Id. at 559. However, there is no discernible distinction between the status of the manager as an “additional insured” or as a party also entitled to insurance under the policy.

41 Id. at 563; see also Haisten v. Audubon Indem. Co., 642 So. 2d 404 (Ala. 1994) (holding that the insurer owed coverage to an additional insured/indemnitee either directly as an additional insured or indirectly through a recovery against the insured/indemnitor).


given effect “even if it does not contain words specifying indemnity for the indemnitee’s own negligence.” Other than certain statutory restrictions set forth below, there is no public policy impediment to an indemnitor undertaking to indemnify the indemnitee for the indemnitee’s own negligence.

For example, a broad interpretation was given to an indemnity agreement which provided that a contractor must “indemnify and save harmless” the State from all claims brought because of injuries received by any person “on account of the operations” of the contractor. The indemnity was held to apply to injuries occurring as a result of the State’s own negligence. Similarly, an agreement which indemnified a subcontractor for all claims “arising out of, in connection with, or incident to” the subcontractor’s performance of its duties was determined to include claims based on the subcontractor’s own negligence.

An express indemnity clause is enforceable in an action for indemnity against an injured party’s employer, despite the general workmen’s compensation bar.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Alaska Statute, Section 45.45.900 provides:

A provision, clause, covenant, or agreement contained in, collateral to, or affecting a construction contract that purports to indemnify the promisee against liability . . . from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of the promisee or the promisee’s agents, servants or independent contractors who are directly responsible to the promisee, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable.

In the context of AS 45.45.900, willful misconduct means volitional action taken either with a knowledge that serious injury to another will probably result, or with wanton and reckless disregard of the possible results. The purpose behind this statute is to promote the public policy that all wronged persons should have a remedy for injuries suffered as a result of another person’s negligence.

As used in AS 45.45.900, the word “indemnity” has been read to mean “exempt”, and thus, the statute has been construed to restrict limitation of liability

45 Id.
47 Id.
48 Id. at 1382-1383 (noting that most modern authorities hold that similar indemnity clauses are effective to shift responsibility for an accident where the indemnitee is negligent and the indemnitee is not).
clauses as well as indemnity agreements.\textsuperscript{53} Additionally, the statute has been read broadly to apply to indemnification clauses contained in leases of construction equipment, as such an agreement has been found to be “contained in, collateral to, or affecting a construction contract.”\textsuperscript{54} Indemnification clauses in construction contracts which could potentially encompass claims caused by the indemnitee’s sole negligence or willful misconduct are not void simply because they could be read broadly. AS 45.45.900 does not invalidate an indemnity clause merely because there is a theoretical possibility that the clause could be applied to indemnify the indemnitee for conduct governed by the statute.\textsuperscript{55} Instead, the statute only applies to invalidate an indemnity clause if the clause is actually applied, as between the parties, to indemnify an indemnitee for the indemnitee’s own sole negligence or willful misconduct.\textsuperscript{56}

In addition to the restrictions placed on indemnity agreements in AS 45.45.900, a public duty exception, generally applicable to public utilities and common carriers, has also been recognized.\textsuperscript{57} Two principles underlie this public duty exception: (1) the exception applies to entities that must guard against negligence at all times, since indemnity agreements would create improper incentives for them to breach a duty owed to the public; and (2) public service entities should not be able to impose liability on those they are supposed to serve, since the recipients of the public service would have no choice but to accept that liability.\textsuperscript{58}

\section*{§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.}

The Supreme Court of Alaska has recognized that an agreement to indemnify another is within the definition of “liability assumed in a contract,” but has not determined whether agreeing to indemnify another for the other’s tort liability meets the definition in the standard general liability policy excepting from the exclusion an “insured contract.”\textsuperscript{59} An Alaska federal court acknowledged the policy exception and implied that an agreement to indemnify one for tort liability may fall within the definition of “insured contract,” but could not determine the scope of the indemnity agreement on the evidence before it.\textsuperscript{60}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
  \item Id. at 1277.
  \item Aetna, supra.
  \item Burgess supra, at 1382.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Alaska courts generally recognize that parties are allowed to freely negotiate the allocation of tort liability regardless of fault so long as the contract terms are not unconscionable.\textsuperscript{61} Where one party is responsible for procuring full insurance for both parties, that intent must be stated in express terms.\textsuperscript{62} In such a case, that party becomes responsible for the total risk of loss by affirmatively undertaking the duty to provide full insurance coverage for the mutual benefit of the parties.\textsuperscript{63}

Additional insured endorsements purporting to afford broader coverage than the named insured’s underlying agreement to indemnify or obtain insurance coverage are broadly construed. In \textit{State v. Underwriters at Lloyds, London},\textsuperscript{64} a lease between an airline and airport required the airline to indemnify the airport and to maintain insurance to protect the airport against comprehensive public liability, products liability and property damage. However, the insurance procured by the airline provided coverage that was broader than that called for in the lease.\textsuperscript{65} The court held that “[t]he obligation of a liability insurer is contractual and is generally determined by the terms of the policy.”\textsuperscript{66} Finding nothing in the policy between the parties which limited its coverage to the minimums required under the lease, and no legal doctrine to support such a limitation, the court found that the airline’s insurer was responsible for the full coverage in the policy with the airline, although this was greater than the airline’s agreement to indemnify.\textsuperscript{67}

Where an additional insured endorsement in a policy identifies all subcontractors of the named insured as additional insureds, but only with regard to the subcontractors’ property interest, it has been held that an insurer cannot seek subrogation against those subcontractors for any claim of negligence, even if such a claim is beyond the scope of the subcontractor’s property interest.\textsuperscript{68} In such a case, because a subcontractor has been identified as an additional insured, the insurer has no right to enforce a contractual indemnity agreement between its insured and the subcontractor.\textsuperscript{69} In subrogation actions, an insurer cannot recover its losses from a negligent third party if that party is an additional insured under the applicable policy.\textsuperscript{70} The language in the policy limiting coverage will not prevent courts from

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{61} Dressler Industries, Inc. \textit{v. Foss Launch and Tug Co.}, 560 P.2d 393, 395 (Alaska 1977).
\item \textsuperscript{62} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{63} Id. (holding that in the bailment context, an agreement to purchase insurance for the benefit of both parties is sufficient to shift the risk of loss for the bailed goods).
\item \textsuperscript{64} 755 P.2d 396 (Alaska 1988).
\item \textsuperscript{65} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{66} Id. at 400.
\item \textsuperscript{67} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{68} Baugh-Belarde Construction Co. \textit{v. College Utilities Corp.}, 561 P.2d 1211 (Alaska 1977).
\item \textsuperscript{69} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{70} Graham \textit{v. Rockman}, 504 P.2d 1351 (Alaska 1972).
\end{itemize}
viewing subcontractors as insureds in order to prevent them from being liable in subrogation claims. For example, although the policy may limit coverage for the subcontractor “only as regards [their] property,” or “as their interests may appear,” the subcontractor is still protected from subrogation claims for damages beyond this coverage.

However, in cases where the insured has entered into an indemnification agreement with a third party that is not named as an additional insured under the named insured’s policy, the insurer may recover amounts paid under that policy pursuant to the indemnification agreement. In so doing, the court looks to and applies the plain language of the indemnification clause.

In *Alaska Insurance Co. v. RCA Alaska Communications, Inc.*, it was held that a party could be an implied additional or co-insured and could still obtain the benefit of the named insured’s coverage. In *RCA*, a fire destroyed a building which RCA rented from Bachner, the owner. The written lease between the parties provided that the owner would maintain insurance which would provide protection against all risks, including fire. Bachner’s insurer paid for the fire loss, and then commenced a subrogation action against RCA, contending that RCA had negligently caused the fire. The court held that RCA was an implied co-insured and reasoned that it would “contradict the reasonable expectations of a commercial tenant to allow the landlord’s insurer to proceed against it after the landlord had contracted in the lease to provided fire insurance on the leased premises . . .” In these circumstances, it would be undesirable as a matter of public policy to permit the risk of loss from a fire negligently caused by a tenant to fall upon the tenant rather than the landlord’s insurer.

The Alaska courts have not discussed whether an agreement to procure insurance to cover an indemnity obligation runs afoul of AS 45.45.900. The general approach taken by courts seems to imply that indemnity agreements would not be subject to the statute if they provide that the indemnitor will procure insurance sufficient to cover the risk involved, though this issue has not been specifically addressed.

---

71 *Baugh-Belarde Construction Co., supra*, at 1213 (holding that the builder’s risk policy protected each insured party against his own negligence, whether the property lost belonged to him or to some other insured party).
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§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

A party may contractually relieve itself from liability to another for damages or ordinary negligence via a contract for indemnity. The duty to indemnify is determined by the contract itself rather than common law principles when parties expressly agree to indemnity in a contract.

An agreement to indemnify another for the other party’s own negligent acts does not violate public policy. However, indemnity of this nature is strictly construed and not enforced unless the indemnitor’s obligation to protect the indemnitee against its own negligence is expressed in “clear and unequivocal terms.”

Where an indemnity provision is silent as to its application to the negligence of the indemnitee – a general indemnity provision – “an indemnitee is entitled to indemnification for a loss resulting in part from an indemnitee’s passive negligence, but not active negligence.” One example of a “general” indemnity provision is an agreement

... to indemnify and hold indemnitee harmless from ... any and all claims, liabilities, ... and causes of action arising out or in connection with any accident or injury ... caused in whole or in part by the act, neglect, fault of or omission of any duty incurred by indemnitee ...

Active negligence exists where an indemnitee has personally participated in an affirmative act of negligence, was connected with negligent acts or omissions by knowledge or acquiescence, or has failed to perform a precise duty the indemnitee has agreed to perform, whereas passive negligence is mere nonfeasance, such as the failure to discover a dangerous condition, perform a duty imposed by law, or take adequate precautions against certain hazards inherent in employment.

While courts ordinarily follow the rule that a party will not be indemnified for its own active negligence under a general indemnity agreement, mechanical application of this rule should be avoided in determining the parties’ intent with


85 Id.

86 Id., citing Pioneer Roofing, 733 P.2d at 671.


89 Washington Elementary, 817 P.2d at 6.
respect to indemnification as provided in the contract itself.\textsuperscript{90} “Relying exclusively on the active/passive distinction in determining whether an indemnity agreement applies in a given case may prevent an agreement from being enforced as the parties intended.\textsuperscript{91}"

Contractual indemnity provisions can also be construed as a limited form indemnity agreement, an intermediate form indemnity agreement or a broad form indemnity agreement:

The limited form indemnity obligates the indemnitor to save and hold harmless the indemnitee only for the indemnitor’s own negligence. The intermediate form indemnity obligates the indemnitor to hold harmless the indemnitee for all liability except that which arises out of the indemnitee’s sole negligence. The broad form indemnity requires the indemnitor to save and hold harmless the indemnitee from all liabilities arising from the project, regardless of which party’s negligence introduces the liability.\textsuperscript{92}

\section*{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

In certain circumstances, however, courts will void as against public policy intermediate and broad form indemnity provisions, depending on the type of contract at issue.

For example, in construction contracts involving private (\textit{i.e.} non-public entities), Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 32-1159 voids as against public policy indemnity provisions that attempt to indemnify an indemnitee for its sole negligence. This statute provides, in relevant part, as follows:

\begin{enumerate}
\item A covenant, clause or understanding in, collateral to or affecting a construction contract or architect-engineer professional service contract that purports to indemnify, to hold harmless or to defend the promisee from or against liability for loss or damage resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee or the promisee’s agents, employees or indemnitee is against the public policy of this state is void.
\item Notwithstanding Subsection a, a contractor who is responsible for the performance of a construction contract may fully indemnify a person for whose account the construction contract is not being performed and who, as an accommodation, enters into an agreement with the contractor that permits the contractor to enter on or adjacent to its property to perform the construction contract for others.
\item This Section applies to all contracts entered into between private parties. This Section does not apply to: (1) Agreements to which this state or a political subdivision of this state is a party, including intergovernmental agreements and agreements governed by Sections 34-226
\end{enumerate}

\textsuperscript{90} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{91} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{92} 3 Connecticut Insurance \textit{LJ} 169, 179.
and 41-2586. (2) Agreements entered by agricultural improvement
districts under Title 48, Chapter 17.93

Accordingly, in the private construction context, a “broad form” indemnity
provision as defined above is void as a matter of public policy. In the case of
government construction contracts, a similar, but even less permissive statute
applies. Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 34-226 provides, in relevant part, as follows:

a. A covenant, clause or understanding in, collateral to or affecting a
construction contract or subcontract or architect-engineer professional
service contract or subcontract that purports to indemnify, to hold
harmless or to defend the promisee of, for or against liability for loss or
damages resulting from the negligence of the promisee or the
promisee’s agents, employees or indemnitee is against the public policy
of this state and is void.

b. Notwithstanding Subsection a, a contractor who is responsible for the
performance of a construction contract or subcontract may fully
indemnify a person, firm, corporation, state or other agency for whose
account the construction contract or subcontract is not being performed
and who, as an accommodation, enters into an agreement with the
contractor that permits the contractor to enter on or adjacent to its
property to perform the construction contract or subcontract for
others.94

In the public construction context, therefore, both “broad form” and
“intermediate form” indemnity provisions are void as a matter of public policy.
Again, these statutory exceptions to the general rules of indemnity apply only
in the construction context. Further, when applying either of these statutes, a distinction
must be made as to whether the contract involves a public or private construction
project.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

It does not appear that the Arizona courts have addressed the extent to which an
agreement to assume the tort liability of another via an indemnity agreement is an
“insured contract” within the meaning of the exception to the exclusion for
contractually assumed liability in the form CGL policy.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring
Insurance.

An agreement to procure insurance coupled with an indemnity provision does
not automatically extend insurance coverage to the indemnitee unless some other
basis for providing coverage exists, i.e. actually naming the indemnitee as an insured
under the policy or endorsing the indemnitee as an additional insured. Stated
differently, the mere fact that an insurance provision is included within an indemnity


provision does not elevate the indemnitee to the level of an insured under the indemnitator’s policy.\textsuperscript{95}

In some circumstances, however, the parties to a contract will agree to waive their respective rights against one another, including the right of indemnification, and instead look to the insurance procured by one or both of the parties in order to cover a particular type of loss.\textsuperscript{96} Such waiver of subrogation clauses arise as an example in construction contracts where the contractor agrees to indemnify an owner for losses occasioned by the negligence or partial negligence of the contractor. That same contract, however, may also include a provision providing that the owner will procure insurance for a particular type of loss, most commonly fire damage. Regardless of its duty to indemnify, if the contractor’s negligence results in the specific type of covered loss, the courts will look to the insurance of the owner to cover the loss.\textsuperscript{97} “A waiver of subrogation is useful in such projects because it avoids disruption and disputes among the parties to the project. It thus eliminates the need for lawsuits, and yet protects the contracting parties from loss by bringing all property damage under the all risks builder’s property insurance.”\textsuperscript{98}

As such, the courts may read an indemnification provision that refers to or requires the procurement of a specific type of insurance as a “loss shifting” mechanism designed to impose liability solely on the insurer, rather than the parties to the contract in the event of an occurrence of the specific loss. As in other jurisdictions, the controlling provision may not be the one that refers to indemnity, but rather the one that refers to insurance.

**ARKANSAS**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Arkansas courts apply the same rules of interpretation to indemnity agreements as apply to contracts generally.\textsuperscript{99} “In construing a contract, the courts must endeavor to give meaning and effect to every word and may discard words as surplusage only when the intention of the parties clearly makes them such.”\textsuperscript{100} If, however, “there is no ambiguity in the language of the contract, then there is no need to resort to rules of construction.”\textsuperscript{101} Like any contract, the interpretation of an indemnity agreement

\textsuperscript{95} Id.


\textsuperscript{97} Id., citing Tokio Marine & Fire Ins. Co. v. Employers Ins. Of Wausau, 786 F.2d 101, 104 (2nd Cir. 1986).

\textsuperscript{98} Tokio Marine, 786 F.2d at 104.


\textsuperscript{100} Pickens-Bond, supra.

is “to be determined by the court as a question of law, except where the meaning of the language depends on disputed extrinsic evidence.”

Contracts indemnifying one for his own negligence are enforceable, however, they require clear and unequivocal language. “Agreements to indemnify an indemnitee against its own negligence are generally disfavored, closely scrutinized, strictly construed against the indemnitee and in favor of the indemnitior, and will not be upheld unless expressed in such clear and unequivocal terms that no other meaning can be ascribed.” The rules of strict construction do not apply to the “interpretation of indemnification agreements entered into by business entities in the context of free and understanding negotiation,” nor do they apply where the language of the agreement is unambiguous such that no rules of construction are necessary to ascertain the contract’s meaning.

Any ambiguity in the contract will preclude a finding of indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence, but even an unambiguous agreement can fall short of reaching the indemnitee’s own negligence. “The language of an indemnity agreement can be unambiguous and still not spell out in clear, unequivocal, unmistakable terms the indemmitor’s intention to obligate itself to indemnify for the indemnitee’s negligence”. While no particular words are required, the liability of an indemnitior for the negligence of an indemnitee is an extraordinary obligation to assume, and an intention to so indemnify must be spelled out in unmistakable terms.

Even with these strict rules of construction, broadly worded indemnity agreements may extend to indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence, and the indemnity agreement will be limited only to the extent the indemnitee is the sole proximate cause of the injury. For example, an agreement which required the indemnitior to indemnify “from whatever cause to property or persons used or employed on or in connection with his work, . . . .” was considered broad and sweeping enough as to clearly and unequivocally show the indemnitior’s intention to cover the negligence of the indemnitee. This was not sufficient, however, to require indemnity for injuries for which the indemnitee’s negligence was the sole proximate cause.

103 Nabholz, supra.
106 Potlatch, supra.
107 Pickens-Bond, supra.
108 Arkansas Kraft, supra.
109 Id.
110 Pickens-Bond, supra.
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In contrast, where an agreement specifically refers to the indemnitee’s own negligence, an even broader reading is warranted, and the indemnity agreement will be enforced even if the indemnitee’s negligence is the sole proximate cause of the injury.\(^{112}\) Indemnity will typically only reach indemnification for tort liability, and absent express language to the contrary, an indemnity agreement will not cover indemnification for the indemnitee’s contractual liabilities.\(^{113}\)

Additionally, as many of the indemnification cases arise in the construction context, a slightly different analysis may apply in cases involving other types of indemnity agreements.\(^{114}\) The context in which indemnity agreements arise may affect the interpretation of what obligations an indemnitor undertook by the agreement.\(^{115}\) For example, in an oil and gas lease, since the lessee is under a duty to restore the land after drilling, an indemnification agreement in such a lease must account for that duty, and a successor lessee who agrees to indemnify a predecessor lessee should know that its indemnity obligation will cover surface damage caused by its predecessor.\(^{116}\)

Although claims for tort-based or common-law indemnity are barred by the workers’ compensation act, there is “an exception to the exclusivity of the Workers’ Compensation remedy when there is a contract or special relation capable of carrying with it an implied obligation to indemnify.”\(^{117}\) Thus, an express contract for indemnity will support a claim against the employer of an injured party.\(^{118}\)

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Unlike the rule in many states, there is no statutory prohibition on indemnity agreements in the construction context, and the law on indemnity agreements has been developed through cases in which a subcontractor agreed to indemnify a general contractor.\(^{119}\) Generally such contracts are upheld against the contention that they violate public policy, but the language must be clear, unequivocal and certain.\(^{120}\)

The general rule is that “[s]ubject to public policy considerations a party may voluntarily agree to hold another harmless against loss by whatever cause it might be


\(^{114}\) *See e.g. Chevron*, *supra*.

\(^{115}\) *Id.*

\(^{116}\) *Id.*

\(^{117}\) *Mosley Machinery Co. v. Gray Supply Co.*, 833 S.W.2d 772 (Ark. 1992); *see also Cherry v. Tanda, Inc.*, 940 S.W.2d 457 (Ark. 1997).


\(^{119}\) *See Nabholz*, *supra*.

\(^{120}\) *Elk Corp. of Arkansas v. Builders Transport, Inc.*, 862 F.2d 663 (8th Cir. 1988).
sustained.” It has not been set forth in detail, however, what types of indemnity agreements will violate public policy.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

An agreement to indemnify falls within the “insured contract” provisions of a commercial general liability policy. The liability for which indemnity is sought from the insured must be tort liability.

Where the claim against the insured sounds both in negligence and breach of contract, coverage for an “insured contract” will only extend to indemnification of the indemnitee for tortious injuries.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Although there appear to be no cases directly discussing the effect of an agreement to obtain insurance on an indemnity agreement, conclusions can be drawn from cases which discuss parallel indemnity agreements and agreements to obtain insurance. For example, “where one party has agreed with another to obtain insurance for their mutual protection, the insurer will not be allowed to recover its losses from the non-insured party by means of subrogation or indemnity.” Many states consider an agreement to obtain insurance as evidence that an indemnity agreement was meant to cover the indemnitee’s own negligence. It would likely follow then that an agreement to obtain insurance in connection with an indemnity agreement would bar the insurer from seeking subrogation from a negligent indemnitee.

An indemnity agreement can give context to allocation between various insurers. An agreement which requires indemnity for the indemnitee’s own negligence can actually control an insurer’s liability and trump an “other insurance clause.” “Indemnity agreements determine the allocation of liability in an insurance dispute . . . an indemnity agreement between the insureds or a contract with an indemnification clause . . . may shift an entire loss to a particular insurer notwithstanding the existence of an ‘other insurance’ clause in its policy.”
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in a suit “between two insurers with identical and dueling ‘other insurance’ clauses, the indemnity agreement [is] paramount.”129

Finally, an agreement which contains both an agreement to indemnify and an agreement to procure insurance does not transform the indemnitor into an “insurer.”130 In such a case, the indemnity agreement and the agreement to obtain insurance are typically incidental to the actual object of the contract (e.g., a construction project).131 Therefore, the indemnitor, by entering into parallel indemnity and insurance agreements, is not undertaking to become an insurer.

CALIFORNIA

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

In California, indemnity may arise either by contractual language specifically providing for indemnification or by the “equities of the particular case.”132 Indemnity agreements are interpreted to give effect to the mutual intention of the parties as it existed at the time of contracting.133

While the California cases examining indemnity contracts produce inconsistent results, it is generally recognized that parties to an express indemnity agreement may contractually agree to provide indemnity for the indemnitee’s own active negligence.134 To do so, the parties must employ “sufficiently specific language.”135 An indemnity agreement providing for indemnification against an indemnitee’s own negligence “must be clear and explicit and is to be strictly construed against the indemnitee.”136 In the absence of such an express provision, the indemnification provision will be construed to provide indemnity to the indemnitee only if he has been no more than passively negligent.137 In some cases, even an indemnitee who has been only passively negligent may be precluded from indemnification depending

---
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133 United Airlines, Inc. v. W. Airlines, Inc., 282 P.2d 118, 122 (2nd Dist. Ct. App. 1955); see also Goodman v. Severin, 274 Cal. App. 2d 885, 894 (2nd Dist. Ct. App. 1969) (determining the actual intention of the parties governs the construction of an indemnification agreement); accord, Cal. Civ. Code § 1636 (“A contract must be so interpreted as to give effect to the mutual intention of the parties as it existed at the time of contracting, so far as the same is ascertainable and lawful.”).
134 E. L. White, 579 P. 2d at 511.
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upon the language of the express indemnity provision.\footnote{MacDonald & Kruse, Inc. v. San Jose Steel Co., 29 Cal. App. 3d 413, 420-21 (2d Dist. Ct. App. 1972).} Thus, while parties may freely enter into contractual agreements providing for total indemnity, governing case law requires specificity in the contractual language of the indemnification clause sufficient to alert the indemnitor as to the extent of its obligation.

A “general” indemnity clause will not be construed to provide indemnity for loss resulting in part from an indemnitee’s active negligence. For instance, provisions purporting to indemnify an owner “in any suit at law,”\footnote{Markley v. Beagle, 429 P.2d 129 (Cal. 1967).} “for any and all claims for damages to any person,”\footnote{Morgan v. Stubblefield, 493 P.2d 465 (Cal. 1972).} and “from any cause whatsoever,”\footnote{MacDonald & Kruse, 29 Cal. App. 3d at 422.} without expressly mentioning the indemnitee’s negligence, have been construed to be “general” indemnification clauses, which will not be interpreted to provide indemnity where an indemnitee is actively negligent.

The active-passive dichotomy is not always dispositive of whether an actively negligent indemnitee is precluded from indemnification under a general indemnity provision. It has been held that “whether an indemnity agreement covers a given case turns primarily on contractual interpretation, and it is the intent of the parties as expressed in the agreement that should control.”\footnote{Rossmoor Sanitation, supra, at 104.} One California court has classified indemnity clauses into three types,\footnote{MacDonald & Kruse, supra, at 419-21:}

\begin{itemize}
  \item TYPE I: The first type of provision is that which provides “expressly and unequivocally” that the indemnitor is to indemnify the indemnitee for, among other things, the negligence of the indemnitee. The indemnitee is indemnified whether his liability has arisen as the result of his negligence alone or whether his liability has arisen as the result of his co-negligence with the indemnitor.
  \item TYPE II: The second type of provision is that which provides that the indemnitor is to indemnify the indemnitee for the indemnitee’s liability “howsoever same may be caused” or “regardless of responsibility for negligence.” Under this type of indemnity provision, the indemnitee is indemnified from his own acts of passive negligence that solely or contributorily cause his liability, but is not indemnified for his own acts of active negligence.
  \item TYPE III: The third type of contractual provision is that which provides that the indemnitor is to indemnify the indemnitee for the indemnitee’s liabilities caused by the indemnitor, but which does not provide that the indemnitor is to indemnify the indemnitee for the indemnitee’s liabilities that were caused by other than the indemnitor. Under this type of provision, any negligence on the part of the indemnitee, either active or passive, will bar indemnification against the indemnitor irrespective of whether the indemnitee may also have been a cause of the indemnitee’s liability.
\end{itemize}

\footnote{But see Morton Thiokol, Inc., v. Metal Bldg. Alteration Co., 193 Cal. App. 3d 1025 (1st Dist. Ct. App. 1987) (holding that agreement whereby one party was to be indemnified for any damages sustained as a result of another’s breach of contract entitled indemnitee to indemnification notwithstanding its active negligence, where the accident would not have occurred except for the indemnitor’s breach of contract).}
However, the evolution of comparative indemnification in California may alter the general rule. In *Hernandez v. Badger Constr. Equip. Co.*, 145 one California appellate court held that under an express indemnity clause, principles of comparative fault or proportional indemnification should be applied. 146 Subsequently, another appellate district narrowed the scope of comparative indemnity by reiterating the general rule that an actively negligent indemnitee cannot recover under a general indemnity clause. 147 The court noted that although the general rule is not applicable to all cases, it is a guiding tool used to ascertain the intent of the parties. 148 The California Supreme Court has yet to address the issue of comparative indemnity.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Express indemnification agreements are subject to certain limitations based upon principles of public policy, which have been codified in California. “All contracts which have for their object, directly or indirectly, to exempt anyone from responsibility for his own fraud, or willful injury to the person or property of another, or violation of law, whether willful or negligent, are against the policy of the law.” 149 However, an indemnity agreement as to a wrongful act already done is valid, unless it was a felony. 150 Additionally, “[a]n insurer is not liable for a loss caused by the willful act of the insured; but he is not exonerated by the negligence of the insured, or of the insured’s agents or others.” 151 Public policy also proscribes indemnification for punitive damages. 152

In the realm of construction contracts, California prohibits indemnification agreements for injury caused solely by an indemnitee’s negligent or willful misconduct. The applicable Code section provides:

a. Except as provided in [other provisions of the Code], provisions, clauses, covenants, or agreements contained in, collateral to, or affecting any construction contract and that purport to indemnify the promisee against liability for damages for death or bodily injury to persons, injury to property, or any other loss, damage or expense arising from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of the promisee or the promisee’s agents, servants, or independent contractors who are


146 Id. at 1820-23 (holding that under an express indemnity clause, an actively negligent indemnitee was entitled to indemnification, but only to the proportion that the indemnitor caused the plaintiff’s injuries).
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150 *Lemat Corp. v. Am. Basketball Ass’n*, 51 Cal. App. 3d 267, 277 n.9 (1st Dist. Ct. App. 1975); see Cal. Civ. Code § 2774 (“An agreement to indemnify a person against an act already done, is valid, even though the act was known to be wrongful, unless it was a felony”).


directly responsible to the promisee, or for defects in design furnished by those persons, are against public policy and are void and unenforceable; provided, however, that this section shall not affect the validity of any insurance contract, workers’ compensation, or agreement issued by an admitted insurer as defined by the Insurance Code.

b. Except as provided in [other provisions of the Code], provisions, clauses, covenants, or agreements contained in, collateral to, or affecting any construction contract with a public agency that purport to impose on the contractor, or relieve the public agency from, liability for the active negligence of the public agency are void and unenforceable.153

This code section does not proscribe agreements for indemnification when the loss or injury is due only in part to the indemnitee’s negligence or willful misconduct.154

Another statutory provision precludes indemnity agreements involving trucking or cartage, and provides in relevant part:

Any provision, promise, agreement, clause, or covenant contained in, collateral to, or affecting any hauling, trucking, or cartage contract or agreement is against public policy, void and unenforceable if it purports to indemnify the promisee against liability for any of the following damages which are caused by the sole negligence or willful misconduct of the promisee, agents, servants, or the independent contractors directly responsible to the promisee, except when such agents, servants, or independent contractors are under the direct supervision and control of the promisor:

(a) Damages arising out of bodily injury or death to persons.
(b) Damage to property.
(c) Any other damage or expense arising under either (a) or (b).155

The provision is expressly inapplicable to contracts of insurance.156

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

California recognizes an agreement to indemnify a third party by an insured as an “insured contract” within the meaning of the exclusion for contractually assumed liability.157


155 Cal. Civ. Code § 2784.5

156 Id.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Notwithstanding application of the statutory provision voiding certain indemnity agreements in the construction context, because contracts of insurance are expressly excepted from the prohibition, in situations where an indemnitee is named as an additional insured under a liability policy, California courts will validate an otherwise unenforceable indemnity agreement by construing the agreement as a contract for the purchase of insurance. California has not addressed the operation of an additional insured endorsement which purports to extend greater coverage to the indemnitee than the underlying agreement of the named insured to indemnify.

COLORADO

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Indemnity agreements will be upheld in Colorado as long as the parties’ intent to indemnify is clear and unambiguous. Such agreements are subject to the same rules of construction which govern contracts generally. Indemnity clauses are consequently enforced according to the plain and generally accepted meaning of the language utilized and interpreted in their entirety to give effect to all of their provisions so none are rendered meaningless. An indemnity agreement is to be given such a meaning as would be attached to it by a reasonably intelligent person knowing all the circumstances prior to and contemporaneous with the making of the integration. Like other contracts, indemnity agreements can arise orally, but broad statements such as “Don’t worry about it – we will take care of it if anything happens,” will not suffice to create an indemnity obligation. The word “indemnity” is not required to create an indemnity obligation, and conversely, the presence of this word does not guarantee that an indemnity contract was actually created.
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An indemnity contract holding an indemnitee harmless for its own negligent acts must contain “clear and unequivocal” language to this effect. The “clear and unequivocal” standard does not, however, require the contract to expressly state that one party will indemnify the other party for the first party’s own negligence. Such an intent may be demonstrated by broad language, such as “party A will indemnify party B from any and all claims, liabilities . . .” However, in the commercial setting, the rule of strict construction governing the interpretation of indemnity agreements is relaxed, apparently attributable to the increasing use of liability insurance as a means of covering the indemnity obligation. Specific reference to the negligent conduct of the indemnitee as within the intended scope of the indemnity does not render an otherwise unambiguous indemnity provision insufficient to indemnify the indemnitee from its own negligence.

A cause of action by a third-party against an employer for injuries of an employee will be allowed if based upon an express contractual indemnity provision, despite the immunity provided by the Colorado Workmen’s Compensation Act.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Public contracts related to construction which purport to indemnify or hold harmless any public entity from that entity’s own negligence are void as against public policy and are wholly unenforceable.

In the event that a public contract or agreement for the construction, alteration, repair, or maintenance of any building, structure, highway bridge, viaduct, water, sewer, or gas distribution system, or other works dealing with construction, or any moving, demolition, or excavation connected with such construction, contains any covenant, promise, agreement, or combination thereof to indemnify or hold harmless any public entity from that public entity’s own negligence, then such covenant, promise, agreement, or combination thereof is void as against public policy and wholly unenforceable.

The statute is intended to affect only the contractual relationship between the parties relating to indemnification of public entities for the negligent acts of the public
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entity, and does not affect any other right or remedy of public entities or contracting parties.\textsuperscript{175} 

Contractual provisions which seek to indemnify a party for intentional wrongdoing are against public policy, and Colorado courts will not enforce such provisions, even if one party has detrimentally relied upon the contract.\textsuperscript{176} For example, if one breaches a fiduciary duty, he will not be entitled to enforce an indemnity provision and obtain indemnification for his wrongful acts.\textsuperscript{177}

Parental indemnity provisions, i.e. an agreement whereby a parent agrees to indemnify another party for any injuries or damages suffered by the parent’s child, violate public policy to protect minors and create an unacceptable conflict of interest between a minor and his parent or guardian.\textsuperscript{178}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Although it has been recognized that an indemnity agreement generally falls within the policy term “liability assumed in a contract,”\textsuperscript{179} the Colorado courts have not addressed whether an indemnity agreement falls within the “insured contract” or “incidental contract” exception to an insurance policy exclusion for contractually assumed liability, where “insured contract” includes the insured’s assumption of tort liability of a third-party.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Mutual agreements to shift the risk of loss or damage to insurance are valid under Colorado law.\textsuperscript{180} An agreement between an owner and its contractor which required the owner to provide insurance for the full value of the work was sufficient to shift the loss to the owner’s insurer as the agreement “mirrors the parties’ intent to provide mutual exculpation” from the incurred loss.\textsuperscript{181} Similarly, a waiver of subrogation provision between an owner and a contractor which referred to property insurance obtained by the owner was held to place both parties essentially in the position of co-insureds on a policy of first-party property insurance.\textsuperscript{182} The court found that the waiver of subrogation expressed an agreement by the parties to

\textsuperscript{175} Id.


\textsuperscript{177} Id.

\textsuperscript{178} Cooper v. Aspen Skiing Co., 48 P.3d 1229, 1237 (Colo. 2002) (parent’s agreement to indemnify for any injuries received by minor while participating in ski club invalid and contrary to public policy).


\textsuperscript{181} Id.

\textsuperscript{182} Town of Silverton v. The Phoenix Heat Source System, Inc., 948 P.2d 9, 12 (Colo. Ct. App. 1997) (holding that an insurer may not subrogate against a other party to insured’s waiver of subrogation provision).
exculpate each other from liability and to look solely to the owner’s insurance for recovery.\(^{183}\) Similarly, where a contract between an owner and a contractor stated that the insurance obtained by the owner “shall include the interest of the Owner, the Contractor, Subcontractor . . . . and their work,” the express language of the contract acted to include the subcontractor as a beneficiary of the owner’s insurance obligation.\(^{184}\)

In *Hartford Insurance Co. v. CMC Builders, Inc.*,\(^{185}\) a contractor agreed to indemnify the owner, but the agreement stated that any loss of property would be covered by insurance procured by the owner. The Court found the owner’s obligation to obtain insurance to cover a specific loss to be an exception to the general indemnification agreement, finding that the purpose of the exception was to relieve the contractor from liability for the specific peril insured against and to require the owner to protect itself through its purchase of insurance.\(^{186}\) As such, the contractor could not be held liable as an indemnitor for the loss of property in question.\(^{187}\)

The Colorado courts have not directly addressed the extent to which an insurer’s obligations to an indemnitee pursuant to an additional insured endorsement interact with the underlying agreement on the part of the insured to indemnify the additional insured.

**CONNECTICUT**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

In Connecticut, express indemnity agreements can indemnify against loss and/or potential liability.\(^{188}\) To indemnify one against his own negligence, however, such an intention must be expressed in clear and unequivocal language within the agreement.\(^{189}\) Such agreements are not against public policy except to the extent they implicate an express statute, as discussed below.\(^{190}\)

---

\(^{183}\) *Id.*


\(^{186}\) *Id.*

\(^{187}\) *Id.*


\(^{189}\) *See United Aircraft Corporation v. David H. Mackenzie, Inc.*, 196 F. Supp. 933, 935 (D. Conn. 1961); *Hyson, supra.*

In areas other than construction, negligence disclaimers have not been categorically denounced and the courts have taken a case-by-case approach.\textsuperscript{191} In a lease arrangement where the seller agreed to indemnify the buyer against “any and all liabilities,” the promise to indemnify was found to cover negligence on the part of the indemnitee because the use of “any and all” was all encompassing.\textsuperscript{192}

\textbf{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Indemnity.}

The one significant prohibition on the general rule that express contracts of indemnity are enforceable under Connecticut law is a prohibition against certain indemnity in construction agreements.\textsuperscript{193} The legislature enacted a statute, the purpose of which is to nullify any “hold harmless” provision in a construction contract which grants immunity to either party for acts of sole negligence.\textsuperscript{194} The statute, as amended in 2001, provides:

Any covenant, promise, agreement or understanding entered into in connection with or collateral to a contract or agreement relative to the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of any building, structure or appurtenances thereto including moving, demolition and excavating connected therewith, that purports to indemnify or hold harmless the promisee against liability for damage arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the negligence of such promisee, such promisee’s agents or employees, is against public policy and void, provided this section shall not affect the validity of any insurance contract, workers’ compensation agreement or other agreement issued by a licensed insurer.\textsuperscript{195}

In 2001, the state legislature amended the statute by substituting the word “negligence” for the words “sole negligence,” thereby broadening its reach.\textsuperscript{196} Since the statutory revision, few cases have examined its application. The courts have yet to determine whether the provisions of the 2001 amendment of § 52-572k will be applied retroactively.\textsuperscript{197}

A party raising claims for breach of contract, tortious interference, breach of implied covenant of good faith and violations of the Connecticut Uniform Trade Practices Act may avoid the application of § 52-572k because the party did not plead

\textsuperscript{191} See Comind, Companhia De Seguros v. Sikorsky Aircraft, 116 F.R.D. 397 (D. Conn. 1987), see supra.

\textsuperscript{192} See Burkle, supra.

\textsuperscript{193} See CONN. GEN. STAT. § 52-572k (2003).


\textsuperscript{195} CONN. GEN. STAT. § 52-572k(a) (2003).


\textsuperscript{197} See Costin at 171 (n. 5).
negligence, but only breach of contract. Moreover, in a case involving an ambiguous indemnification clause, to the extent the provisions of a construction agreement purport to indemnify a subcontractor for liability resulting from his own negligence, the court held those provisions void; however, it allowed the provision which simply sought to hold the party liable for other acts and omissions. An indemnification provision related to the installation of an alarm system, which the court determined was not an appurtenance, was not subject to 52-572k. Indemnification related to the conduct of the manager of a construction project is likewise unaffected by the prohibitory statute.

In view of the exclusivity of workers’ compensation relief, indemnity claims against employees as joint tortfeasors warrant the special additional limitation of an independent legal relationship. An indemnitee may recover from the injured party’s employer/indemnitor so long as two requirements are met: (1) the contractual provision at issue must express such an intent, and (2) an independent legal relationship must be established which supports the indemnification sought.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The state appellate courts and federal court in Connecticut have not addressed the precise issue of whether an agreement to indemnify would be considered an “insured contract” within the meaning of the form commercial general liability policy which contains an exception to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability where the assumption is of the tort liability of another. Based upon several “unreported” Superior Court decisions, however, Connecticut law would appear to consider agreements to indemnify to fit within the exception to the exclusion.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Parties to a contract may waive their rights to recover against each other and agree instead to look to insurance for coverage for any damage resulting from the

198 See Guild, 81 F. Supp. 2d at 381.
199 See Costin, supra.
204 See Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co. v. Lydall Woods Colonial Vill., Inc., 2003 Conn. Super. LEXIS 1956 (Conn. Super. Ct. 2003)(unreported)(“ The contract liability assumption exclusion, as articulated in cases in state and federal courts around the country, is uniformly considered to apply to those situations where an insured agrees to indemnify a third party pursuant to contract, not tortious conduct as it relates to duties pursuant to a contract under which an insured was established and from which it draws its legal existence.”) and R.E.O., Inc. v. Travelers Cos., 1998 Conn. Super. LEXIS 1447, 30-31 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1998)(holding that coverage should be afforded when only one count of a multi-count complaint related to an indemnity agreement).
subject of their agreement.\textsuperscript{205} Such a waiver clause bars recovery to the extent of insurance coverage.\textsuperscript{206} In reaching this result, the court looked at the full meaning of the contract and noted that silence as to one distinction detailed in another provision “cannot be mere oversight and must be deemed meaningful . . . An explicit clause to protect the insurer’s right of subrogation at all times could have been included in the policy, but was not.”\textsuperscript{207} The language that obligated the contractor to procure liability insurance for damage to a construction project and the owner to purchase property insurance constituted a waiver of “all” claims for damage occurring during a construction project to the extent that the owner had obtained insurance under the contract.\textsuperscript{208}

Notably, however, the court in the same case rejected the argument that the contractor was an additional insured under the contract. “Absent any express agreement between the parties, the court will not attach meaning to silence by reading into the contract what could have been expressed but was not.”\textsuperscript{209} The court concluded that to the extent that the contractor’s negligence proximately caused the un-reimbursed damages (the owner’s deductible), the contractor was held liable for that amount.\textsuperscript{210}

\textbf{DELAWARE}

\section*{§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Contractual indemnity is enforceable where there is an express contract between the parties containing an explicit undertaking to reimburse for the liability of the character involved.\textsuperscript{211} In order to be enforceable, indemnity clauses must be clear and unequivocal.\textsuperscript{212} “Indemnification contracts are construed to give effect to the parties’ intent; in other words, only losses which reasonably appear to have been intended by the parties are compensable under such contracts.”\textsuperscript{213} Yet, attorneys’ fees and expenses may be recovered under an indemnification agreement if they are incurred as a result of defending claims that are the subject of the duty to

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[205]{See \textit{Stop & Shop Supermarket Co. v. ABCO Refrigeration Supply Corp.}, 842 A.2d 1194, 1198 (Conn. Super. Ct. 2003), petition for cert. for appeal dismissed, 853 A.2d 523 (Conn. 2004).}
\footnotetext[206]{See \textit{id.}}
\footnotetext[207]{\textit{Id.} at 1198.}
\footnotetext[208]{See \textit{id.} at 1198, citing Burkle, supra.}
\footnotetext[209]{\textit{Stop & Shop}, 842 A.2d at 1200.}
\footnotetext[213]{\textit{Oliver B. Cannon and Son, Inc. v. Dorr-Oliver, Inc.}, 394 A.2d 1160, 1165 (Del. 1978).}
\end{footnotes}
indemnify.\textsuperscript{214} This is true even where the indemnity clause does not expressly mention attorneys’ fees.\textsuperscript{215} 

With the exception of construction related contacts (see § II, \textit{infra.}), agreements under which the indemnitee is indemnified against its own negligence are also valid.\textsuperscript{216} However, a contract for indemnity will not be construed to indemnify a person against his own negligence where such intention is not expressed in clear and unequivocal terms.\textsuperscript{217} Moreover, such contracts are not favored at law, and where possible, will be construed so as not to confer immunity from liability.\textsuperscript{218}

\textbf{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

6 Del. C § 2704 prohibits parties entering into construction contracts from transferring the risk of their own negligence to another party through an agreement to indemnify.\textsuperscript{219} The statute provides:

A covenant, promise, agreement or understanding in, or in connection with or collateral to, a contract or agreement (including but not limited to a contract or agreement with the State, any County, municipality or political subdivision of the State, or with any agency, commission, department, body or board of any of them, as well as any contract or agreement with a private party or entity) relative to the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a road, highway, driveway, street, bridge or entrance or walkway of any type constructed thereon, and building, structure, appurtenance or appliance, including without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the moving, demolition and excavating connected therewith, purporting to indemnify or hold harmless architects, engineers, surveyors, owners or others, or their agents, servants and employees, for damages arising from liability for bodily injury or death to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting or arising from or out of the negligence of such architect, engineer, surveyor, owner or others than the promisor or indemnitor, or their agents, servants or employees, or without limiting the generality of the foregoing, caused by or resulting or arising from or out of defects in maps, plans, designs, specifications prepared, acquired or used by such architect, engineer, surveyor, owner, or others than the promisor or indemnitor, or

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{215} Delle Donne & Assoc., LLP, 840 A.2d at 1255
\item \textsuperscript{216} 6 Del. C. § 2704(a) (2004); Hollingsworth v. Chrysler Corp., 58 Del. 236, 208 A.2d 61 (Del. 1965).
\item \textsuperscript{218} Blum, 297 A.2d at 49.
\item \textsuperscript{219} 6 Del. C. § 2704 (2004); Wenke v. Amoco Chems. Corp., 290 A.2d 670, 673 (Del. Super. Ct. 1972) superseded by statute as stated in J.S. Alberici Constr. Co. v. Mid-West Conveyor Co., 750 A.2d 518 (Del. 2000)(initially, 6 Del. C § 2704(a) was thought to only apply to owners and their affiliated preconstruction professional people who furnish plans, designs, and specifications and then attempt to contract away their duty to stand behind their product but in 1988, 6 Del. C. § 2704(a) was broadened to include anyone in a subcontractor/contractor relationship in the construction context).
\end{itemize}
their agents, servants or employees, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable. 220

Not only does the statute render such attempts unenforceable, it specifically declares them void as a matter of public policy. However, 6 Del. C § 2704 (b), referred to as the “insurance saving provision,” provides that “[n]othing in subsection (a) of this section shall be construed to void or render unenforceable policies of insurance issued by duly authorized insurance companies and insuring against losses or damages from any causes whatsoever.” 221 Furthermore, a 2003 amendment to the statute provides that the anti-indemnification provision of subsection (a) does “[n]ot apply to any covenant, promise, agreement, understanding, or other provision in a partnership agreement of a partnership (whether general or limited), limited liability company agreement, trust agreement, certificate of incorporation or bylaw.” 222

Although the state workers’ compensation law is the exclusive remedy available to a claimant to secure compensation for the injuries sustained as a result of a work-related incident, 223 third-party actions against employers may also be sustained on a contractual theory of recovery based on express or implied indemnification. 224

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

An agreement to indemnify a third party is an “insured contract” under Delaware law. 225 It has been held that whether an indemnitee seeks coverage from an insurer because it is an additional insured on the policy or because the indemnity agreement is an “insured contract” binding the carrier is a “distinction without a difference.” 226 Furthermore, a carrier affording coverage for an indemnitee’s “insured contract” is obligated on the policy whether the underlying indemnity is void for public policy. 227 “[T]he insurer cannot hide behind § 2704(a) [voiding indemnification by a subcontractor] and refuse to pay coverage ‘to any insured, however identified or designated.’” 228

220 6 Del. C. § 2704(a).
222 6 Del. C. § 2704(c) (2004).
223 Id.
226 Daimler Chrysler Corp. at *7.
227 Id.; Chrysler Corp. v. Merrell & Garaguso, Inc., 796 A.2d 648 (Del. 2002)
228 Daimler Chrysler Corp. at *6-7.
§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Under certain circumstances a contractual requirement to purchase insurance may be unenforceable; however, once such insurance is secured, the terms of the insurance policy are enforceable against the insurer. Specifically, while Delaware’s Anti-Indemnity statute codified at 6 Del. C. § 2704(a) would invalidate a contractual provision requiring the purchasing of insurance naming the owner as an insured, the insurance saving provision of 6 Del. C. § 2704(b) preserves the enforceability of the insurance “against losses or damages from any causes whatsoever.”

While this outcome has been challenged as constituting an “end run” around the clear non-indemnification policy set forth in subsection (a), Delaware courts have concluded that a different outcome would negate the legislative purpose behind the insurance savings provisions of subsection (b). Consequently, regardless of the original validity of a contractual provision requiring the purchase of insurance where a policy is obtained and insurance coverage exists, the insurer may be bound to provide coverage.

FLORIDA

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Contractual agreements to indemnify another are valid and enforceable in Florida under certain circumstances. However, “contracts of indemnification which attempt to indemnify a party against its own wrongful acts are viewed with disfavor in Florida.” Further, “public policy in Florida prohibits liability insurance coverage for punitive damages assessed against a person because of his own wrongful conduct.” However, there is an exception to this general rule prohibiting liability insurance coverage for punitive damages when the insured is not personally at fault, and is instead is vicariously liable.

A contract for indemnity will not be construed to indemnify the indemnitee against losses resulting from his own sole negligence unless such intention is

229 Chrysler Corp., 796 A.2d at 649.
230 Id. at 650, 653.
231 Id. at 653; 6 Del. C. § 2704 (b).
232 Id.
233 Id. at 653; Daimler Chrysler Corp., supra.
236 Id.
expressed in clear and unequivocal terms. This general rule has been extended to include cases where the indemnitee and indemnitor are found to be jointly liable.

An indemnification agreement stated in general terms will not meet the “clear and unequivocal terms” standard, and thus will not apply to liability resulting from the sole negligence of the indemnitee. Terms and provisions held too general to require indemnity for the indemnitee’s own negligence include an agreement to indemnify “against any and all claims,” and an agreement in which a lessee assumed “all responsibility for claims asserted by any person” and agreed to hold harmless the lessor.

Language found sufficient to include indemnification for the indemnitee’s own partial negligence include an agreement by a lessee to “indemnify Lessor and save it harmless from suits . . . occasioned wholly or in part by any act or omission of Lessee,” and an agreement to indemnify for “all suits except those resulting from the indemnitee’s sole negligence.”

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Florida places a statutory bar on agreements to indemnify another for its own negligence in the construction context. The applicable statute provides:

(2) A construction contract for a public agency or in connection with a public agency’s project may require a party to that contract to indemnify and hold harmless the other party to the contract, their officers and employees, from liabilities, damages, losses and costs, including, but not limited to, reasonable attorney’s fees, to the extent caused by the negligence, recklessness, or intentional wrongful misconduct of the indemnifying party and persons employed or utilized by the indemnifying party in the performance of the construction contract.

(3) Except as specifically provided in subsection (2), a construction contract for a public agency or in connection with a public agency’s project may not require one party to indemnify, defend, or hold harmless the other party, its employees, officers, directors, or agents

237 University Plaza Shopping Center, Inc. v. Stewart, 272 So. 2d 507, 509 (Fla. 1973); see also H&H Painting & Waterproofing Co. v. Mech. Masters, Inc., 923 So. 2d 1227 (Fla. 4th Dist. Ct. App. 2006).

238 Charles Poe, 374 So. 2d at 489.

239 University Plaza, 272 So. 2d at 512.

240 Cox Cable Corp. v. Gulf Power Co., 591 So. 2d 627, 629 (Fla. 1992).

241 Charles Poe, supra.


from any liability, damage, loss, claim, action, or proceeding, and any such contract provision is void as against public policy of this state.244

The implication of the statute is clear: An indemnification agreement to indemnify for the indemnitee’s own negligence in public agency construction contracts is void. A recent amendment to the statute allows indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence if a reasonable monetary limitation is placed on the agreement or if specified consideration is given for the indemnification.245

Closely related to the foregoing is a prohibition on the indemnification of design professionals. This statute provides:

(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of s. 725.06, if a design professional provides professional services to or for a public agency, the agency may require in a professional services contract with the design professional that the design professional indemnify and hold harmless the agency, and its officers and employees, from liabilities, damages, losses, and costs, including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys’ fees, to the extent caused by the negligence, recklessness, or intentionally wrongful conduct of the design professional and other persons employed or utilized by the design professional in the performance of the contract.

(2) Except as specifically provided in subsection (1), a professional services contract entered into with a public agency may not require that the design professional defend, indemnify, or hold harmless the agency, its employees, officers, directors, or agents from any liability, damage, loss, claim, action, or proceeding, and any such contract provision shall be void as against the public policy of this state.246

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Under a general liability policy which affords coverage for an “insured contract,” an insured contract includes an insured’s agreement to indemnify another.247 However, an indemnity agreement purporting to indemnify for the indemnitee’s own negligence must be clear and unequivocal, and in the absence of such a finding, the indemnitor does not assume the tort liability of another, and there is consequently no “insured contract” to which liability coverage extends.248

244 Fla. Stat. § 725.06. (emphasis added).


246 Fla. Stat. § 725.08 (emphasis added).

247 Florida Mun. Power Agency v. Ohio Cas. Ins. Co., 714 So. 2d 660, 661 (Fla. 5th Dist. Ct. App. 1998) (contract defined “insured contract” as an agreement under which the insured “assume[d] the tort liability of another party to pay for ‘bodily injury’ or ‘property damage’”).

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Where the parties to an agreement mutually agree that one will obtain insurance as part of the bargain to shift the loss from both of them to the insurance carrier solely, if loss occurs, it is irrelevant which party was negligent. For example, where a contract contains both a provision that any loss due to the negligence of a contractor shall be borne by that contractor, and a provision that the contractor shall be a named insured jointly with the owner in all policies, the court interprets the contract as having contemplated the shifting of the risk of any party to an insurer, irrespective of negligence. Further, a contract in which an owner agrees to provide a contractor with all “necessary insurance” will be construed as that which is necessary to protect the parties from any and all loss.

There is some indication that where an indemnitor procures liability insurance in connection with an agreement to indemnify, the indemnification will not be expanded by the policy of insurance. For example, where a tenant was required to obtain certain minimum levels of liability insurance to cover the landlord, it was held that the “insurance coverage does not extend beyond the tenant’s liability.” Since the tenant was not liable to indemnify for losses caused by the landlord’s negligence, neither was the tenant’s insurer.

Similarly, where a supplier agreed to indemnify a franchisee for losses except those caused by the franchisee’s own negligence, and where the agreement further provided that the supplier would obtain liability insurance, the court limited the franchisee’s rights to coverage to the extent of the underlying indemnification agreement. As such, the mere existence of liability insurance did not trump the fact that the indemnity agreement did not extend to losses caused by the franchisee’s negligence, and consequently the policy of insurance did not extend to that liability.

When the “indemnity language of the contract does not require [the indemnitor] to hold [the indemnitee] harmless for [the indemnitee’s] own negligence,” where the indemnitee is named as an additional insured, “the indemnity language of the


250 Smith v. Ryan, 142 So. 2d 139 (Fla. 2nd Dist. Ct. App. 1962).

251 Housing Inv. Corp. of Fla. v. Carris, 389 So. 2d 689 (Fla. 5th Dist. Ct. App. 1980).

252 University Plaza, supra.

253 Id.

254 Allianz Insurance, supra.

255 Id. The Allianz case, unfortunately, raises more questions than it answers. The court limited the indemnitee’s coverage from insurance in this case to the limits set forth in the underlying indemnity agreement. However, the agreement between the supplier and the franchisee required the supplier to name the franchisee as an additional insured (which based on the Container Corp. case discussed infra, would seem to change the outcome). For some unknown reason, however, the Container Corp. court distinguished itself from Allianz by stating that “there was no indication in [Allianz] that the claimant had been named in the policy as an additional insured.” Container Corp. of Am. v. Maryland Casualty Co., 707 So. 2d 733, 735 n.1 (Fla. 1998). This distinction is at odds with the facts in Allianz.
contract is [not] dispositive of the coverage issue."

Rather, the “language of the policy is controlling” and the indemnitee may be entitled to coverage above and beyond what was promised in the underlying indemnification agreement.

**GEORGIA**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Except in cases prohibited by statute or where a public duty is owed, a party may contractually relieve itself from liability to another for damages or ordinary negligence, and such an agreement is not void as against public policy. Furthermore, a party may validly bind itself to indemnify another for that party’s own future acts of negligence, except where expressly disallowed by statute. As a matter of public policy, however, an agreement to indemnify a party for the indemnitee’s own negligence will only be enforced if an intention to do so on the part of the indemnitee is expressed in plain, clear and unequivocal terms. Absent such an explicitly and expressly stated intent, Georgia courts will not interpret an indemnity agreement as a promise to save the indemnitee from its own negligence. Every presumption is against such intention, and if there is any ambiguity, the words of the agreement must be construed strictly against the indemnitee. “Georgia courts never imply an agreement to indemnify another for one’s own negligence in the absence of express language.”

The contract will be scrutinized closely to discover whether such an intent is actually revealed.

This rule is an expression of the reluctance to cast the burden for negligent actions upon those who are not actually at fault, the public policy instead being to encourage the exercise of due care for fear of liability, rather than encourage acts of

---

256 *Container Corp. of Am.* at 735.

257 *Id.*


259 *Id.*


261 *Union Camp, supra* n. 3, at 310; *Georgia Marble Setting, supra* n. 1, at 550; *Service Merchandise Co. v. Hunter Fan Co.*, 617 S.E.2d 235, 237 (Ga. App. 2005); *BellSouth Telcoms, supra* n. 2, at 362.

262 *Scarboro, supra* n. 3, at 310; *Georgia Marble Setting, supra* n. 1, at 552; *Scarboro Enterprises, Inc. v. Hirsh*, 169 S.E.2d 182, 185 (Ga. App. 1969); *Hunter Fan Co., supra* n.4, at 237; *BellSouth Telcoms, supra* n. 2, at 362.


264 *Georgia Marble Setting, supra* n. 1, at 550.

carelessness, cloaked with the knowledge that an indemnity contract will relieve a party’s indifference. 266

Consequently, an agreement by one party to indemnify another “against any and all claims” does not “expressly, plainly, clearly and unequivocally” evidence an intent on the part of the indemnitor to indemnify for the indemnitee’s own negligence, and it will not be read as doing so. 267 Neither does an agreement to indemnify and hold harmless “from and against all claims, damages, losses and expenses” require indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence. 268 The duty to indemnify will only be avoided under this rule where the loss or damage is occasioned by the sole negligence of the indemnitee, not where the indemnitor is solely at fault or where the indemnitor and indemnitee are concurrently negligent.

Where the negligence of the indemnitor and indemnitee combine to cause injury, such as where the parties are concurrently negligent, the duty to indemnify arises and is enforceable. 269 Consequently, a duty to indemnify in the case of joint negligence arises where the indemnification is for “any and all claims.” 270

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Section 13-8-2(a) of the Official Code of Georgia Annotated provides that “a contract which is against the policy of the law cannot be enforced.” The statute thereafter identifies particular contracts deemed contrary to public policy such as contracts in restraint of trade 271 and wagering contracts, 272 among others. 273 Beyond the types of agreement expressly identified by this statute, the Georgia Supreme Court held as unenforceable on public policy grounds a provision in an insurance policy providing coverage for the loss of a leg only if the leg was severed within 90 days of injury. 274

It has been held that a contract will not be considered contrary to public policy unless the legislature has so declared, the consideration of the contract “is contrary to good morals and contrary to law,” or the contract is entered into “for the purpose of

266 Id. at 310.
269 Id.
273 O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(a)(1)(contracts tending to corrupt legislation or the judiciary); O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(a) (3)(contracts to evade or oppose the revenue laws of another country) and (a)(5)(contracts of maintenance or champerty).
affecting an illegal or immoral agreement or doing something which is in violation of law."\textsuperscript{275}

A separate statutory provision deems void and unenforceable certain agreements to indemnify relating to the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings. This statute reads in relevant part:

\begin{quote}
[a] covenant, promise, agreement, or understanding in or in connection with or collateral to a contract or agreement relative to the construction, alteration, repair, or maintenance of a building structure, appurtenances, and appliances, including moving, demolition, and excavating connected therewith, purporting to indemnify or hold harmless the promisee against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee, his agents or employees, or indemnitee is against public policy and is void and unenforceable, provided that this subsection shall not affect the validity of any insurance contract, workers’ compensation, or agreement issued by an admitted insurer.\textsuperscript{276}
\end{quote}

While an agreement to indemnify another generally for “any and all claims” is not deemed to create an obligation to indemnify for an indemnitee’s own sole negligence absent plain and unequivocal language creating such an obligation,\textsuperscript{277} an agreement to indemnify for “all claims” or “any and all claims” which implicates the provisions of O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) will be assumed to extend to the indemnitee’s sole negligence even if the agreement does not so expressly provide,\textsuperscript{278} and will be struck down as violative of the public policy of the state. This outcome reflects the court’s intention to enforce the will of the legislature in enacting O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2\textsuperscript{279} through a broad reading of the statute, rather than applying a rule of strict statutory construction.\textsuperscript{280}

The diametrically opposite interpretations applied to general agreements to indemnify on the one hand, and agreements implicating the provisions of O.C.G.A. §

\textsuperscript{275}Department of Transp. v. Brooks, 328 S.E.2d 705, 713 (Ga. 1985).

\textsuperscript{276}O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b).

\textsuperscript{277}See n. 10 and accompanying discussion.


\textsuperscript{279}Country Club Apartments, Inc. v. Scott, 271 S.E.2d 841, 842 (Ga. 1980)(overruling numerous decisions of the Georgia Court of Appeals rendered subsequent to the enactment of O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) and which “failed to give effect to thi[e] [public] policy” stated in the statute.); see also Frazer v. City of Albany, 265 S.E.2d 581, 583 (Ga. 1980).

13-8-2 on the other, has been described as creating a “catch-22,” and an “ambush on] many unsuspecting indemnitees.\footnote{Richfield Hospitality Servs., supra n. 25, at 1336.}

Under the first line of Georgia authority, the absence of an explicit acknowledgment in the contract that “any claim” includes a claim of negligence dooms the indemnitee’s hope for indemnification when it is liable based on its own negligence. Under the line of authority that holds that “any claim” can include a claim of negligence, however, the indemnitee loses because Georgia “public policy” disallows indemnification for [certain] claims of negligence.\footnote{Id. at 17.}

Applying the prohibition of O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) in the context of a lease agreement, the court struck as contrary to public policy a provision in a building lease agreement in which one party agreed to indemnify and save harmless another “against and from all claims . . .by any cause whatsoever”\footnote{City of Albany, supra n. 26, at 584.} since this constituted an agreement to indemnify one party for the party’s own sole negligence in connection with the lease of a building. In similar reliance upon the statute, the court struck an exculpatory provision in a lease agreement in which the tenant released and held harmless the landlord “from any and all damages to both person and property . . . whether due to negligence of Landlord.”\footnote{Country Club Apartments, Inc. v. Scott, 267 S.E.2d 811, 813-814 (Ga. App. 1980).} In a case involving the installation of elevators in a building, the court voided on grounds of public policy an indemnity provision in which a general contractor assumed “complete responsibility for any accident to persons or property, howsoever caused” and agreed to indemnify and hold harmless “against all loss, damage, claims, liability or expense.”\footnote{Westinghouse Elec., supra n. 27, at 870.}

The prohibition contained in O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) and the outcome of the three immediately preceding cases are avoided, however, where the indemnitror purchases liability insurance for purposes of satisfying the loss or damage to which the indemnity extends.\footnote{Richfield Hospitality Servs., supra n. 25, at 1336; Tuxedo Plumbing & Heating Co. v. Lie-Nielsen, 262 S.E.2d 794, 795-796 (Ga. 1980).}

\section*{§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.}

The Georgia Court of Appeals has implicitly, but not expressly, acknowledged that an agreement to indemnify another meets the definition in the standard general liability policy excepting from the exclusion for contractually assumed liability an “insured contract.”\footnote{See Park Pride Atlanta, supra n. 10, at 691; Capital Alliance Ins. Co., Inc. v. Cartwright, 512 S.E.2d 666, 668 (Ga. App. 1999)(arguably applying Alabama law); Barge & Co., Inc. v. Employer’s Mut. Liab. Ins. Co., 295 S.E.2d 851, 856 (Ga. App. 1982).} In each of the cases, coverage was ultimately deemed excluded on other grounds. It consequently cannot be said that Georgia has
expressly recognized that an insured’s agreement to indemnify constitutes an “insured contract” within the meaning of the general liability policy.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

In an early case predating the enactment of the predecessor statute to O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2, the court considered the obligation of a subcontractor to indemnify the general contractor for injuries to a subcontractor’s employee pursuant to an agreement by the subcontractor to indemnify for “any and all . . . losses, expenses, damages, demands and claims” arising out of the performance of work by the subcontractor. Consistent with the general rule, the court held the provision evidenced no intent on the part of the subcontractor to indemnify for the contractor’s own negligence.288 The court ruled as an aside that the contractor carried liability insurance for liability arising from its own negligence and that the subcontractor carried liability insurance which covered its own negligent acts. In the court’s view, these facts strengthened the probability that the contract did not contemplate indemnity against the indemnitee’s negligent acts and indicated that the contractor was not relying solely, if at all, upon the indemnity agreement with the subcontractor in the event of its own negligent acts.289

Clauses in leases and other contracts in which the parties clearly express their mutual intent to shift the risk of loss or damage to insurance do not violate O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b).290 The rule is stated as follows:

where parties to a business transaction mutually agree that insurance will be provided as part of the bargain, such agreement must be construed as providing mutual exculpation to the bargaining parties who must be deemed to have agreed to look solely to the insurance in the event of loss and not to liability on the part of the opposing party. 291

Application of this rule is premised upon the legal fiction that “exculpation is not indemnification”292 even where the actual language of the agreement provides for indemnification.

In Tuxedo v. Lie-Nielsen,293 a building owner retained the services of a plumbing contractor to undertake work which resulted in a fire loss. The written agreement between the owner and contractor provided that “Owner shall be responsible for procuring and maintaining fire insurance with extended coverage upon the structures and improvements of the property…”294 The owner’s insurer paid the loss and suit

288 Georgia Marble Setting, supra n. 1, at 552.

289 Id.

290 Lie-Nielsen, supra n. 33, at 795-796.

291 Id. (quoting General Cigar Co. v. Lancaster Leaf Tobacco Co., 323 F.Supp. 931, 941 (D. Md. 1971)).


293 Lie-Nielsen, supra n. 33.

294 Id. at 795.
was then initiated in the owner/insured’s name against the contractor in the amount of the claim. On these facts, the court deemed the contractual provision respecting insurance a “waiver of subrogation” in which insurance coverage was obtained for the benefit of both and in which the owner and contractor waived their claims against each other for any fire loss. The court held the predecessor statute to O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2 inapplicable since neither party agreed to indemnify for the other’s sole negligence. Rather, the insurance clause shifted the risk of loss to the insurance company regardless of which party was at fault.295

Where a contractor agreed to indemnify a property owner for the owner’s sole negligence causing injury to an employee of the contractor or its subcontractors, the indemnity was enforceable based upon a provision in the agreement in which the contractor agreed to keep insurance in force for the benefit of the owner and contractor “with cross liability clauses.”296 The court held the two provisions together showed the parties intended coverage by insurance, not ultimate indemnification of the owner against its own negligence.297 O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2 was deemed inapplicable because there was no agreement to indemnify for the sole negligence of any party. “Rather, the insurance clause shifts the risk of loss to the insurance company regardless of which party is at fault.”298

O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) was held inapplicable to an agreement between a landlord and tenant containing a “waiver of subrogation” provision providing that the parties “waive any and all rights of recovery against the other . . . for loss or damage to such waiving party or its property . . . arising from any cause insured against under the standard form of fire insurance policy . . .”299 The court expressly rejected the contention that the waiver was unenforceable because there was no specific provision in the agreement actually requiring one or both parties to obtain insurance.300 Since in the court’s view the waiver of subrogation would not apply in the absence of insurance, there was no necessity to include a mandatory insurance provision to clearly express the parties’ intent to look solely to the insurer in the event of a loss.301

The foregoing has been expressly recognized by the Georgia Supreme Court:

[s]ubrogation requires the existence of a contract to pay (insurance) and the actual payment of the claim; in the absence of insurance and payment thereunder, there can be no subrogation and hence no waiver. Accordingly, the absence of an express requirement to maintain insurance does not alone

---

295 Id. at 796.
296 McAbee, supra n. 39 at 515.
297 Id.
298 Id.
300 Id. at 512.
301 Id. (also holding that the waiver of subrogation between the landlord and tenant precluded an action for contribution against the landlord by the third parties against whom the tenant sought to recover for the loss).
diminish the clarity of the parties’ intent; inasmuch as subrogation arises only upon the payment of an insured claim, the parties’ mutually-bargained-for covenant to waive subrogation patently contemplates the existence of insurance coverage and would be rendered meaningless in the absence of the same. A requirement that the parties purchase insurance is a significant indication that they intended to shift the risk of loss, but it is not essential to a valid and legal waiver of subrogation and where their intent so to do is otherwise clear, that agreement will be upheld.³⁰²

This is true even to the extent the agreement containing the waiver of subrogation clause excepts the landlord’s own negligence should the available insurance not cover the loss.³⁰³

A provision in a lease agreement providing for mandatory insurance covering the risk of loss is not alone determinative of an intention by the parties to exculpate one another and to look only to insurance.³⁰⁴ Thus, where insurance is addressed, but the agreement further expresses an intention for one party to be liable for damage not covered by insurance if the party’s conduct caused or contributed to the loss, no waiver will be deemed intended.³⁰⁵

Exculpatory language in an agreement not termed a “waiver of subrogation” and which spoke in terms of “insurable hazards” rather than insured causes was unenforceable and violative of O.C.G.A. § 13-8-2(b) since the language did not necessarily contemplate the purchase of insurance and did not limit itself to circumstances involving insurance.³⁰⁶

While the Georgia appellate courts have not addressed the issue, it is quite unlikely that an insured’s contractual agreement to indemnify another combined with an obligation by the insured/indemnitor to identify the indemnitee as an additional insured on a policy of liability insurance will enable the insurer to limit its exposure for loss to the scope of the indemnity provision where the coverage issued is broader than the indemnity. Rather, the insurer would be on the risk to the full extent of the coverage afforded to the indemnitee/additional insured.

HAWAII

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Contracts of indemnity are enforceable, including those that purport to indemnify the indemnitee for its own acts of negligence.³⁰⁷ But “contracts of


³⁰³ Id.


³⁰⁵ Id. at 85.


indemnity are strictly construed, particularly where the indemnitee claims that it should be held safe from its own negligence.\textsuperscript{308} In such an instance, “the indemnity agreement must be a ‘clear and unequivocal’ assumption of liability.”\textsuperscript{309} There is, however, no necessary “talismanic recitation” that satisfies this requirement, “and an express statement that the indemnification applied to the indemnitee’s own negligence does not appear necessary.”\textsuperscript{310}

One case suggests a burden on the part of the indemnitee to expressly exclude certain types of indemnity, as opposed to the more common burden on the indemnitee to expand the scope of the indemnity. “[I]f an indemnitor is contractually obligated to indemnify for its negligence, it is obligated to indemnify for both its sole and concurrent negligence unless the indemnity contract clearly and unequivocally specifies otherwise.”\textsuperscript{311}

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

In the construction context, a party cannot be indemnified for its sole negligence.\textsuperscript{312} Section 431:10-222 of the Haw. Rev. Stat. provides as follows:

Any covenant, promise, agreement or understanding in, or in connection with or collateral to, a contract or agreement relative to the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building, structure, pertinence or appliance, including moving, demolition or excavation connected therewith, purporting to indemnify the promisee against liability for bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of the promisee, the promisee’s agents or employees, or indemnitee is invalid as against public policy, and is void and unenforceable; provided that this Section shall not affect any valid worker’s compensation claim under Chapter 386 or any other insurance contract or agreement issued by an admitted insurer upon any insurable interest under this Code.\textsuperscript{313}

Also, indemnity agreements may be voided where there is a disparity in bargaining power and the parties do not deal at arms length.\textsuperscript{314} But this has never


\textsuperscript{310} Kole v. AMFAC, Inc. 665 F. Supp. 1460, 1463 (D. Haw. 1987).

\textsuperscript{311} Straub Clinic & Hospital, Inc. v. Chicago Ins. Co., et al., 665 P.2d 176 (Haw. App. 1983) Whereas most of the case law suggests that a contract of indemnity must “clearly and unequivocally” express an intention to indemnify an indemnitee for its own acts of negligence, the Straub case suggests that the contract of indemnity must be clear and unequivocal with respect to the indemnitee’s intent to exclude acts of negligence on the part of the indemnitee from its responsibility to indemnify. Straub, however, stands alone in this regard.

\textsuperscript{312} See Espaniola, supra; see also H.R.S. § 431:10-222.

\textsuperscript{313} H.R.S. § 431:10-222.

\textsuperscript{314} Kole, 665 F. Supp. at 1464 citing Southern Pacific Transportation Co. v. Nielsen, 448 F.2d 121, 123 (10th Cir. 1971).
occurred in a reported decision. In the one case that discusses the exception, the court concluded that the parties dealt at arms length with one another, finding that the transaction giving rise to the contract of indemnity did not require the parties to align interests.\textsuperscript{315}

\section*{§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.}

Limited authority suggests an insurer has a duty to provide coverage for contractual liability assumed by its insured via an indemnity provision with a third party.\textsuperscript{316} Courts will look to the terms of the policy in order to determine the extent of coverage.

In \textit{Liberty Mutual}, a subcontract agreement contained an indemnity provision that required the subcontractor to indemnify the contractor. The subcontractor had obtained a comprehensive general liability policy covering its activities in connection with the subcontract. While performing work in connection with the subcontract, an employee of the subcontractor was injured. The contractor’s workers’ compensation carrier was found liable for a portion of the injuries sustained by the employee. Thereafter, the contractor’s carrier sued the subcontractor for recovery of the amount paid to the employee. In the underlying suit, the court found that the subcontractor was liable for all of the workers compensation damages as an employer.

The contractor’s carrier thereafter sued the subcontractor’s insurer for recovery of the payment to the employee. The court found that the subcontractor’s insurer was not liable to the contractor’s carrier, because the subcontractor’s policy contained an exclusion for liability assumed by subcontractor pursuant to any payment of workers compensation benefits.\textsuperscript{317} The court held that the subcontractor’s liability arose not from the indemnity provision, but from a separate duty to pay workers compensation.\textsuperscript{318} The court concluded that the “subcontractor’s obligation falls squarely within the exception (e) of the policy. As a beneficiary of Subcontractor’s policy, Contractor’s subrogee, [contractors carrier], is only entitled to benefits accruing to subcontractor.”\textsuperscript{319}

The court continued with a discussion regarding instances in which the contractual liability of an indemnitor flowing to an indemnitee may become a covered loss. But the court found that the policy provisions in these instances differed from the one at bar.\textsuperscript{320}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[315] Kole, 665 F. Supp. at 1464
\item[317] Id. at 170.
\item[318] Id.
\item[319] Id.
\item[320] Id.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Although a few cases discuss instances in which an agreement to indemnify refers to an agreement to procure insurance, the effect of this situation has never been addressed, other than as provided above. Consequently, the existence of insurance does not appear to create any greater or lesser duty on the part of the insurer, other than to provide coverage as provided in the policy.

IDAHO


“Freedom of contract is a fundamental concept underlying the law of contracts and is an essential element of the free enterprise system.” Consequently, Idaho law allows parties to contract for indemnification in most circumstances, but the obligation to indemnify is strictly construed, particularly in those cases in which the agreement was drafted by the party to be indemnified. Additionally, the status of indemnitee is interpreted narrowly. The extent of the indemnification obligation based upon an indemnification contract must be determined by its provisions.

Idaho law allows a party to indemnify another party for the latter party’s sole negligence, even in the context of personal injury. An exception in the context of construction contracts is discussed in Section II. Although there is little case law on the topic, the Supreme Court of Idaho has specifically allowed such indemnification in a lease agreement, and noted several factors which “cut against” the general policy that “a contractual provision should not be construed to permit an indemnitee to recover for his own negligence.” The court stated in dicta that an explicit reference to indemnification for the indemnitee’s negligence would be dispositive, but was not absolutely required. As there was no such explicit language in the contract at issue, the court looked to the language employed in the indemnification clause which contained a “hold harmless” provision “which, although not talismanic, is nonetheless indicative of a specific intent to encompass indemnification for the indemnitee's negligence.” Additionally, the language of the clause obligated the tenant to hold the landlord harmless for any liability incurred, again evidencing an intent to indemnify the indemnitee for the indemnitee’s sole negligence. The court also determined that the placement of the indemnity clause directly after a specific provision respecting the purchase of insurance indicated an intent to place the onus of indemnification on the tenant by requiring him to purchase insurance to fund the

321 See, e.g., Liberty Mutual, supra.
325 The indemnity language in the agreement at issue read “The tenant shall hold harmless the landlord for any liability as a result of the rodeo performances . . .”
326 Bonner County v. Panhandle Rodeo Assoc., Inc., 620 P.2d 1102, 1105 (Idaho 1980).
327 Id.
indemnity. The court was further persuaded by the fact that there was no disparity of bargaining power between the contracting parties.\textsuperscript{328}

When an indemnity obligation requires one party to “indemnify and save harmless” another party, that language has been held to require the indemnitor to fund the indemnitee’s defense by either defending or paying the defense costs (including attorneys’ fees and investigative expenses).\textsuperscript{329}

\section*{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Idaho has codified a prohibition on indemnification in construction contracts which purports to indemnify another party against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury or damage to property resulting from the sole negligence of the indemnitee. The statute provides:

A covenant, promise, agreement or understanding in, or in connection with or collateral to, a contract or agreement relative to the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building, structure, highway, appurtenance and appliance, including moving, demolition and excavating connected therewith, purporting to indemnify the promisee against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee, his agents or employees, or indemnitees, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable.

Idaho Code 29-114.

\section*{§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.}

There is no Idaho case law discussing indemnity agreements as insured contracts, but by implication these appear to be covered insured contracts. The term “insured contracts” has only been uttered once by the Idaho appellate courts (and never by the U.S. District Court of Idaho), and that was in a dissent in an underinsured motorist case before the Idaho Supreme Court in a lengthy quotation from an Ohio Supreme Court case.\textsuperscript{330} In a case involving an insurance policy indicating that there is coverage for underlying written contractual agreements, the Idaho Supreme Court found that these contracts, there a lease agreement, must be covered as “the very object of the contract is for this extended coverage.”\textsuperscript{331} Idaho law declares that when an ambiguity in an insurance policy is created because a policy appears to provide coverage (for example, insured contracts), but then the exclusions appear to take this coverage away, the ambiguity is to be construed against the insurer and in favor of coverage.\textsuperscript{332}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{328} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{329} Farber v. State, 682 P.2d 630, 632 (Idaho 1984).
  \item \textsuperscript{331} Bonner County, supra, at 1106.
  \item \textsuperscript{332} Id. at 1106-1107. See also Gordon v. Three Rivers Agency, Inc., 903 P.2d 128, 131 (Idaho 1995).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

The existence of an indemnity clause directly following a provision for insurance is indicative of an intent to place the burden of indemnification upon the indemnitor for the indemnitee’s negligence by requiring the indemnitor to purchase insurance to fund the indemnity.333

ILLINOIS

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

As a general rule, contractual agreements to indemnify are enforceable in Illinois. “Indemnification agreements are contracts, and, as such, are to be construed like any other contract. In construing indemnity contracts, the primary focus is to give effect to the intention of the parties.”334

While it has been said that indemnity clauses are disfavored and must be strictly construed, that canon of interpretation is limited by two considerations.335 First, the “strict construction” rule is inapplicable if a contract clearly provides for indemnification or defense, since a court may not strictly construe an indemnity contract in a manner which conflicts with the intent of the parties.336 Furthermore, when a contract does not seek to indemnify a party against its own conduct or negligence, the rule of strict construction cannot be invoked.337

Because of the inherent public policy implications of agreements in which one party agrees to indemnify another for the other’s own negligence, such agreements are subject to the rule of strict construction.338 “It is quite generally held that an indemnity contract will not be construed as indemnifying one against his own negligence, unless such a construction is required by clear and explicit language of the contract, or such intention is expressed in unequivocal terms.”339 Because an agreement to indemnify another for that party’s own negligence is considered

333 Bonner County, supra, at 1105.


335 Id.


“unusual and extraordinary,” the rule has more recently been said to require the intent to indemnify to be stated “beyond doubt by express stipulation.”

In considering the intent of the parties, an indemnity agreement is to “be given a fair and reasonable interpretation based upon a consideration of all of its language and provisions.” In this context, indemnification for “any and all claims” has been read as indicating an intention that the indemnitee be indemnified for his own negligence, with no necessity for a specific reference to indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence. The same conclusion was reached in an agreement to indemnify “from any loss, claim demand [or] liability . . . whether or not any negligence . . . by [indemnitee] is alleged to have contributed thereto, in whole or in part.” The intent to indemnify for another’s negligence has also been found to exist in an agreement to indemnify for “all claims,” and in an agreement to indemnify for injury “regardless of the cause or causes.”

In a construction case predating the Illinois Construction Contract Indemnification for Negligence Act discussed below, however, the court found no intent on the part of a subcontractor to indemnify a contractor for the contractor’s own negligence where the agreement was to indemnify for “any and all claims and damages . . . arising out of . . . the work, or caused in whole or in part by any fault or neglect of Sub-Contractor.” In a contractor’s agreement to hold an owner harmless from “all claims for injury . . . and for damages to or loss of property, attributable directly or indirectly to the operations of [Contractor],” the language failed to explicitly and unequivocally cover indemnity for the owner’s negligence. Likewise, a subcontractor’s agreement “to indemnify [the contractor] against [the subcontractor’s] negligence” was not sufficient to provide indemnification for the contractor’s negligence.


345 Hader, supra, 566 N.E.2d at 742-743. This was so notwithstanding the reference to “negligence” in the indemnity provision.


347 Kelley v. Marathon Oil Co., 676 F.2d 1388, 1390 (7th Cir. 1982).

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Agreements to indemnify for another party’s negligence in the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building are void by statute in Illinois.\(^{350}\) The Construction Contract Indemnification for Negligence Act provides:

With respect to contracts or agreements, either public or private, for the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building, structure, highway bridge, viaducts or other work dealing with construction, or for any moving, demolition or excavation connected therewith, every covenant, promise or agreement to indemnify or hold harmless another person from that person’s own negligence is void as against public policy and wholly unenforceable.\(^{350}\)

The statute is constitutional and not violative of equal protection.\(^{351}\) By its express terms, the statute is inapplicable to construction bonds or insurance contracts,\(^{352}\) and this limitation has been upheld.\(^{353}\) However, the statute has been held inapplicable to an action seeking contribution from another on the grounds that the other is jointly liable for injuries since pursuit of contribution is not tantamount to indemnification for one’s own negligence.\(^{354}\)

An agreement to indemnify another for his own willful misconduct is void as against public policy,\(^{355}\) but this rule is inapplicable to contracts of insurance.\(^{356}\)

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The coverage of a liability insurance policy extends to an insured’s agreement to indemnify notwithstanding an exclusion for an insured’s “assumption of liability in a contract or agreement” if the policy contains the common exception for “a contract or agreement pertaining to your business... under which you assume the tort liability of another.”\(^{357}\) Under the terms of the policy, an “insured contract” is “one in which one of the contracting parties agrees to indemnify the other from and against that other party’s own negligence.”\(^{358}\) If the indemnification provision fails to “clearly and explicitly or unequivocally” express an intention to indemnify for the negligence of the indemnitee, however, it is unenforceable, and there is no assumption of tort

\(^{350}\) 740 ILCS § 35/1.

\(^{351}\) Davis v. Commonwealth, 336 N.E.2d at 884.

\(^{352}\) 740 ILCS § 35/3.


\(^{354}\) See Braye v. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 676 N.E.2d 1295, 1304 (Ill. 1997).


\(^{356}\) Dixon, supra, 641 N.E.2d at 401.


\(^{358}\) Id. at 1248.
liability and no “insured contract” so coverage is not afforded for the agreement to indemnify.359

A broader reading of the term “tort liability” was more recently reached, however, where the court held that coverage existed for the assumption of “tort liability” in an insured contract endorsement, which liability was broader than merely “negligence liability.”360 The court determined that use of the term “tort liability” leaves “open the possibility that its insured could agree to be responsible for another party’s liability in a tort action even if that liability was not based on that party’s own negligence.”361 The court rejected the notion that an agreement to indemnify for the negligence of another in the construction context should be held void where a contract of insurance covered the agreement to indemnify, since the insured would then be paying for coverage for which it could never obtain the benefit.362

In a case in which an insured agreed to indemnify a third party and name the third party/indemnitee as an “additional insured” under a liability insurance policy, but in which the third party was inadvertently not so named, the “insured contract” exception to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability did not operate to extend a defense to the third party/indemnitee under the insurance policy.363 In the court’s view, the “insured contract” exception created an obligation to defend the named insured for a claim arising under that “insured contract,” but not to defend the third party with whom the named insured had contracted.364

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Consistent with the Illinois statute exempting contracts of insurance from the statutory prohibition on indemnity agreements in the construction industry, a party’s agreement to obtain liability insurance for the work is valid.365 Such agreements are permissible because an agreement to obtain insurance is not tantamount to indemnification: an insurer, rather than the party obtaining the insurance, bears the risk of injury or damage.366 However, an agreement to obtain insurance which is satisfied by a self-insurance program will be interpreted to be an agreement to indemnify and will be held void.367

359 Id.
361 Id.
362 Id. at 791-92.
364 Id. at 1045-46.
366 Id. at 401.
367 Id. at 403.
Further, if the agreement to obtain insurance is inextricably linked to an otherwise void indemnity agreement, such as an agreement to indemnify a third party for its own negligence in the construction context, both the indemnification and the insurance agreement are void.368

An agreement to procure insurance or name another as an additional insured in the construction context need not meet the test of *Westinghouse* and *Barger*,369 and therefore need not explicitly state that the insurance will cover the promisee’s own negligence to be effective.370 This is the outcome because the promisor assumes no responsibility aside from paying the insurance premiums, and there is consequently no public policy implication for the coverage to extend to the promisee’s own negligence even absent an express statement of such intent.371 An agreement to name an indemnitee as an additional insured contained within an unenforceable agreement to indemnify is only valid, however, if the agreement to name the party as an additional insured is “not inextricably tied” to the void indemnity agreement.372

Additional insured endorsements purporting to afford broader coverage than the named insured’s underlying agreement to indemnify or obtain insurance coverage are broadly construed and exclusions to coverage narrowly construed.

In *Mobil Oil Corp. v. Maryland Cas. Co.*,373 an independent contractor, B.M.W. Constructors, Inc., was hired to repair a flare system at Mobil Oil’s refinery. Under the contract, B.M.W. was to obtain liability insurance in the amount of $250,000 for each occurrence/$500,000 aggregate for bodily injury arising from work performed by B.M.W. at the refinery and liability insurance naming and covering Mobil “as their interests may appear.” B.M.W. secured a policy which provided $1,000,000 in coverage per occurrence, and $6,000,000 aggregate. The court rejected the insurer’s contention that coverage should be limited to the amount of coverage identified in the underlying agreement and found Mobil entitled to the full extent of coverage under the policy. The court stated simply: “If [the insurer] truly intended to limit coverage, it readily could have done so by adding its own restrictive language to the insurance polices.”374

Where a subcontractor agrees to indemnify a contractor only for damages occasioned by the subcontractor’s own negligence and also secures coverage for the


371 *Duffy*, 587 N.E.2d at 1042.


374 Id. at 559.
contractor as an additional insured not limited to the extent of the subcontractor’s agreement to indemnify, the contractor obtains the full benefit of the coverage under the policy.\textsuperscript{375} The court concluded that if the insurer wanted to limit coverage, “it could have done so by stating that the level of insurance provided to additional insureds is only that level which is required under the contract between the additional insured and the named insured.”\textsuperscript{376}

Further, in \textit{National Union Fire Ins. Co. v. Glenview Park Dist.},\textsuperscript{377} an endorsement was issued by the insurer extending the named insured’s coverage to anyone the named insured had “agreed by contract . . . to include as an Insured with respect to operations performed by or on behalf of the Named Insured.” Coverage was not afforded for “damages arising out of the negligence of the Additional Insureds.”\textsuperscript{378} An employee of the named insured was injured and sued the named and additional insured for a statutory remedy created pursuant the Illinois Structural Work Act. The insurer denied coverage, contending that the violation of the Structural Work Act “implied” negligence. Holding that the exclusion for negligence reached claims for common law negligence only and not statutory torts, the court reasoned that if the insurer “intended the term ‘negligence’ to include allegations that the additional insured had committed a statutory tort, such as a violation of the Structural Work Act, it could have easily modified its insurance policy to so provide.”\textsuperscript{379}

\section*{INDIANA

\textbf{§ I - General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}}

The obligation to indemnify under Indiana law can arise from an express contract.\textsuperscript{380} “The scope of the indemnity clause limits a party’s duty to indemnify, . . . but an indemnity contract should be construed to cover all losses and damages to which it reasonably appears that the parties intended it to apply.”\textsuperscript{381} “[C] ontracts providing for indemnification of one’s own negligence are valid if knowingly and willingly made.”\textsuperscript{382} Indemnification provisions covering a party’s own negligence are strictly construed, and will not be interpreted to apply to the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{376} \textit{Id.} at 982-983.
\item \textsuperscript{377} 632 N.E.2d 1039, 1040-1041 (Ill. 1994).
\item \textsuperscript{378} \textit{Glenview Park}, 632 N.E.2d at 1040-1041 (emphasis added).
\item \textsuperscript{379} \textit{Id.} at 1042.
\item \textsuperscript{380} \textit{R. N. Thompson & Assocs. v. Wickes Lumber Co.}, 687 N.E.2d 617, 619 (Ind. Ct. App. 1997).
\item \textsuperscript{381} \textit{Allied-Signal, Inc. v. Acme Service Corp.}, 1992 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9690, at *15 (N.D. Ind. May 8, 1992) (internal citations omitted).
\end{itemize}
indemnitee’s own negligence unless such an obligation is expressed in “clear and unequivocal terms.”

Courts follow a two-step analysis to determine whether a party has knowingly and willingly accepted to indemnify another for the other’s own negligence:

First, the indemnification clause must expressly state in clear and unequivocal terms that negligence is an area of application where the indemnitor . . . has agreed to indemnify the indemnitee . . . The second step determines to whom the indemnification clause applies.

Since courts disfavor clauses whereby the indemnitee is relieved of its own negligence, and because such clauses obligate one party to pay for the negligence of another, the language of such an indemnity clause must both define the area of application, that is, negligence, and also define to whom the clause applies. “[T]he language of the indemnification clause must reflect the indemnitor’s knowing and willing acceptance of the burden and must express the burden in clear and unequivocal terms.”

“For example, if a clause simply states that a subcontractor shall indemnify a general contractor for any negligence which arises from the job, it is sufficient to show that the clause applies to negligence but is insufficient to inform the subcontractor that it must indemnify the general contractor for acts of the general contractor’s own negligence. The claim of negligence which arises from the job could have been caused by the negligence of the general contractor, the subcontractor, third persons, or a combination of them.” But including a clause which states that the agreement will apply regardless of “whether or not it is alleged that [the indemnitee] in any way contributed to the alleged wrongdoing or is liable due to a nondelegable duty” will be sufficient to cover indemnity for at least the indemnitee’s concurrent negligence. Also, the actual word “negligence” need not be used in the agreement, however there must be “language of negligence,” such as terms like “liability, claims and suits,” and contract provisions which contemplate

---

383 Plan-Tec, 443 N.E.2d at 1221.


385 Ogilvie v. Steele, 452 N.E.2d 167, 170 (Ind. Ct. App. 1983) (although on may contract to be indemnified for its own negligence “courts disfavor such indemnification clauses because it is a harsh burden to obligate one party to pay for the negligence of the other party”). See also Ft. Wayne Cablevision v. Indiana & Michigan Electric Co., 443 N.E.2d 863, 868 (Ind. Ct. App. 1983) (“This policy of disfavor is directed at indemnification duties which the indemnitor did not knowingly assume. It does not invalidate such clauses simply because they might provide broad protection for the indemnitee”).

386 Hagerman, 741 N.E.2d at 392.


388 Id. at 145-146.

389 Id. The agreement in Moore Heating expressly excluded claims arising from the indemnitee’s sole negligence, and thus the agreement could have only covered the joint or concurrent negligence of the indemnitee.

390 Id. at 146.
“losses, fines, and expenses . . .”\textsuperscript{391} The concern is simply that the terms of the agreement make the indemnitor “aware of the burden it [is] accepting.”\textsuperscript{392}

In a railroad agreement, where the parties agreed to indemnify each other whenever damage or injury arose from “the trains, locomotives, cars or equipment of one party only being involved,” the agreement was sufficient to require indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence as long as it was only the indemnitor’s property that was involved in the loss.\textsuperscript{393}

In contrast, where the indemnity agreement refers only to the indemnitor’s negligence, and limits its scope to the fault of the indemnitor or its agents, the agreement will not be read to cover the indemnitee’s sole negligence.\textsuperscript{394} Thus, if the agreement covers losses “only to the extent” they are caused in whole or in part by the indemnitor, the agreement will not reach the indemnitee’s negligence.\textsuperscript{395}

An indemnification clause providing for indemnity for “all losses and liability”, if it includes a provision for attorneys fees, will be construed broadly enough to encompass fees for prosecuting the claim for indemnification. The clause will not be narrowly construed so as to limit the defense obligation to fees incurred in defending the original action for which indemnity is sought.\textsuperscript{396}

There may be no right to indemnity, however, if the parties have unequal bargaining power or if the contract is otherwise unconscionable.\textsuperscript{397} A party seeking to enforce an indemnity contract entered into between parties with extremely unequal bargaining power has the burden of proving that the provision was explained to the other party and that there was a meeting of the minds.\textsuperscript{398} This rule is simply an extension of the requirement that an indemnitor fully appreciate the burden it is undertaking, and an indemnity provision may be unenforceable where such things as unequal bargaining power, or “fine print” indemnity clauses which are not identified to the indemnitor, are present.\textsuperscript{399} Determining unequal bargaining power is a question of fact, and “the mere fact that one party has submitted a form contract in

\textsuperscript{391} Exide Corp. v. Millwright Riggers, Inc., 727 N.E.2d 473, 480 (Ind. Ct. App. 2000) (citing Moore Heating). See also Allied-Signal, 1992 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 9690 (“use of words such as ‘growing out of the performance of this order’ or ‘resulting from or arising in connection with’ in indemnification agreements is evidence that the parties intended the indemnity agreement to provide broad protection”) (internal citations omitted).

\textsuperscript{392} Ft. Wayne Cablevision, 443 N.E.2d at 868.

\textsuperscript{393} Ogilvie, 452 N.E.2d at 171.

\textsuperscript{394} Hagerman Constr., 741 N.E.2d at 393-394.

\textsuperscript{395} Id.


\textsuperscript{397} See Weaver v. American Oil Co., 276 N.E.2d 144, 148 (Ind. 1971).

\textsuperscript{398} Id.

\textsuperscript{399} Id. at 147.
sophisticated business transactions between sophisticated business entities [does not establish] a disparity in bargaining power.”

A claim by a third-party against an employer for contractual indemnification for injuries to an employee is not barred by the Workers Compensation Act.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

A clause in a construction or design contract purporting to indemnify the promisee from his sole negligence or willful conduct is against public policy and is unenforceable:

All provisions, clauses, covenants, or agreements contained in, collateral to, or affecting any construction or design contract except those pertaining to highway contracts, which purport to indemnify the promisee against liability for:

(1) Death or bodily injury to persons;
(2) Injury to property;
(3) Design defects; or
(4) Any other loss, damage or expense arising under either (1), (2) or (3);

from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of the promisee or the promisee’s agents, servants or independent contractors who are directly responsible to the promisee, are against public policy and are void and unenforceable.

The statute applies to any construction contract, whether or not it is for “new” construction.

This statute only applies, however, where the indemnity agreement purports to relieve the indemnitee of its sole negligence. The Court of Appeals has rejected the contention that the statute applies to any agreement whereby the indemnitee is indemnified for its own negligence. Thus, an agreement in the construction context indemnifying the indemnitee for its concurrent or contributory negligence is permissible.

---

400 Sink & Edwards, Inc. v. Huber, Hunt & Nichols, Inc., 458 N.E.2d 291, 296 (Ind. Ct. App. 1984). See also Maxon Corp. v. Tyler Pipe Industries, Inc., 497 N.E.2d 570, 577 (Ind. Ct. App. 1986) (“When, as here, the imposition of a broad indemnification clause is attempted without the express assent of the proposed indemnitor, and when that clause is placed in relative obscurity on the back of an invoice, it is unconscionable”).

401 Sink & Edwards, 458 N.E.2d at 297.


405 Id. at 148.

406 Id.
Also, the statute by its terms only applies to construction contracts, a term which has been narrowly construed. The purpose of the statute “is to protect employees in the construction industry and the public from irresponsible contractors who have shifted their own liability onto a subcontractor whose insurance does not cover contract liability.”

“A construction contract involves hazardous construction work requiring safe working conditions and ultimately a safe product . . . Construction work means to build, erect, or create.”

A contract for maintenance of an existing structure would therefore not fall within the scope of the statute, nor would a lease agreement, nor would a licensing agreement.

Indiana has recognized a public policy prohibition on indemnity agreements in favor of common carriers in certain situations:

[W]e believe the rule to be well established that a railway company acting as a common carrier may not contract for indemnity against its own tort liability when it is performing either a public or quasi public duty such as that owing to a shipper, passenger, or servant, and that such contracts are void as against public policy.

This rule is dependent on the railroad acting as a common carrier, and “[a]n indemnification clause in a lease is not void or voidable as against public policy simply because the indemnitee is charged with a nondelegable duty to the public or third persons.” “[A] railroad company when called upon to perform a service which it is not compelled to perform by the very nature of its operation as a common carrier, may, under proper conditions, contract against its liability for negligence for the reason that it is then acting in the capacity of a private carrier.”

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

While effect has been given to the standard CGL policy exclusion for liability assumed by the insured under a contract or agreement, it does not appear that the courts have addressed the extent to which an agreement to indemnify falls within the exception to the exclusion for “insured contracts.” The policy definition of an “insured contract” has been cited as an exception to exclusions otherwise applicable to claims for “property damage” and “bodily injury,” but the case in which the exception was cited involved a claim under the policy’s “personal injury” coverage,

---

407 Ogilvie, 452 N.E.2d at 169-170 (citing Ft. Wayne Cablevision).
408 Id. (citing Ft. Wayne Cablevision) (other internal citations omitted).
411 Ft. Wayne Cablevision, 443 N.E.2d at 871.
414 Kent, 198 N.E.2d at 619.
which did not contain an “insured contract” exception to the contractual liability exclusion.\textsuperscript{416}

\section*{IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.}

The standards applicable to agreements to indemnify are not applied in the context of an agreement to obtain insurance:

[W]here neither party has a legal duty to insure but each foresees the potential of a loss occurring by negligence or accident, the reasonable expectation of both in expressly imposing the duty to insure against the loss upon one of them is that the other will be protected as fully as if he had assumed the duty himself. There is no need to apply to such agreements the standard applied to indemnity agreements. With agreements to insure, the risk of loss is not intended to be shifted to one of the parties; it is intended to be shifted to an insurance company in return for a premium payment. Neither party intends to assume a potential liability; rather both are demonstrating “normal” business foresight in avoiding liability and allocating it to an insurer.\textsuperscript{417}

Unlike agreements to indemnify, agreements to procure insurance or name another party as an “additional insured” do not require clear and explicit terms:

As a matter of interpretation, indemnification agreements that require one party to compensate the other party for the other party’s own negligence are construed much more strictly than insurance agreements. A stricter reading is given to such indemnification clauses because indemnification for another party’s own negligence is a harsh burden that a party would not lightly accept... Therefore, such indemnification provisions will not be held to provide complete indemnity unless the indemnity is expressed in clear and unequivocal terms.

In contrast, an agreement to insure is an agreement to provide both parties with the benefits of insurance regardless of the cause of the loss (excepting wanton and willful acts) . . . An agreement to insure differs from an agreement to indemnify in that, with an agreement to insure, the risk of loss is not intended to be shifted to one of the parties, but is instead intended to be shifted to an insurance company. [cit]. Neither party intends to assume a potential liability because both are demonstrating appropriate business foresight in avoiding liability by allocating it to an insurer. [cit]. Therefore, standard rules of contract interpretation apply to insurance agreements, rather than the strict construction given to self-indemnification clauses.\textsuperscript{418}


\textsuperscript{418} Exide Corp., 727 N.E.2d at 482 (internal citations omitted).
As such, an agreement to obtain insurance may be valid and enforceable even though a parallel indemnity agreement in the same instrument is not.419

Since an agreement to obtain insurance does not invoke the same concerns as an agreement to indemnify another for the other’s own negligence, an agreement to obtain insurance should not be invalidated due to the provisions of § 26-2-5-1 regarding indemnity agreements in the construction context.420 In dicta, the Seventh Circuit has stated that “[t]he potential invalidity of the indemnification provision does not affect the enforceability of the insurance provision because, under Indiana case law, the two are separate provisions applying in separate circumstances.”421

An agreement to obtain insurance is typically considered a “waiver of subrogation” between the contracting parties.422 “In an arrangement where one party agrees to purchase insurance for the benefit of both parties, the first party in effect agrees to waive the intended insured’s liability . . . Thus, the party who agreed to purchase insurance has no cause of action against the party for whose benefit the insurance was intended regardless of the fault of this intended insured.”423 The result is that the insurer for the named insured loses its subrogation rights against the “intended insured”, and “the first party’s insurance carrier has no subrogation cause of action against the intended insured.”

“[A]n agreement to provide insurance constitutes an agreement to limit the recourse of the party acquiring the policy solely to its proceeds even though the loss may be caused by the negligence of the other party to the agreement.”425 The implicit waiver of subrogation is based on the assumption that the parties intended the insurance to cover certain risks, and “the foregoing assumption is valid only if the agreement to insure includes the risk which results in the loss and at the time the loss occurs, i.e., there is a meeting of the minds on the risks against which the parties are to be insured and the period of time the parties are to be so insured.”426

An agreement to obtain insurance will not be read to waive subrogation rights to one not privy to the contract.427 Thus, an agreement to obtain insurance between an owner and a general contractor will not extend to waive subrogation rights against a

419 Id.

420 See Doherty v. Davy Songer, Inc., 195 F.3d 919, 923 n. 1 (7th Cir. 1999).

421 Id.


423 Id.

424 Id.

425 Morschis Lumber, 388 N.E.2d at 285.


427 See Indiana Erectors, supra.
subcontractor, if insurance in favor of that subcontractor is not contemplated by the terms of the agreement.\textsuperscript{428}

\textbf{IOWA}

\textbf{§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Indemnity agreements are enforceable in Iowa,\textsuperscript{429} according to the terms of the agreement.\textsuperscript{430} “Generally, no particular language is required to support indemnification, and a written agreement can be established without specifically expressing the obligation as indemnification.”\textsuperscript{431} “If a contractual provision for indemnity is present, liability is controlled by this provision, and not by the issue of whether the tortious conduct of the respective parties was ‘active’ or ‘passive’, primary or secondary.”\textsuperscript{432}

Intent is the controlling consideration. An indemnification agreement is created when the words used in the agreement “express an intention by one party to reimburse or hold the other party harmless for any loss, damage, or liability.”\textsuperscript{433} And while a contract for indemnification is ordinarily subject to the same rules of construction as other contracts,\textsuperscript{434} several unique rules apply in construing indemnity contracts.\textsuperscript{435} Where “an indemnification is not given by one in the insurance business but is given incident to a contract whose main purpose is not indemnification, the indemnity provision must be construed strictly in favor of the indemnitee.”\textsuperscript{436} “Also, an indemnity contract is strictly construed against the drafter, . . .”\textsuperscript{437}

Courts have also “crafted a special rule of construction for indemnification contracts when [ ] such contracts purport to relieve the indemnitee from liability for its own negligence.”\textsuperscript{438} Under such circumstances, courts will not “permit an

\textsuperscript{428} Id., 686 N.E.2d at 882. See also LeMaster, supra.


\textsuperscript{430} McComas-Lacina Constr., 641 N.W.2d at 844.

\textsuperscript{431} McNally & Nimergood v. Neumann-Kiewit Constructors, Inc., 648 N.W.2d 564, 570 (Iowa 2002) (citing Jenckes v. Rice, 93 N.W. 384 (Iowa 1903)).

\textsuperscript{432} Hysell v. Iowa Public Service Co., 534 F.2d 775, 785 (8th Cir. 1976).

\textsuperscript{433} McNally & Nimergood, 648 N.W.2d at 570.


\textsuperscript{435} See Pugh v. Prairie Constr. Co., 602 N.W.2d 805, 809 (Iowa 1999).

\textsuperscript{436} Id. (internal citations omitted).

\textsuperscript{437} Id.

indemnitee to recover for its own negligence unless the intention of the parties is clearly and unambiguously expressed.\textsuperscript{439}

In applying this rule, courts look to two aspects of the agreement to determine whether a party is to be indemnified for its own negligence. First, courts look for specific language in the contract regarding the fault of the indemnitee.\textsuperscript{440} For instance, language indicating that the indemnitor agrees to indemnify the indemnitee “from any and all claims…even though the [indemnitee] may have caused or contributed thereto” clearly and unambiguously covers the indemnitee’s own negligence.\textsuperscript{441} Conversely, language which provides that the indemnitor will indemnify the indemnitee “from and against…all claims… caused by, arising from, incident to, connected with or growing out of the work to be performed under this contract regardless of whether such claim is alleged to be caused, in whole or in part, by negligence or otherwise on the part of the [indemnitor]” is insufficient to impose liability for the indemnitee’s negligence.\textsuperscript{442}

In addition to looking for specific language addressing the fault or negligence of the indemnitee, courts will construe indemnity contracts to include indemnification for an indemnitee’s own negligence if the intent of the contract contemplates such indemnification, regardless of the terms used.\textsuperscript{443} Iowa’s rule of construction thus does not actually require the contract to specifically mention the indemnitee’s negligence or fault as long as this intention is otherwise clearly expressed by the words of the agreement.\textsuperscript{444}

The courts’ tendency to find broad indemnification clauses to be insufficient to create indemnity for an indemnitee’s own negligence is thus “only a guideline, not a strict principle.”\textsuperscript{445} “In each case, the intent of the parties will control as revealed by

\textsuperscript{439} McNally & Nimergood, 648 N.W.2d at 571. See also Thornton v. Guthrie County Rural Elec. Coop. Ass’n, 467 N.W.2d 574, 576 (Iowa 1991) (“The general rule is that an indemnity agreement will not be construed to relieve the indemnitee from the effect of its own negligence unless the agreement provides for it in ‘clear and unequivocal’ language.”); Herter, 492 N.W.2d at 674 (“The enforceability of such contracts [purporting to relieve the indemnitee of its own negligence] turns on whether the indemnifying language is ‘clear and unequivocal’”).

\textsuperscript{440} McNally & Nimergood, 648 N.W.2d at 571.

\textsuperscript{441} Employers Mut. Cas. Co. v. Chicago & N.W. Transp. Co., 521 N.W.2d 692, 694 (Iowa 1994). See also Thornton, 467 N.W.2d at 576-77 (indemnification imposed “ ‘regardless of whether [damages were] caused in part by [the indemnitee]’ ”).

\textsuperscript{442} See, e.g., Trushcheff v. Abell-Howe Co., 239 N.W.2d 116, 134 (Iowa 1976).

\textsuperscript{443} Herter, 492 N.W.2d at 674.

\textsuperscript{444} See, e.g., Payne Plumbing & Heating Co. v. Bob McKinney Excavating & Grading, Inc., 382 N.W.2d 156, 160 (Iowa 1986) (finding that contract in which subcontractor agreed to indemnify for damages “caused in part by a party indemnified hereunder” covered indemnitee’s own negligence).

\textsuperscript{445} McNally & Nimergood, 648 N.W.2d at 572 (stating that it “is not our rule” that an indemnity contract needs “to contain a specific reference to the indemnitee’s own negligence” before indemnification of the indemnitee would be permitted).
the language of the agreement,” and the courts will not “impose any special requirement that specific language be used to express that intent.”

An indemnity agreement can support a claim by a third party against an employer for indemnification where the indemnitee has been held liable for an employee’s injury. The Supreme Court has adopted the view that an employer’s immunity under the Iowa Workers Compensation Act “is only against actions for damages on account of the employee’s injury; a third party’s action for indemnity is not exactly for ‘damages’ but for reimbursement, and it is not ‘on account of’ the employee’s injury, but on account of breach of an independent duty owed by the employer to the third party.”

“Thus, an indemnity claim by a third party against the injured plaintiff’s employer is viable under Iowa law, if it is based on an ‘independent duty’ of the employer to the third party claiming indemnity.” The independent duty cannot be a general duty of care; without some specific duty or a contractual obligation owed to the indemnitee/third party, indemnity from the employer will not be permitted.

A party may also obtain indemnity for damages which it occasioned, including recovering for its own damages as opposed to recovering amounts paid to a third party. In other words, the indemnitee could recover for its own damages under an indemnity agreement, even when it caused part of those damages and even though there was no third party claim against the indemnitee.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

The Iowa Comprehensive Petroleum Underground Storage Tank Fund Act limits the use of indemnity agreements by providing that an insurance, indemnification, or similar risk-sharing or risk-shifting agreement “shall not be effective to transfer any liability for costs recoverable” for corrective actions taken under the Act.

An insurance, indemnification, hold harmless, conveyance, or similar risk-sharing or risk-shifting agreement shall not be effective to transfer any liability for costs recoverable under this section. The fund, board, or department of natural resources may proceed directly against the owner or operator or other allegedly responsible party. This section does not bar any

446 Id. See also Cochran, 293 F. Supp. 2d at 995 (describing the rule set out in McNally & Nimergood, supra, as “the current formulation of the rule in Iowa for contracts purporting to provide indemnity for an indemnitee’s own negligence . . . ”); Northern Natural Gas Co. v. Roth Packing Co., 323 F.2d 922 (8th Cir. 1963) (“If the intention to indemnify is apparent from the whole instrument, it will be construed as a contract of indemnity, although it is called by some other name by the parties.”).

447 See McComas-Lacina Constr., 641 N.W.2d at 844.


449 Cochran, 235 F. Supp. 2d at 1001. The “independent duty” must be a duty that is of “a specific, defined nature,” not simply a “general duty” such as the duty not to harm another through tortious acts. Id. at 1103.

450 Hysell, 534 F.2d at 783.

451 See Payne Plumbing, 382 N.W.2d at 160.

452 Id.
agreement to insure, hold harmless, or indemnify a party to the agreement for any costs or expenditures under this chapter, and does not modify rights between the parties to an agreement, except to the extent the agreement shifts liability to an owner or operator eligible for assistance under the remedial account for any damages or other expenses in connection with a corrective action for which another potentially responsible party is or may be liable. Any such provision is null and void and of no force or effect.\textsuperscript{453}

A “corrective action” is one to minimize, eliminate, or clean up a release to protect the public health and welfare or the environment. Corrective action includes, but is not limited to, excavation of an underground storage tank for the purposes of repairing a leak or removal of a tank, removal of contaminated soil, and cleansing of groundwaters or surface waters.\textsuperscript{454} The prohibition on indemnification agreements is not absolute, however, as it bars such agreements only to the extent they shift liability to an owner or operator “eligible for assistance under the remedial account for any damages or other expenses in connection with a corrective action for which another potentially responsible party is or may be liable.”\textsuperscript{455} In all other cases, an agreement to insure, hold harmless, or indemnify a party for any costs or expenditures under the Act is allowed.\textsuperscript{456}

The statutory prohibition has been narrowly construed, and the Iowa Supreme Court has rejected the argument that the prohibition evidences any legislative intent to impose liability on oil producers who are not otherwise responsible parties.\textsuperscript{457}

Under the Iowa Business Corporation Act, a corporation may typically indemnify an individual who is a party to a proceeding because the individual is a director of the corporation, and where the director acted in good faith for the best interests of the corporation\textsuperscript{458} but a corporation is generally prohibited from indemnifying a director in two situations:

[A] corporation shall not indemnify a director under this section in either of the following circumstances:

a. In connection with a proceeding by or in the right of the corporation, except for reasonable expenses incurred in connection with the proceeding if it is determined that the director has met the relevant standard of conduct under subsection 1.

b. In connection with any proceeding with respect to conduct for which the director was adjudged liable on the basis that the director received a

\textsuperscript{453} IOWA CODE § 455G.13 (8).

\textsuperscript{454} IOWA CODE § 455G.2(6)

\textsuperscript{455} IOWA CODE § 455G.13 (8).

\textsuperscript{456} Id.

\textsuperscript{457} Iowa Comprehensive Petroleum Underground Storage Tank Fund Bd. v. Mobil Oil Corp., 606 N.W.2d 359 (Iowa 2000).

\textsuperscript{458} IOWA CODE § 490.851(1).
financial benefit to which the director was not entitled, whether or not involving action in the director’s official capacity.\textsuperscript{459}

Courts have also recognized a common-law prohibition on agreements to indemnify involving public utilities, finding Iowa law to be in accord with the \textsc{Restatement (Second) of Contracts}, § 575:

A bargain for exemption from liability for the consequences of a willful breach of duty is illegal, and a bargain for exemption from liability for the consequences of negligence is illegal if . . .

one of the parties is charged with a duty of public service, and the bargain relates to negligence in the performance of any part of its duty to the public, for which it has received or been promised compensation.\textsuperscript{460}

This rule is not applicable, however, where the entity charged with public service is not rendering the public service to the other party to the indemnity contract.\textsuperscript{461} The same public policy considerations which counsel against indemnity agreements by public utilities apply to agreements in which a common carrier, such as a railroad, attempts to relieve itself from liability for its own negligence.\textsuperscript{462} But, there is no prohibition on a common carrier obtaining an indemnity agreement from another party “when the railroad is not acting in its public capacity.”\textsuperscript{463}

With respect to indemnity agreements in the construction context, while the Supreme Court has described as “sound policy” statutes in other jurisdictions prohibiting certain indemnification agreements in construction contracts,\textsuperscript{464} neither the state legislature nor the courts have created any such prohibition.

\textsuperscript{459} \textsc{Iowa Code} § 490.851(4). \textit{See also} \textsc{Iowa Code} § 501.412 (4) (applying above-described prohibition on indemnification to directors of closed cooperatives); \textsc{Iowa Code} § 512B.9(2) (prohibiting the indemnification of officers and members of fraternal benefit societies under certain defined circumstances).

\textsuperscript{460} \textit{Northern Natural Gas}, 323 F.2d at 927-928. \textit{See also} \textit{Fire Asso. of Philadelphia v. Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co.}, 129 F. Supp. 335, 351 (D. Iowa 1955) (finding the rule § 575 to be the law of Iowa).

\textsuperscript{461} \textit{Fire Asso. of Philadelphia}, 129 F. Supp. at 352.

\textsuperscript{462} \textit{Employers Mut. Cas.}, 521 N.W.2d at 695.

\textsuperscript{463} \textit{Id. See also} \textit{Chicago G. W. R. Co. v. Farmers Produce Co.}, 164 F. Supp. 532 (D. Iowa 1958).

\textsuperscript{464} \textit{Pugh}, 602 N.W. 2d at 809.
§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

An agreement to indemnify may constitute an “insured contract,” if it meets a particular insurance policy’s definition of “insured contract.” This includes an oral agreement to indemnify.

For an “insured contract” to be covered under a liability policy, the underlying indemnity agreement must be sufficiently specific to create an indemnification obligation on the insured. And coverage for an “insured contract” may exist, absent policy language to the contrary, where the liability assumed by the insured would otherwise be imposed by law on the insured.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

It does not appear that any cases have addressed the interplay between an indemnity agreement and a parallel agreement to obtain insurance. Since intent is the primary concern in construing indemnity contracts, however, it is likely that an indemnity agreement accompanied by an agreement to obtain insurance for the benefit of the indemnitee could be read together to discern the parties’ intent as to the scope of the indemnity agreement.

Iowa Courts have addressed agreements in which one party agrees to name another as an “additional insured” under the named insured’s policy of insurance. Courts carefully examine whether the particular loss which is argued to be included within the scope of the “additional insured” agreement is actually covered by the terms of the policy. If the policy does not cover the loss and fails to provide the coverage the indemnitee believed it bargained for with the indemnitor, courts will deny coverage and will require the indemnitee/additional insured to look to the indemnitor / named insured for recourse.

Where an indemnitor is not a named defendant in an injured party’s successful action against an indemnitee (for instance, where an employee brings suit against a third party but not against his employer), courts will not allow the indemnitor to

467 See Rapid Leasing, Inc., v. National American Ins. Co., 263 F.3d 820 (8th Cir. 2001) (finding a lease agreement not to be an “insured contract” because it was not specific enough to create an obligation on the insured to indemnify the indemnitee for its own negligence).

468 John Deere Ins. Co., 650 N.W.2d at 607.


470 In Regent, a subcontractor’s employee was injured when tresses installed by the contractor collapsed. After the employee collected a judgment against the contractor, the subcontractor’s insurer brought a declaratory judgment action seeking a determination that the policy did not afford coverage for the employee’s claim against the contractor because the injuries were the sole result of the contractor’s negligence. In finding in favor of the insurer, the court ruled that the insurer was not liable to the contractor under the indemnification clause or as an additional insured because the language of the two provisions specifically limited coverage to liability arising out of the subcontractor’s work. Id. at 847-849.

471 Id. at 849. See also City of Cedar Rapids v. Insurance Co. of N. Am., 562 N.W.2d 156, 157-159 (Iowa 1997) (noting that if the indemnitor failed to procure for the indemnitee the full extent of liability coverage that was required under the lease agreement (pursuant to the indemnitor’s agreement to name the indemnitee as an additional insured), the party seeking indemnification must look to the indemnitor for recourse, not the insurance company).
escape its duty to indemnify under an indemnity agreement or its contractual duty to provide “additional insured” coverage to the indemnitee until a finding of fact is made with respect to the indemnitor’s own negligence.\(^{472}\)

**KANSAS**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Express contracts of indemnity are generally valid and enforceable.\(^{473}\) Contracts of indemnity are construed in accordance with the general rules for the construction of contracts.\(^{474}\) The cardinal rule in constructing a contract of indemnity is to ascertain the intention of the parties and to give effect to that intention if it can be determined consistently with legal principles.\(^{475}\) It should be noted, however, that a contract that exempts a party from liability or negligence is not favored by the law and is strictly construed against the party relying on it.\(^{476}\) A party who has fairly and voluntarily entered an express contract of indemnity is bound thereby, notwithstanding whether it was unwise or disadvantageous to him.\(^{477}\) Further, a contract clause that limits liability does not have to be supported by separate consideration.\(^{478}\)

A party may even contract away responsibility for its own negligence,\(^{479}\) if there exists no vast disparity in bargaining power between the parties.\(^{480}\) Exculpation of liability for one’s own negligence is generally disfavored and subject to strict construction and expression by “clear and unequivocal language.”\(^{481}\)

---

\(^{472}\) See *IBP, Inc. v. DCS Sanitation Mgmt. Srvc.s, Inc.*, 498 N.W.2d 425, 428 (Iowa Ct. App. 1993). In *IBP, Inc.*, the indemnitor’s employee was injured while working at the indemnitee’s place of business. After the employee recovered from the indemnitee, the indemnitee brought an action against the employer and its insurer. The appeals court found that a question of fact as to whether the indemnitee or the indemnitor caused the employee’s injury precluded summary judgment since the issue of whether the indemnitor/employer was responsible for the employee’s injury was not previously litigated.


\(^{474}\) *Bartlett v. Davis Corp.*, 547 P.2d 800, 807 (Kan. 1976).

\(^{475}\) Id.


\(^{478}\) *Moler*, supra at 645.


\(^{480}\) *Belger Cartage Serv., Inc. v. Holland Constr. Co.*, 582 P.2d 1111, 1119 (Kan. 1978) (quoting *Kansas City Power and Light Co. v. United Tel. Co.*, 458 F.2d 177, 179 (10th Cir. 1972)).

example of “clear and unequivocal” language was set forth in Corral v. Rollins Protective Servs. Co.\textsuperscript{482} and cited with approval in Zenda Grain\textsuperscript{483} and Elite Professionals.\textsuperscript{484}

There must be no possibility that any other meaning can be ascribed to a contract for indemnity; “mere general broad and seemingly all-inclusive language in the indemnifying agreement is not sufficient to impose liability for the indemnitee’s own negligence.”\textsuperscript{485} Indemnification clauses must specifically address the issue of the indemnitee’s negligence if it is to apply to negligent acts of the indemnitee.\textsuperscript{486}

The “exclusive remedy” provisions of the Kansas Workers Compensation Acts does not bar third-party claims against an employer for indemnity when those claims are based upon an express indemnification agreement.\textsuperscript{487}

\textbf{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Indemnity agreements that violate a state statute or public policy\textsuperscript{488} are void and unenforceable.\textsuperscript{489} An indemnity contract would therefore become unenforceable if, by statute, a party owes a duty to the general public and then, by contract, attempts to

\textsuperscript{482} Corral at 732 P.2d at 1263, which stated in pertinent part:

The parties agree that if loss or damage should result from the failure of performance or operation or from defective performance or operation or from improper installation or servicing of the [Rollins] System, that Rollins’ liability, if any, for the loss or damage thus sustained shall be limited . . . and that the provisions of this paragraph shall apply if loss or damage . . . results . . . from negligence . . . of Rollins, its agents or employees.

\textsuperscript{483} “We conclude that in order to protect itself from its own negligence, malfeasance, or mismanagement, an entity must employ language similar to the clause in Corral. Those drafting hold harmless clauses in the future should look to that language and follow it carefully.” Zenda Grain & Supply Co. v. Farmland Indus., Inc., 894 P.2d 881, 888 (Kan. App. 1995).

\textsuperscript{484} The indemnity clause in Corral “in our view, is a clear and unequivocal expression of exemption from liability for negligence. It is a statement of exculpatory purpose beyond any peradventure of a doubt. No comparable clear and unequivocal language appears in the printed warranty and disclaimer here involved.” Elite Professionals, Inc., 827 P.2d at 1203.

\textsuperscript{485} “We conclude that in order to protect itself from its own negligence, malfeasance, or mismanagement, an entity must employ language similar to the clause in Corral. Those drafting hold harmless clauses in the future should look to that language and follow it carefully.” Zenda Grain & Supply Co. v. Farmland Indus., Inc., 894 P.2d 881, 888 (Kan. App. 1995).

\textsuperscript{486} See Zenda Grain & Supply Co., 894 P.2d at 888; Elite Professionals, Inc., 827 P.2d at 1203.

\textsuperscript{487} Estate of Bryant v. All Temperature Insulation, 916 P.2d 1294 (Kan. App. 1996) (reversing trial court and directing judgment be entered for crane owner because the indemnification was a contractual obligation completely independent of the general contractor’s status of a statutory employer under the Workers Compensation Act).

\textsuperscript{488} By “public policy,” we have referred to a principle of law which holds that no citizen can lawfully do that which injures the public good. See Master Builders Ass’n v. Carson, 296 P. 693, 694 (Kan. 1931).

\textsuperscript{489} Hunter v. American Rentals, 371 P.2d 131 (Kan. 1962).
relieve itself from its negligent acts in violation of the statute.\textsuperscript{490} The statute, however, must be passed for the protection of the public welfare or safety, which would necessarily result in one violating a duty owed to the public.\textsuperscript{491} Any indemnity contract contrary to such public policy will be unenforceable if it interferes with public welfare or safety.\textsuperscript{492}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Kansas courts have not determined whether an express indemnification agreement constitutes an “insured contract” within the meaning of the exception to the commercial general liability policy exclusion for contractually assumed liability.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Kansas courts have permitted agreements that require the procurement of insurance for the benefit of a party with respect to its obligation to indemnify for any and all liability.\textsuperscript{493} There is no statutory, common law or public policy prohibition against contracting to procure insurance as long as such a contract is not illegal or directly against public policy.\textsuperscript{494}

In \textit{McIntosh}, the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth District applied Kansas law to find that an additional insured was covered under a policy of insurance of the named insured and that such coverage was not dependent upon or limited to a determination of who was negligent.\textsuperscript{495} Kansas state courts, however, have not issued any rulings directly pertaining to this issue.\textsuperscript{496} The Tenth Circuit bolstered its position with several citations to courts of other jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{497} In doing so, it was implied that whenever there is a potential conflict between an express contract of indemnity requiring certain coverage and a competing insurance policy within which an indemnitee is named as an additional insured, the coverage afforded by the additional insured policy will control.\textsuperscript{498}

\textsuperscript{490} \textit{Hunter}, 371 P.2d at 133.

\textsuperscript{491} \textit{Id.} at 133.

\textsuperscript{492} \textit{Id.}; see also \textit{Talley v. Skelly Oil Co.}, 433 P.2d 425 (Kan. 1967); \textit{Deines v. Vermeer Mfg. Co.}, 752 F. Supp. 989 (D. Kan. 1990); \textit{Jarvis v. Jarvis}, 758 P.2d 244 (Kan. App. 1988) (holding that an agreement that limits a party’s freedom to choose an attorney is void and unenforceable as against public policy).


\textsuperscript{494} \textit{Belger Cartage Serv., Inc. v. Holland Constr. Co.}, 582 P.2d 1111, 1118 (Kan. 1978).

\textsuperscript{495} \textit{McIntosh v. Scottsdale Ins. Co.}, 992 F.2d 251, 255-256 (10\textsuperscript{th} Cir. 1993).

\textsuperscript{496} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{497} \textit{Id.} at 254-255.

\textsuperscript{498} \textit{Id.} at 255.
§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Agreements to indemnify will be construed to cover only such losses, damages or liability as reasonably appear intended by the parties.\textsuperscript{499} A contract of indemnity will not be construed to indemnify the indemnitee against losses resulting from the latter’s negligence unless such intention is expressed in unequivocal terms.\textsuperscript{500} Furthermore, such an interpretation will not be given a contract unless no other meaning can be ascribed to it and every presumption is against such an interpretation.\textsuperscript{501} Nonetheless, the agreement to indemnify another for that party’s sole negligence is not against public policy in Kentucky.\textsuperscript{502}

An indemnity provision need not specifically state that the indemnity will cover “negligence” in order for the courts to uphold an indemnity obligation in favor of a negligent indemnitee.\textsuperscript{503} The broad language of the clauses in those cases manifested clear intent to cover even negligent acts of the indemnitee as a matter of law.\textsuperscript{504}

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Indemnity.

Kentucky has no statutory prohibition on the enforceability of contractual agreements to indemnify. Thus, contrary to the statutory provision enacted in many states, a contractor or owner may recover indemnity even where the contractor or owner was indisputably negligent.\textsuperscript{505} As noted, Kentucky does not favor clauses which provide indemnity for one’s own negligence but will uphold such provisions “where it is not improbable that a party would undertake such an indemnification of another…”\textsuperscript{506}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Kentucky has not yet had occasion to determine whether an insured’s contractual agreement to indemnify another constitutes an “insured contract” within

\textsuperscript{499} 42 C.J.S., Indemnity, § 12; Employer’s Mutual Liability Ins. Co. of Wisconsin v. Griffin Construction Co., 280 S.W.2d 179, 182 (Ky. 1955).

\textsuperscript{500} Id.; 27 Am. Jur., Indemnity, § 15.

\textsuperscript{501} Employer’s Mutual, supra; Mitchell v. Southern Ry. Co., 74 S.W. 216 (Ky. 1903).

\textsuperscript{502} Fosson v. Ashland Oil & Refining Co., 309 S.W.2d 176, 178 (Ky. 1957).

\textsuperscript{503} Id.

\textsuperscript{504} Id.; cf Employers Mutual Liability Ins. Co. of Wisconsin, supra (finding the terms of the contract not sufficiently broad or unequivocal to impose upon the contractor liability for injuries to employees caused by the electric company’s negligence and holding proper interpretation of the contract to mean that the contractor would hold the electric company harmless if the contractor’s negligence was the sole or primary cause of the injury).

\textsuperscript{505} Blue Grass Restaurant Co., Inc., v. Franklin, 424 S.W.2d 594 (Ky. 1968) (affirming trial court’s ruling that a restaurant leasee fully indemnify the motel pursuant to language in the lease agreement even though the motel constructed the subject area in violation of an ordinance and was therefore negligent per se).

\textsuperscript{506} Fosson, supra at 178.
the meaning of the exception to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability in the form CGL policy.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Kentucky places significance on requirements for insurance when evaluating the intent of contractual indemnity provisions. In Fosson v. Ashland Oil & Refining Co., 309 S.W.2d 176 (Ky. 1957), a contractor’s employee was electrocuted while working on Ashland’s property. The employee was employed by Fosson at the time of the accident. The decedent’s estate sued Ashland (the owner) and obtained a verdict. Ashland then filed a third-party complaint against Fosson (the contractor) pursuant to the indemnity provision in the construction contract.507

In defense, the contractor argued that agreements to indemnify against the indemnitee’s own negligence, here the owner, were only valid in “switch contracts” or “siding agreements,” neither of which applied to Fosson’s facts.508 The Court disagreed, stating that indemnity provisions that provide indemnity for one’s own negligence, while disfavored, are not against public policy.509 The Court continued: “[i]t is significant also that the contractor was required to carry liability insurance satisfactory to the owner.”510 The Court stated that it was not basing its decision on the type of insurance carried by the contractor, however, and elected not to discuss the contractor’s contention that the presence of insurance not be considered as part of the record.511

LOUISIANA

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

In Louisiana, contracts of indemnity are enforceable.512 The general rules which govern the interpretation of other contracts apply in construing a contract of indemnity.513 When the common intent of the parties and the words of the contract are clear and lead to no absurd consequences, no further interpretation may be made

507 The subject clause read: “The Contractor shall indemnify the Owner against all claims, demand, liens, taxes, loss or damages of any character suffered by the Owner and shall save the Owner harmless from all liability growing out of or incurred in the prosecution of said work or arising from any operations, acts, or omissions of Contractor.” (emphasis supplied by the Court).

508 Fosson, supra at 178.

509 Id.

510 Id. (emphasis supplied by the Court).

511 Id.


in search of the parties’ intent. But, a contract of indemnity is not enforceable unless it contains an express agreement to indemnify.

An obligation to indemnify must arise from an unequivocal express agreement in the contract. The controlling question in determining whether an indemnity agreement is enforceable is “whether the risk that resulted in the injury was one contemplated by the parties to the contract.” The party seeking to enforce the agreement bears the burden of proof.

“A contract of indemnity, whereby the indemnitee is indemnified against the consequences of his own negligence, is strictly construed and such a contract will not be construed to indemnify an indemnitee against losses resulting to him through his own negligent acts unless such an intention is expressed in unequivocal terms.”

“Where there is doubt as to indemnification for an indemnitee’s own negligence, then liability, usage, custom, or equity may not be used to interpret a contract expansively in favor of the indemnitee.”

“If the provision is still in doubt after applying the general rules of construction and interpreting the provision in light of the contract as a whole, . . . there is a presumption that the parties did not intend to indemnify an indemnitee against losses resulting from his own negligent act.”

Louisiana follows the majority view that general words such as “any and all liability” do not necessarily import intent to impose an obligation so extraordinary and harsh as to render an indemnitor liable to an indemnitee for damages occasioned by the sole negligence of the latter.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

There are three statutory prohibitions on agreements to indemnify in Louisiana.

First, any agreement pertaining to a well for oil, gas, or water, or drilling for minerals which occur in a solid, liquid, gaseous, or other state which requires

---


518 McGill, 818 So. 2d at 306.

519 Id.; Adams, 717 So. 2d at 287; Polozola v. Garlock, Inc., 343 So. 2d 1000, 1003 (La. 1967); Perkins, 563 So. 2d at 259.

520 Adams, 717 So. 2d at 287.


522 Arnold v. Stupp Corp., 205 So. 2d 797, 799 (La. App. 1967); Berry, 830 So. 2d at 285.
indemnification for negligence or fault (strict liability) on the part of the indemnitee or its agents and employees is null and void and against public policy.\textsuperscript{523}

This statutory prohibition is known as the Louisiana Oilfield Indemnity Act ("LOIA").\textsuperscript{524} LOIA voids indemnity agreements only to the extent that the contractual indemnitee is found either negligent or strictly liable.\textsuperscript{525} This statute has its genesis in Louisiana’s commitment to protect subcontractors from the “inequity” foisted on such entities by indemnity provisions and work agreements pertaining to wells for oil and gas.\textsuperscript{526}

Second is a statute providing that

\[
\text{… any provision contained in a public contract, other than a contract of insurance, providing for a hold harmless or indemnity agreement, or both, (1) from the contractor to the public body for damages arising out of injuries or property damage to third parties caused by the negligence of the public body, its employees or agents, or, (2) from the contractor to any architect, landscape architect, engineer, or land surveyor engaged by the public body for such damages caused by the negligence of such architect, landscape architect, engineer, or land surveyor, are contrary to the public policy of the state of Louisiana, and any and all such provisions in all public contracts are null and void.}\textsuperscript{527}
\]

Finally, any provision or requirement of any agreement which purports to provide for the defense, indemnification, or other relief of liability on behalf of any sheriff directed to seize property under any writs of \textit{fieri facias}, seizure and sale, or other writ issued by a court of competent jurisdiction or venue, commanding and directing that the property be seized, is also null and void and against public policy.\textsuperscript{528} This provision is based upon the inequities and injustices resulting from the refusal of sheriffs to seize certain immovable property despite issuance of a writ directing the sheriff to do so without advance grant of blanket indemnification.\textsuperscript{529}

\section*{§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.}

Louisiana courts have recognized that an insured’s contractual agreement to indemnify a third-party constitutes an insured contract within the meaning of an insurance policy covering an insured’s agreement to assume the tort liability of

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{523} La. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 9:2780; See \textit{Knapp v. Chevron USA, Inc.}, 781 F. 2d 1123 (5th Cir. 1986); \textit{Hodgen v. Forest Oil Corp.}, 87 F.3d 1512 (5th Cir. 1996); \textit{Roberts v. Energy Dev. Corp.}, 235 F. 3d 935 (5th Cir. 2000); \textit{Am. Home Assur. Co. v. Chevron, USA, Inc.}, 400 F.3d 265 (5th Cir. 2005).

\textsuperscript{524} \textit{Roberts}, 235 F.3d. at 937; \textit{Chevron}, 400 F.3d at 266.

\textsuperscript{525} \textit{Chevron}, 400 F.3d at 266.

\textsuperscript{526} \textit{Id.} at 269.


\end{footnotesize}
another. As such, agreements to indemnify fall outside the general exclusion for contractually assumed liability.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Containing Reference to Insurance.

“Additional insured” and other contractual arrangements designed to circumvent the prohibition of the LOIA are unenforceable. In fact, the LOIA states that any provision in any agreement arising out of the operations, services, or activities listed in the statute which includes a waiver of subrogation, an additional named insured endorsements, or any other form of insurance protection which would frustrate or circumvent the prohibitions of LOIA, shall be null and void and of no force and effect. A recognized exception to this prohibition exists where the indemnitor purchases insurance for both itself and the indemnitee, and the indemnitee reimburses the indemnitor for the portion of the premium corresponding to the cost of covering the indemnitee. In this instance, the court reasoned that “if the principal pays for its own liability coverage . . . no shifting occurs.”

While the statute prohibiting the indemnification of a public body for its own negligence does not expressly provide that the shifting of such a risk to insurance is void, such a prohibition has been read into the statute based upon the language of the LOIA. However, where the public body is not being indemnified for its own negligence, but only for the negligence of a third party, the indemnification is not a violation of the statute. Presumably, efforts to shift the risk where both parties bear the cost of the insurance are valid in the context of this statute.

MAINE

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Contractual agreements for indemnification, including agreements covering an indemnitee’s own negligence, are generally recognized and enforceable in Maine, as

---


531 Id.


533 Marcell v. Placid Oil Co., 11 F.3d 563, 569 (5th Cir. 1994).


535 Hodgen v. First Oil Corp., 87 F.3d 1512, 1529 (5th Cir. 1996) (citing Marcell, 11 F.3d at 569).

536 Id. (quoting Marcell, 11 F.3d at 569).


538 Id.
long as the intent of the parties is expressed clearly and explicitly in the contract.\textsuperscript{539} When interpreting indemnity agreements, the general rules of contract interpretation apply.\textsuperscript{540} Courts will look for clear terms such as “indemnify,” “reimburse” and “hold harmless.”\textsuperscript{541} “Like any other contractual provision, an indemnification clause should be interpreted according to its plain, unambiguous language. Thus, indemnification claims based on contracts must rest upon a ‘clear, express, specific and explicit contractual provision’ under which the indemnitor has agreed to assume the duty to indemnify.”\textsuperscript{542}

As a general rule, indemnity agreements covering loss caused by an indemnitee’s own negligence are not favored by the courts.\textsuperscript{543} Courts, however, have enforced agreements wherein the mutual intention of the parties is clear.\textsuperscript{544} Broad terms such as “any and all claims,” “in connection with,” or “arising from or out of any occurrence” are not sufficient.\textsuperscript{545} Without an express, written intent to indemnify a party for its own negligence, the courts will not obligate one to indemnify another for the other party’s negligence:

Indemnity clauses to save a party harmless from damages due to negligence may lawfully be inserted in contracts...But, when purportedly requiring indemnification of a party for damage or injury caused by that party’s own negligence, such contractual provisions, with virtual unanimity, are looked upon with disfavor by the courts, and are construed strictly against extending the indemnification to include recovery by the indemnitee for his own negligence. It is only where the contract on its face by its very terms clearly and unequivocally reflects a mutual intention on the part of the parties to provide indemnity for loss caused by negligence of the party to be indemnified that liability for such damages will be fastened on the indemnitor, and words of general import will not be read as expressing such an intent and establishing by inference such liability.\textsuperscript{546}

In \textit{McGraw v. S.D. Warren Co.}, the owner of a paper mill hired a contractor to “provide demolition and construction services on a project to rebuild its pulp mill.”\textsuperscript{547} The contract between the owner and contractor contained an indemnity provision, which made the contractor “responsible for and shall continuously


\textsuperscript{541} \textit{Doyle v. Bowdoin College}, 403 A.2d 1206, 1208 (Me. 1979)(as explained in \textit{Hardy} at 369).

\textsuperscript{542} \textit{Int’l Paper}, 899 F. Supp. at 717; see also \textit{Devine v. Roche Biomedical Laboratories, Inc.}, 637 A.2d 441 (Me. 1994).

\textsuperscript{543} \textit{Emery}, 467 A.2d at 993; see also \textit{Int’l Paper}, 899 F. Supp. at 719.

\textsuperscript{544} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{545} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{546} \textit{Id.}(internal citations omitted); see also \textit{Hardy}, 739 A.2d 368; \textit{McGraw v. S.D. Warren Company, et al}, 656 A.2d 1222 (Me. 1995); see generally \textit{Doyle}, 403 A.2d 1206.

\textsuperscript{547} \textit{McGraw}, 656 A.2d at 1223.
maintain protection of all the work and property in the vicinity of the work from damage or loss from any cause arising in connection with the contract and any work performed thereunder.”

One of the contractor’s employees brought an action against the owner of the paper mill after becoming sick from exposure to toxic emissions from a smoke stack. The owner sought indemnity from the contractor per the indemnity clause in the contract. The Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, relying on its holding in *Emery Waterhouse v. Lea*, held that the contractor was not obligated to indemnify the owner for its own negligence “[b]ecause there is no clear and unequivocal language in the contract at issue that reflects ‘a mutual intention…to provide indemnity for loss caused by [contractor’s] negligence.”

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Indemnity agreements subjecting an employer to liability beyond that prescribed in the Maine Worker’s Compensation Act are generally void, absent a clear and explicit waiver of the statutory right to immunity from suit by the employer.

Under the Workers’ Compensation Act, employers who provide workers’ compensation coverage for their employees are generally immunized from suits arising out of workers’ injuries. The applicable statute provides that “[a]n employer who has secured the payment of compensation…is exempt from civil actions…involving personal injuries sustained by an employee arising out of and in the course of employment, or for death resulting from those injuries.”

The statutory right to immunization from suit, however, may be waived by the employer pursuant to an indemnity agreement.

In *Fowler v. Boise Cascade*, the operator of a paper mill contracted with a painting company to paint portions of the mill. One of the painting company’s employees fell into a hole at the mill, was injured, and received worker’s compensation benefits. The employee thereafter sued the operator of the paper mill.

---

548 Id. at 1224.
549 Id.
550 Id.
551 Id; *Emery*, 467 A.2d at 993; see also *Gatley v. United Parcel Service, Inc.*, 662 F. Supp. 200, 203 (D. Me. 1987)(as there was “no clear and unequivocal agreement regarding indemnification for intentional torts,” the refused to enforce the indemnification agreement.)
556 *Fowler*, 948 F.2d at 55.
557 Id. at 52.
558 Id.
mill, who tendered the defense to the painting company pursuant to “an indemnity clause, an insurance procurement clause and a subrogation clause” in their contract.\textsuperscript{559} The operator argued that the indemnity and insurance procurement clauses entitled him to indemnity from the employer.\textsuperscript{560} Relying on Diamond International Corp. v. Sullivan, the court held that an indemnity clause is only enforceable against an employer if it specifically and explicitly waives the immunity of the workers’ compensation act.\textsuperscript{561} Determining that the language of the clauses pertaining to the procurement of insurance and indemnity did not state specifically that the employer agreed to waive its immunity under the statute, the court denied the operator’s request for indemnification.\textsuperscript{562}

Employers can contractually waive the state workers’ compensation immunity provided the waiver meets strict standards by either specifically stating the intent to waive immunity or stating that the indemnitor assumes any potential liability for actions by the employees.\textsuperscript{563} For example, an indemnification clause hidden on the back of a non-contract document under an obfuscatory title will not waive the statutory employer immunity, while the language “Purchaser shall in no way be liable for any claims for personal injuries (including death) whether the same be injuries to its employees or to other persons...” in the body of a contract under the title “Independent Contractor Status and Indemnification” would waive immunity.\textsuperscript{564}

\textbf{§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.}

The Law Courts of Maine have not addressed whether an agreement to indemnify is an “insured contract” within the meaning of the exception to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability in the form Commercial General Liability policy.

\textbf{§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.}

The courts have held that the common law principle disfavoring a party from being excused for its own negligence without express written agreement is as applicable to insurance procurement clauses as it is to indemnity clauses.\textsuperscript{565} If there is no provision in a procurement clause that explicitly provides that one party will be responsible for the other’s sole negligence, then the indemnification and procurement clauses must be read together, and the clear intent of the parties will govern.\textsuperscript{566}

\textsuperscript{559} Id.
\textsuperscript{560} Id.
\textsuperscript{561} Id. at 57; Diamond, 493 at 1048.
\textsuperscript{562} Id. at 54.
\textsuperscript{563} See Int’l Paper, 899 F. Supp. at 718.
\textsuperscript{564} Id. (citing Diamond, 493 at 1048).
\textsuperscript{565} See Fowler, 948 F.2d at 57.
\textsuperscript{566} Id. at 58.
In general, insurance procurement clauses operate as waivers of insurer subrogation rights.\textsuperscript{567} Unlike an indemnity agreement wherein one party agrees to indemnify another for its own negligence, “allocation of risk to insurers through waivers of subrogation are encouraged by the law.”\textsuperscript{568}

It is universally held that “upon payment of a loss the insurer is entitled to pursue those rights against a third party whose negligence or wrongful act caused the loss.”\textsuperscript{569} The courts allow an insured to “defeat the insurance company’s rights of subrogation by entering into an agreement of release with the wrongdoer before the policy is issued, or after the policy is issued but prior to the loss.”\textsuperscript{570} Such a release agreement destroys an insurers’ right to subrogation, even in situations where the insurer is unaware of the release agreement.\textsuperscript{571}

In \textit{Emery Waterhouse Co. v. Lea}, a tenant sued the landlord for damages suffered as a result of a break in the building’s main water lines.\textsuperscript{572} The lease agreement had both an indemnity provision and a mutual exculpatory clause.\textsuperscript{573} Under the indemnity provision, the tenant agreed to indemnify the landlord for any and all damages to the property, but under the exculpatory clause, the parties, in general terms, released each other to the extent of their own insurance coverage and agreed that subrogation claims by their respective insurers were precluded.\textsuperscript{574} The court ruled that the landlord was not entitled to recover from the tenant because the indemnity provision did not apply to the landlord’s own negligence.\textsuperscript{575} With regard to the tenant, despite his failure to “secure from its insurer the necessary modification of its insurance policy to bring it in compliance” with the release agreement, recovery was precluded on the basis that “the [tenant] was not in fact impeded in any way from recovering its loss under the insurance contract.”\textsuperscript{576} Recognizing an insured’s right to contract away its insurer’s entitlement to subrogation,\textsuperscript{577} the court held that “exculpatory agreements releasing a party to the agreement from liability caused by that party’s own negligence do not contravene


\textsuperscript{568} \textit{Id.} at 520.

\textsuperscript{569} \textit{Emery}, 467 A.2d at 994.

\textsuperscript{570} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{571} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{572} \textit{Id.} at 988.

\textsuperscript{573} \textit{Id.} at 992-994.

\textsuperscript{574} \textit{Id.} at 992-993.

\textsuperscript{575} \textit{Id.} at 992-993.

\textsuperscript{576} \textit{Id.} at 994.

\textsuperscript{577} \textit{Id.} (“an insured may defeat the insurance company’s rights of subrogation by entering into an agreement of release with the wrongdoer before the policy is issued, or…after the policy is issued, but prior to loss.”)
public policy and are enforable on the occasion of a subsequent loss even though the agreement itself was entered into after the issuance of the policy.”

As it pertains to agreements to procure insurance, “clauses in construction contracts imposing insurance procurement responsibility operate as waivers of subrogation against builders even for damage occasioned by the builders’ negligence, unless the contract provides otherwise.” In *Acadia Insurance Co. v. Buck Construction Co.*, the insurer of a property owner brought a subrogation claim against a construction company for money paid to a property owner resulting for property damage from a fire caused by the construction company. The terms of the construction contract required the owner to maintain fire insurance and the construction company was to maintain general liability insurance, worker’s compensation, and builders’ risk insurance. In precluding the insurer’s subrogation claim, the court held, “[b]y agreeing to carry a particular type of insurance, an owner has agreed to look solely to the insurer and releases the builder from responsibility when there is loss or damage flowing from the insured, it has no right to recover from the builder.”

**MARYLAND**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Contractual agreements to indemnify are enforceable. Public policy favors freedom of contract. “Contracts made by promisors, other than commercial insurers, to indemnify for loss ‘arising out of’ a given activity of the indemniator are interpreted and applied in the same manner as commercial insurance contracts made by commercial insurers.” The rule common in many states that insurance policies are to be interpreted more strictly against the insurer is inapplicable. Exculpatory clauses in contracts will be enforced absent legislation to the contrary.

Additionally, indemnity may be implied by law in certain circumstances. “Quasi-contractual” indemnification, or indemnification “arising out of a ‘contract

---
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585 *MTA*, 349 Md. at 317.


587 *Wolf*, 335 Md. at 531.
implied by law,”” may be imposed based upon the circumstances.\(^{588}\) Implied indemnification may arise between persons liable for tort.\(^{589}\) However, one who is actively negligent cannot obtain tort indemnification.\(^{590}\)

Contracts to indemnify against one’s sole negligence are also enforceable.\(^{591}\) However, the contract must clearly indicate the intention of the parties to do so.\(^{592}\) “The general rule is that contracts will not be construed to indemnify a person against his own negligence unless an intention to do so is expressed in those very words or in other unequivocal terms.”\(^{593}\)

Yet, no “magic words” are required. Courts have held that general provisions can include a party’s own negligence. A provision to hold a party harmless from “liability of every kind” has been held to include liability based solely on the indemnified party’s own negligence.\(^{594}\)

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

There are three general exceptions or circumstances under which public policy will not permit an exculpatory clause in a contract.\(^{595}\) “A party will not be permitted to excuse its liability for intentional acts or for the more extreme forms of negligence, i.e. reckless, wanton or gross.”\(^{596}\) Additionally, a contract “cannot be the product of unequal bargaining power.”\(^{597}\) Finally, exculpatory agreements will not be enforced in transactions affecting public interest.\(^{598}\)

This third category includes performance of public services such as public utilities, common carriers, innkeepers, etc.\(^{599}\) This category is also a catch-all and includes transactions not easily definable for categorization, but so important to the public that an exculpatory clause would be “offensive” such that the community

---

589 Id.
590 Id. at 163.
591 MTA, 349 Md. at 308-309; Crockett v. Crothers, 264 Md. 222, 227 (Md. App. 1972).
592 MTA, supra, at 309.
593 Crockett, 264 Md. at 227.
594 MTA, 349 Md. at 300-303, 307. MTA agreed to “indemnify, save harmless, and defend CSXT from any and all casualty losses, claims, suits, damages or liability of every kind arising out of the Contract Service under this Agreement. . .” The Court found that “the indemnification provision in the instant matter applies to CSXT’s liability based solely on its own negligence.”
595 Wolf, 335 Md. at 531-532.
596 Id.
597 Id. Note that Maryland has codified two such exceptions that will be discussed herein.
598 Id.
599 Wolf, 335 Md. at 531-532.
would pronounce it invalid. The courts are to consider the totality of the circumstances to determine if such an exception applies.

Two statutory provisions explicitly nullify certain agreements to indemnify. First, construction contracts containing indemnity for injury caused solely by the indemnitee’s negligent conduct are unenforceable. The applicable code section provides:

A covenant, promise, agreement or understanding in, or in connection with or collateral to, a contract or agreement relating to the construction, alteration, repair, or maintenance of a building, structure, appurtenance or appliance, including moving, demolition and excavating connected with it, purporting to indemnify the promisee against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to any person or damage to property caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee or indemnitee, his agents or employees, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable. This section does not affect the validity of any insurance contract, workers’ compensation, or any other agreement issued by an insurer.

This code section does not nullify agreements for indemnification, however, when the loss or injury is due only in part to the indemnitee’s negligent conduct.

Maryland has enacted a similar statute in the landlord-tenant context:

If the effect of any provision of a lease is to indemnify the landlord, hold the landlord harmless, or preclude or exonerate the landlord from any liability to the tenant, or to any other person, for any injury, loss, damage, or liability arising from any omission, fault, negligence, or other misconduct of the landlord on or about the leased premises or any elevators, stairways, hallways, or other appurtenances used in connection with them, and not within the exclusive control of the tenant, the provision is considered to be against public policy and void. An insurer may not claim a right of subrogation by reason of the invalidity of the provision.

---

600 Id.

601 Id. at 534-535.

602 Md. Code Ann., Courts and Judicial Proceedings §5-401 (emphasis added). Note this section was previously codified as § 5-305.


By its express terms, this code section does not apply if the property is within the exclusive control of the tenant.\footnote{Prince Phillip Partnership v. Cutlip, 321 Md. 296, 302-303 (Md. App. 1990). The definition of what constitutes “property within the exclusive control” of the tenant is not always obvious. In Cutlip, a landlord did not comply with building codes when he failed to construct handicapped restrooms in common areas of an office building. The tenant, a physician, had a handicapped patient who fell while using a restroom in the lobby of the physician’s office. The patient sued the landlord, only. The landlord impleaded the physician, seeking to enforce a provision in the lease requiring the physician to indemnify the landlord. The Court held that the negligence of the landlord was not on the portion of the leased premises within the exclusive control of the tenant. Rather, the court found that the failure to construct the handicapped restroom in the common area rendered the office of the physician a common area as patrons had no choice but to use those restrooms. The court held that the negligence of the landlord related to common areas such that the indemnification provision of the lease was void pursuant to the code.}

Additionally, the Workers’ Compensation Act limits the liability of an employer in suits related to injuries sustained by an employee.\footnote{Md. Code Ann., Labor and Employment § 9-101, et. seq.} Absent an express waiver or an agreement to assume an obligation for contribution or to indemnify, an employer cannot liable to a third party.\footnote{American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corp. v. Mark Engineering Co., 230 Md. 584, 590 (1963).} An employer cannot be found liable to a third party based upon a theory of implied or quasi-contractual indemnity.\footnote{Id.}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.


§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

A promise to obtain insurance is different from a promise to indemnify.\footnote{Heat & Power Corp. v. Air Products & Chemicals, Inc., 320 Md. 584, 593-594, n2 (1990) (citing Bethlehem Steel, supra, 304 Md. 183, dissenting opinion, Rodowsky, J.).} Where a contract contains an indemnity provision and an agreement to obtain insurance, the indemnitor has agreed to provide insurance coverage that is co-extensive of the agreement to indemnify.\footnote{Id.} This is consistent with the policy of freedom of contract.\footnote{Tingall, 102 F. Supp. 2d at 304 (citations omitted).}
It has been suggested that a general contractor cannot require a subcontractor to obtain insurance to cover the general contractor’s sole negligence.\textsuperscript{614} Such a requirement would be violative of the statutory provision voiding agreements to indemnify for an indemnitee’s sole negligence in the construction context.\textsuperscript{615}

Yet, once the insurance policy has been issued and paid for, it is valid and will be enforced even if the wrong party paid the premiums.\textsuperscript{616} The first principle of construction is to apply insurance policies as written when there is no ambiguity in the contract.\textsuperscript{617} If a contractor procures insurance that is broader than is required under the contract, the policy is valid and the insurer would be obligated to the limits of coverage.\textsuperscript{618}

The policy considerations that weigh against enforcing agreements to indemnify one for one’s own negligence are inapplicable to insurance contracts.\textsuperscript{619} Insurance contracts generally have as their primary purpose the indemnification against one’s own negligence.\textsuperscript{620} Also, an insurer is rarely an unwary or uninformed promisor in need of protection.\textsuperscript{621}

\textbf{MASSACHUSETTS}

\textbf{§ I - General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Contractual agreements to indemnify are enforceable and are subject to the same rules of construction applicable to contracts generally.\textsuperscript{622} “Massachusetts courts employ the general rules of contract interpretation to construe indemnification provisions. As with any contract, a written indemnification agreement is to be interpreted in light of its language, background and purpose.”\textsuperscript{623} This is particularly true when the contracting parties are commercial entities.\textsuperscript{624}

Where commercial entities have negotiated on a level playing field before entering their contractual arrangements, it is not necessary to explore the theoretical underpinnings of the indemnity doctrine . . . [a]greements voluntarily made . . . are not to be lightly set aside on the ground of public

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{614} Heat & Power Corp., 320 Md. at 595.
\textsuperscript{615} Id.
\textsuperscript{616} Id.
\textsuperscript{617} MTA, 349 Md. at 312.
\textsuperscript{618} Heat & Power Corp., 320 Md. at 596.
\textsuperscript{619} Id.
\textsuperscript{620} Id.
\textsuperscript{621} Id.
\textsuperscript{623} Id., at 50 (internal citations omitted).
policy or because as events have turned it may be unfortunate for one party.\textsuperscript{625}

The determination that an indemnity provision is valid and in accordance with public policy is a question of law for a court.\textsuperscript{626} The fact that public policy bars certain exculpatory clauses, however, does not mean that indemnity agreements which implicate that public policy are per se invalid. For example, while a common carrier may not contractually exculpate itself from liability vis-à-vis its passengers, the carrier is not prohibited from obtaining indemnification from another commercial entity to whom it owes no duty as a passenger.\textsuperscript{627} In the same vein, although it cannot seek tort-based indemnity, a tortfeasor can recover express contractual indemnity from an injured party’s employer even though the employer is protected by the worker’s compensation bar.\textsuperscript{628} The tortfeasor can even go so far as to assign its rights to contractual indemnification to the injured employee, thus creating a situation where the employee will recover directly from his employer any amounts owed by the employer under the indemnity agreement with the tortfeasor.\textsuperscript{629}

Decisions from the past twenty years show a departure from the general rule which required that indemnity agreements be construed strictly against the indemnitee:

The rule that indemnity contracts are to be strictly construed against the indemnitee no longer [applies] in Massachusetts. The modern rule is that contracts of indemnity are to be fairly and reasonably construed in order to ascertain the intention of the parties and to effectuate the purpose sought to be accomplished. Courts are expected to give effect to the parties’ intentions at the time of the agreement and to give them reasonable meaning.\textsuperscript{630}

Similarly, the rule followed in most jurisdictions – which rejects indemnity for the indemnitee’s own negligence absent express and unambiguous language to the contrary – has been abandoned.\textsuperscript{631} Since contracts of indemnity are to be fairly and reasonably construed in order to ascertain the intention of the parties, “something less than an express reference in the contract to losses from the indemnitee’s

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{625} Id., at 1318 (internal citations omitted).
  \item \textsuperscript{627} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{630} MacGlashing v. Dunlop Equip. Co., 89 F.3d 932, 940 (1st Cir. 1996) (internal citations omitted). See also N. Am. Site Developers, Inc. v. MRP Site Dev., Inc., 827 N.E.2d 251, 255 (Mass. App. Ct. 2005) (the “rule that indemnity agreements are to be strictly construed against the indemnitee [is] not followed in Massachusetts”).
  \item \textsuperscript{631} Shea v. Bay State Gas Co., 418 N.E.2d 597 (Mass. 1981). See also Post v. Belmont Country Club, 805 N.E.2d 63 (Mass. App. Ct. 2004) (explaining distinction between Massachusetts and other jurisdictions which provide for strictly construing indemnity provisions, deciding any ambiguity against the indemnitee, and requiring clear and certain terms to indemnify the indemnitee for its own negligence).
\end{itemize}
negligence as indemnifiable will suffice to make them so if the intent otherwise sufficiently appears from language and circumstances.”

“In Massachusetts, where there is nothing to require strict construction of the clause under general contract rules, ‘contracts of indemnity are to be fairly and reasonably construed in order to ascertain the intention of the parties and to effectuate the purpose sought to be accomplished.’”

Although there is earlier authority from the Supreme Judicial Court which adheres to the general rule that “. . . a contract will not be construed as indemnifying one against his own negligence or that of his employees unless express language unequivocally so requires,” this authority has been implicitly overruled. The Appeals Court in Shea relied on the above-quoted passage from Walworth and held that an agreement which did not specifically provide for indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence was not enforceable. By reversing the Appeals Court, and by citing cases which did not require express language regarding the indemnitee’s own negligence, the Supreme Judicial Court implicitly overruled and abandoned the rule from Walworth. Since the Shea decision in 1981, Walworth has been cited only once by a majority of the Supreme Judicial Court, and then only for the proposition that “. . . a person is liable for his own negligent acts, absent an express agreement to the contrary.”

Although the lease agreement at issue in Seaco included an indemnity provision, the case did not directly address issues of contractual indemnity. And in one post-Shea Appeals Court decision, the court cited Walworth for certain principles, but then cited Shea for the proposition that it is not “necessary that an indemnity clause state expressly that it covers the indemnitee’s negligence.”

Thus, the general rule requiring express language to indemnify one for his own negligence has been abandoned. The rule from Shea, that the scope of the indemnity agreement will be determined by ascertaining the intention of the parties, now applies.

§ II - Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Massachusetts has enacted statutory prohibitions on certain indemnity agreements, specifically in the construction and landlord/tenant contexts.

MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 149, § 29C (2006), provides:

632 Shea, 418 N.E.2d at 600 (internal citations omitted). See also Speers v. H. P. Hood, Inc., 495 N.E.2d 880, 881 (Mass. App. Ct. 1986) (“. . . where the sense is reasonably clear, an indemnity provision may be read to cover situations of indemnitee’s negligence although there is no explicit statement to that effect. . .”). Callahan v. A. J. Welch Equip. Corp., 634 N.E.2d 134, 138 (Mass. App. Ct. 1994) (“The mere fact that an indemnity clause does not expressly provide for indemnity even where the indemnitee is negligent will not preclude the right to indemnity if the intent sufficiently appears in the language and circumstances attending its execution.”).

633 Post, 805 N.E.2d at 69.


Any provision for or in connection with a contract for construction, reconstruction, installation, alteration, remodeling, repair, demolition or maintenance work, including without limitation, excavation, backfilling or grading, on any building or structure, whether underground or above ground, or on any real property, including without limitation any road, bridge, tunnel, sewer, water or other utility line, which requires a subcontractor to indemnify any party for injury to persons or damage to property not caused by the subcontractor or its employees, agents or subcontractors, shall be void.\textsuperscript{638}

“A contractual indemnification clause is, however, valid and enforceable against the subcontractor where the clause is limited to indemnification for injuries or damages which were caused by or resulted from the acts or omissions of the subcontractor, its employees, agents, or subcontractors.”\textsuperscript{639} A valid indemnification clause involving a subcontractor will be triggered even where the employee of the subcontractor which is negligent is the same employee that is injured,\textsuperscript{640} and full indemnification from the subcontractor will be required even where the indemnified general contractor is partially negligent:

We discern nothing in our case law or the language or history of § 29C that prevents parties from agreeing to full indemnification in the event of concurrent negligence. If the Legislature had intended that indemnification provisions in construction contracts be interpreted to reflect the application of our comparative negligence statute, or to preclude indemnification when the injured claimant is an employee of the subcontractor, it could have said so.\textsuperscript{641}

Thus, “§ 29C does not proscribe full indemnification when the conduct of the subcontractor is only a partial cause of the injury. Otherwise put, § 29C does not prohibit contractual indemnity arrangements whereby the subcontractor agrees to assume indemnity obligations for the entire liability when both the subcontractor and the general contractor or owner are causally negligent.”\textsuperscript{642}

To enforce any agreement by a subcontractor to indemnify another, the evidence must establish “a causal link between the liability incurred by the general contractor and something that the subcontractor, or its subcontractors, did or did not do to bring about the injury or damage, [or else] the general contractor may not be indemnified and a contractual provision purporting to do so is unenforceable.”\textsuperscript{643} For example, a subcontractor which agrees to indemnify the general contractor for the acts of a sub-


\textsuperscript{641} \textit{Id.} at 907 (internal citations).


subcontractor will be held to that indemnity agreement if the sub-subcontractor or its employees are negligent.\textsuperscript{644} To determine if an agreement to indemnify executed by a subcontractor is invalid, the courts do not look to the specific facts of the case, but instead look solely at the language of the agreement.\textsuperscript{645} “In determining the validity of an indemnity provision under § 29C, it is upon the language of the indemnity clause that we focus rather than upon a finding of the facts of the particular accident and an assessment of fault of the parties.”\textsuperscript{646} Thus, even where there may be evidence that the subcontractor was negligent, it will not be required to indemnify the general contractor if the indemnity agreement at issue violates the terms of § 29C.\textsuperscript{647} If the indemnity agreement is not invalid on its face and contains a “savings clause” which provides for indemnity to “the fullest extent permitted by law”, such a clause will be read to allow indemnity to the full extent permitted by § 29C.\textsuperscript{648} Similarly, since the statute only speaks in terms of “indemnity”, language in a contract which requires the subcontractor to defend claims which would otherwise be violative of § 29C are enforceable.\textsuperscript{649}

Moreover, the public policy promoted by § 29C will likely be enforced even where the contract contains a choice of law provision.\textsuperscript{650} If “a strong public policy of Massachusetts would be violated by enforcing a contract provision based upon the application of a foreign law, the Courts will strike the offending provision.”\textsuperscript{651} Thus, an indemnity agreement which includes a choice of law provision that fails to account for the provisions of § 29C will essentially be ignored.

As a matter of public policy, certain indemnification agreements in the landlord/tenant context are also prohibited:

Any provision of a lease or other rental agreement relating to real property whereby a lessee or tenant enters into a covenant, agreement or contract, by the use of any words whatsoever, the effect of which is to indemnify the lessor or landlord or hold the lessor or landlord harmless, or preclude or

\textsuperscript{644} See id.

\textsuperscript{645} See Herson, 667 N.E.2d 907.

\textsuperscript{646} Id. at 914.

\textsuperscript{647} See Harnois v. Quannapowitt Dev., 619 N.E.2d 351 (Mass. App. Ct. 1993) (“a contractual obligation to indemnify is void whenever it provides for indemnification by subcontractor regardless of the fault of the indemnitee, or its employees, agents or subcontractors, and this is so even if the indemnitee could prove at trial that the injured employee of the subcontractor was negligent”). But compare Callahan, supra (comparing the indemnity agreement in Harnois which would on its face require indemnity from the subcontractor for injuries not caused by the subcontractor, with an indemnity agreement (found to be valid) which only required indemnity in the event of the subcontractor’s negligence).


\textsuperscript{649} Id. (citing Herson, supra).


\textsuperscript{651} Id., at *3.
exonerate the lessor or landlord from any or all liability to the lessee or tenant, or to any other person, for any injury, loss, damage or liability arising from any omission, fault, negligence or other misconduct of the lessor or landlord on or about the leased or rented premises or on or about any elevators, stairways, hallways or other appurtenance used in connection therewith, shall be deemed to be against public policy and void.652

The purpose of § 15 “is to make void an indemnity provision which potentially has the effect of insulating a lessor from liability for the lessor’s negligence.”653

Unlike the prohibition on indemnification by subcontractors discussed above, courts addressing ch. 186, § 15 look at the actual facts of the case and determine whether the indemnity agreement, as applied to the particular facts, has the effect of indemnifying the lessor for its own negligence.654 The effect, however, is that any agreement which is broadly worded such that a lessee will be forced to indemnify the lessor for injuries arising from “any” cause will be invalidated. This is because if the landlord is not negligent, there is no need for the indemnity agreement, and if the landlord is negligent, seeking indemnity would run afoul of the statute.655

Further, the public policy goals of § 15 have been limited to non-governmental entities/tenants.656

[T]he statute voids indemnity agreements in leases because they are contrary to public policy; the statute is designed to protect lessees . . . the statute is inapplicable where the lessee is a governmental entity that freely chooses to enter a contract that normally would be void for public policy reasons where the voiding statute is designed to protect contracting parties in the same position as the governmental entity.657

The protection afforded by § 15, and the public policy behind the statute, is not limited to the indemnity context. In the case of a residential lease, “absent an express provision in a lease establishing a tenant’s liability for loss from a negligently started fire, the landlord’s insurance is deemed held for the mutual benefit of both parties.”658 This rule does not apply, however, to commercial leases.659

657 Id., at *8.
659 See Seaco, 761 N.E.2d 946.
§ III - Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

An agreement to indemnify would generally fall within a liability policy exclusion for liability assumed in a contract.660

It has been recognized, however, that a contractual undertaking to indemnify constitutes an “insured contract” as that term is used in the CGL policy.661 Although the trial court in Garnet did not find any enforceable indemnity agreement for which coverage could be afforded, the implication from the decision is that coverage may extend to indemnity agreements as “insured contracts.”662 Garnet was affirmed by the Appeals Court, which held that the applicability of the “insured contract” exception requires that the insured expressly agree to indemnify another, either in writing or orally, and that a claim for “implied” contractual indemnity did not fall within the exception for “insured contracts.”663

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Due to the abandonment of strict rules applicable to indemnity agreements, and the adoption of the modern rule of interpreting indemnity agreements to ascertain the intent of the parties without concern for express language regarding indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence, agreements to obtain insurance are viewed as further evidence of the parties’ intent.664 “Often the presence of a requirement that the indemnifying party purchase insurance sheds light on the parties’ intention to indemnify and defend against claims.”665 Since Shea, supra, courts have repeatedly relied on agreements under which the indemnitor is to procure insurance as evidence to support a finding that a broadly-worded indemnification agreement covers the indemnitee’s own negligence.666

For example, in Speers, a case in which an independent contractor (BSG) agreed to indemnify a dairy plant owner (Hood) against injuries arising from the work under the contract, and simultaneously agreed to procure liability insurance which would cover the indemnity agreement, the Appeals Court stated:

Here we have a common situation in which Speers would ordinarily have worker’s compensation through his relation to his own employer, BSG. Hood, however, is exposed to possible common law liability at the suit of

662 Id.
665 Id., at *9.
Speers. Quite naturally, Hood wants to shed this possible responsibility toward a worker not part of its force, and proceeds to shift it to the worker’s own employer, the independent contractor temporarily on the premises to do a particular job. It is expected that BSG will obtain insurance to meet this contract-assumed risk.667

An agreement to obtain insurance is considered evidence that a parallel indemnity agreement is meant to cover the indemnitee’s sole negligence, since the indemnitor can procure insurance which covers losses arising from the indemnitee’s sole negligence.668

In addition, an agreement by a subcontractor to obtain insurance does not run afoul of the prohibitions of § 29C addressed above.

The statute does not address an insurance policy as a form of indemnification, and it can only be assumed that if the Legislature intended for insurance policies to be included it would have said so. Furthermore, the purpose of having subcontractor’s insurance name general contractors as “additional insured” is the strong likelihood that the general contractor would be a party in a negligence action.669

Thus, where a subcontractor agrees to obtain liability insurance for the benefit of the general contractor, § 29C will not bar enforcement of that insurance agreement.670

The same exception applies to the statutory prohibition on indemnity agreements in lease contracts.671 A contractual requirement that the lessee provide insurance coverage does not run afoul of ch. 186, § 15.672 Thus, although an agreement to obtain insurance will effectively shield a lessor from liability, such an agreement is not technically an indemnification agreement. Therefore, § 15 should not be implicated and the agreement to obtain such insurance should be enforced.

Finally, although not directly addressed in relation to an indemnity agreement, “the policy underlying the use of waiver of subrogation clauses in construction contracts” has been recognized.673 “A waiver of subrogation is useful in such projects because it avoids disruption and disputes among the parties to the project. It thus eliminates the need for lawsuits, and yet protects the contracting parties from

667 Speers, at 882, (internal citations omitted).

668 Id.


670 See id.


672 Id., at *23.

loss by bringing all property damage under the all risks builder’s property insurance.”

**MICHIGAN**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

A contract may expressly provide for a right of indemnification under Michigan law. General contract law governs the requisite and validity of contracts of indemnity. Foremost, the cardinal rule in the interpretation of indemnification contracts is to ascertain the intention of the parties. Courts determine intent by considering not only the language of the contract, but also the circumstances surrounding the contract, including the situation of the parties. An express indemnity contract is construed strictly against its drafter, and the indemnitor’s obligation to indemnify the indemnitee must be described clearly and unambiguously.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Indemnity.

Indemnity against the consequences of an act that is not a crime, civil wrong, or contrary to statute or public policy is not illegal. Public policy does not prevent the making of a contract of indemnification against the consequences of one’s own negligence, unless the contract exempts one from the consequences of willfully inflicted harm, or harm caused by gross or wanton negligence. An indemnification provision may not protect an indemnitee from its sole negligence.

Although the Worker’s Compensation Act limits an employee’s right to recover against his employer, it does not preclude indemnification of a contractor by the employer. Indemnity will not be enforced where the relationship between the contracting parties is essentially that of employer and employee, or where the party claiming to be exempt is charged with a public duty.

---

674 *Id.*, at 526.
683 *McLouth Steel Corp.*, 210 N.W.2d at 450-52
By statute, indemnity agreements entered into in construction projects whereby
the indemnitee is indemnified for his own sole negligence are unenforceable.\footnote{Mich. Comp. Laws §691.991 (2005); see generally Burdo v. Ford Motor Co., 588 F.Supp. 1319 (E.D. Mich. 1984).} Such
provisions are not automatically void, but will only become so if the indemnitee
seeks to enforce the provision in the face of his sole negligence.\footnote{Fishbach-Natkin Co., 403 N.W.2d at 571-72}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

An insurance policy may cover indemnity liability in contracts where the
insured assumes a third party’s tort liability, or “liability imposed by law in the
“insured contract” exception to the exclusion for contractual liability. But an
obligation to indemnify a third party may be excluded from coverage if the third
party is liable solely because of a contract.\footnote{Id., at *13-15.} As stated by the Court in Lebow

[a provision in a liability policy specifically excluding from coverage
liability contractually assumed by the insured is operative only in situations
where the insured would not be liable to a third party except for the fact that
he assumed liability under an express agreement. Conversely such a
provision is inoperative when the liability of the insured assumed under an
express contact with the third party is coextensive with the insured’s
liability imposed by law.\footnote{See generally Lebow Associates, 439 F. Supp. 1288.}

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring
Insurance.

Where an insured agrees to indemnify an entity identified as an additional
insured under a policy of insurance issued to the indemnitor, the insurer may be
forced to pay any judgment against the insured, as well as its legal expenses
defending the action against the additional insured.\footnote{Wausau Underwriters Insurance Company v. Ajax Paving Industries, Inc., 671 N.W.2d 539, 544 (Mich. App. 2003).}

A contractual obligation to procure insurance does not extinguish a concurrent
express contractual right to indemnification contained within the same contract.\footnote{Id.} If
the parties intend to waive claims against each other, where insurance covers any
loss, they can include a waiver clause within the contract.\footnote{Id.}
§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Contractual indemnity is permitted in Minnesota “[w]here there is an express contract between the parties containing an explicit undertaking to reimburse for liability of the character involved.”693 “A contract of indemnity should be construed to cover all losses, damages or liabilities which reasonably appear to have been within the contemplation of the parties, but not those losses or liabilities which are neither expressly within its terms nor of such a character that it can be reasonably inferred that the parties intended to include them.”694 Claims for indemnity do not accrue until the person entitled to the indemnity has sustained damage either by paying a loss or discharging a liability that should properly be the responsibility of another.695

The rules for establishing a contract for indemnity mirror those for other contracts, and consideration is a necessary component.696 Likewise, the rules of construction for indemnity contracts follow those of general contract law.697 These rules include construing a contract to give effect to the intention of the parties;698 interpreting the language of a contract in accordance with its plain and ordinary meaning;699 and considering the contract as a whole.700

“Agreements seeking to indemnify a party for losses resulting from that party’s own negligent acts are not favored in the law and are not construed in favor of indemnification, unless such intention is expressed in clear and unequivocal terms.”701 Agreements for indemnity of another’s negligence should attempt to encompass specific facts regarding what, where and when the agreement is in effect.702 The courts use a test that analyzes the facts in a temporal, geographical or


695 Leisure Dynamics, Inc., v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 298 N.W.2d 33, 38 (Minn. 1980).

696 Elk River Concrete Products Co. v. American Casualty Co., 129 N.W.2d 309, 316 (Minn. 1964).

697 Chicago v. Famous Brands, Inc., 324 F.2d 137, 140 (8th Cir. 1963).

698 See Art Goebel, Inc. v. North Suburban Agencies, Inc., 567 N.W.2d 316, 316 (Minn. 1997).


700 See Chergosky v. Crosstown Bell, Inc., 463 N.W.2d 522, 525 (Minn. 1990).


702 See R.E.M. IV, Inc., v. Robert F. Ackermann & Associates, Inc., 313 N.W.2d 431, 433-34 (Minn. 1981) (holding sub-contractor was not required to indemnify general contractor for general contractor’s own negligence where contractual indemnification provision of subcontract did not extend to damage which occurred after work covered by subcontract was completed).
causal relationship to the work performed and the injury.\textsuperscript{703} Indemnity agreements have been held inapplicable when the injury occurred after work which was not contemplated by the agreement.\textsuperscript{704}

\section*{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Building and construction contracts of indemnity are given special attention in Minnesota, and the scope of allowable indemnity within such contracts is limited. Section 337.02 of the Minnesota Statutes provides:

An indemnification agreement contained in, or executed in connection with, a building and construction contract is unenforceable except to the extent that: (1) the underlying injury or damage is attributable to the negligent or otherwise wrongful act or omission, including breach of a specific contractual duty, of the promisor or the promisor’s independent contractors, agents, employees, or delegatees; or (2) an owner, a responsible party, or a governmental entity agrees to indemnify a contractor directly or through another contractor with respect to strict liability under environmental laws.

The statutory prohibition of MINN. STAT. § 337.02 ensures that each party will be responsible for its own negligent acts or omissions.\textsuperscript{705} This prohibition does not apply to the following:

\begin{quote}
[A]n agreement by which a promisor that is a party to a building and construction contract indemnifies a person, firm, corporation, or public agency for whose account the construction is not being performed, but who, as an accommodation, permits the promisor or the promisor’s independent contractors, agents, employees, or delegates to enter upon or adjacent to its property for the purpose of performing the building and construction contract.\textsuperscript{706}
\end{quote}

Also, the limitation on indemnity agreements in building and construction contracts does not affect an agreement to procure insurance coverage.\textsuperscript{707}

Every employer must carry workers’ compensation insurance or seek a written exemption permitting self-insurance.\textsuperscript{708} The Workers’ Compensation Act prevents a general contractor from shifting his responsibilities under the act via an indemnity agreement.

\textsuperscript{703} Fossum v. Kraus-Anderson Construction Co., 372 N.W.2d 415, 417 (Minn. Ct. App. 1985); see generally Anstine v. Lake Darling Ranch, 233 N.W.2d 723 (Minn. 1975) (defining the purpose and intent of an indemnity agreement).

\textsuperscript{704} See generally Fossum, 372 N.W.2d at 418.

\textsuperscript{705} Holmes v. Watson-Fosberg Co., 488 N.W.2d 473, 475 (Minn. 1992).

\textsuperscript{706} MINN. STAT. § 337.03 (2005).

\textsuperscript{707} Van Vickle v. C.W. Scheurer & Sons, Inc., 556 N.W.2d 238, 241 (Minn. Ct. App. 1996); see also MINN. STAT. § 337.05.

\textsuperscript{708} MINN. STAT. §176.181 (2005).
allowing a general contractor to shift its workers’ compensation expenses by means of an indemnification provision would contravene the public policy at the core of the act, which requires employers to bear the burden of their employee’s work-related injuries.\footnote{D.W. Hutt Consultants, Inc., v. Construction Maintenance Sys., Inc., 526 N.W.2d 62, 65 (Minn. Ct. App. 1995).}

Nonetheless, a party to an indemnity agreement can bring an action for indemnity against the employer of the injured party despite the immunity of the Workers’ Compensation Act.\footnote{Id.}

\textbf{§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.}

Minnesota courts have suggested that an insurance policy may cover indemnity liability in contracts where the insured assumes a third party’s tort liability.\footnote{Carlson v. Smogard, 215 N.W.2d 615 (1974); see also Minn. Stat. § 176.061 (2005).} This type of indemnity falls under the “insured contract” exception to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability. A contractual obligation to pay defense costs, however, may not fall within the purview of an insured contract provision.\footnote{Soo Line R.R. Co. v. Brown’s Crew Car, 2003 Minn. Ct. App. LEXIS 289, at *7-8 (Minn. Ct. App. Mar. 11, 2003).}

\textbf{§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.}

While indemnity provisions in building and construction contracts which attempt to provide indemnity for one’s own negligence are normally unenforceable by statute,\footnote{Id. at *13-14 (citing Progressive Cas. Ins. Co. v. Brown’s Crew Car, 27 F. Supp. 2d 1288, 1293 (D. Wy. 1998)).} there is a significant statutory exception where there is insurance coverage for the benefit of others.\footnote{Minn. Stat. § 337.02 (2005).} The contract for indemnity must contain clear and unequivocal language which shifts liability for all such claims and for those which require the purchase of insurance to cover all of such claims.\footnote{Minn. Stat. § 337.05 (2005).} When the meaning of an agreement is uncertain, all doubts and ambiguities must be resolved against the one who prepared the agreement.\footnote{Katzner v. Kelleher Constr., 545 N.W.2d 378, 382 (Minn. 1996).} Agreements to procure insurance have been construed more broadly than agreements to indemnify.\footnote{Salminen v. Frankson, 245 N.W.2d 839, 841 (Minn. 1976).}

In instances where the risk of loss is one directly related to and arising out of the work performed under the subcontract, the parties are free to place the risk of loss upon an insurer by requiring one of the parties to insure against that risk.\textsuperscript{719} There is no indication that a contractual obligation to procure insurance extinguishes a concurrent express contractual right to indemnification contained within the same contract. If the parties intend to waive claims against each other, where insurance covers any loss, they must presumably include a waiver clause within the contract.

\textbf{MISSISSIPPI}

\textbf{§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

As a general matter, contractual agreements for indemnification are recognized and enforceable in Mississippi.\textsuperscript{720} To be enforceable, the parties must have expressed the intention to indemnify in clear and unequivocal terms in the language of the agreement.\textsuperscript{721}

This same rule applies where the indemnification clause protects the indemnitee against his own negligence.\textsuperscript{722} Language to the effect that one party will indemnify the other against “any and all claims” is interpreted to provide indemnification not only in the case of concurrent negligence on the part of the contracting parties, but also where the indemnitee is solely negligent.\textsuperscript{723} Mississippi has specifically rejected the rule adhered to in some states which requires express language protecting an indemnitee against his own negligence.\textsuperscript{724} So long as it may be gleaned from the language of the agreement that the parties intended for such indemnification, the contract will be enforced as written, and the rules do not change where there are varying degrees of fault by the parties.\textsuperscript{725}

Indemnification provisions in lease agreements are also valid, but to enforce a provision indemnifying the indemnitee for his own negligence in this context, a heightened standard is applied. Specifically, it must be shown that the parties have equal bargaining power (such as in the case of a commercial lease), that the indemnification implicates only private interests and not public concerns, and that the clause does not permit a party to escape liability for his violation of a common

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{719} Holmes, 488 N.W.2d at 475.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{720} Lorenzen v. South Cent. Bell Tél. Co., 546 F. Supp. 694, 697 (S.D. Miss. 1982), aff’d, 701 F.2d 408 (5th Cir. 1983); Mississippi Power Co. v. Roubicek, 462 F.2d 412, 414 (5th Cir. 1972).}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{721} Id.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{722} Lorenzen, 546 F. Supp. at 697.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{723} Id.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{724} Blain v. Finley, 226 So. 2d 742, 746 (Miss. 1969) (holding express language unnecessary and finding the term “fully indemnify and save harmless . . . from all such claims for damages . . . arising out of or in anywise connected with the . . . work” sufficient to protect indemnitee from his own negligence); see also Martin v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 24 F.3d 765, 767 (5th Cir. 1994); Certain London Mkt. Ins. Cos. v. Pa. Nat’l Mut. Cas. Ins. Co., 269 F. Supp. 2d 722, 728 (N.D. Miss. 2003).}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{725} Id.}
Common law duties in the lessor/lessee context include the lessor’s duty to keep common areas reasonably safe and the lessee’s duty not to commit waste.

An agreement to indemnify another will not be enforced if the damage for which indemnity is sought is not causally connected to that for which indemnity was given, such as where an individual was injured exiting a type of railroad car which was not operable in the railroad facility with respect to which the indemnitee had agreed to indemnify.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

There are limits on the enforceability of agreements to hold harmless and indemnify. A contract which protects a utility against its own negligence is void on grounds of public policy. This rule stems from the public policy requiring that utility companies exercise the highest degree of care at all times. Likewise, a common carrier cannot by contract shift its tort liability to a third party.

By statute, hold harmless provisions in construction related agreements which protect against an indemnitee’s own negligence are void and unenforceable. The applicable statute provides in relevant part:

All public or private contracts or agreements, for the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of buildings, structures, highway bridges, viaducts, water, sewer or gas distribution systems, or other work dealing with construction, or for any moving, demolition or excavation connected therewith, every covenant, promise and/or agreement contained therein to indemnify or hold harmless another person from that person’s own negligence is void as against public policy and wholly unenforceable.

The statute’s prohibition is expressly inapplicable to construction bonds and insurance contracts.

---
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The statute is not implicated where the indemnitee is not itself negligent and seeks indemnity from the indemnitor.\textsuperscript{736} Rather, it is only where the indemnitee is negligent and seeks indemnification for his own negligence that the agreement to indemnify is rendered void.\textsuperscript{737} Even if the indemnity provision specifically provides indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence, the statute will not void the indemnity where it is established that the damage or injury was not caused by any negligent act on the part of the indemnitee.\textsuperscript{738}

Where an agreement permitting the use and maintenance of attachments to utility poles was characterized as a licensing agreement, it was outside the scope of the statute.\textsuperscript{739} The statute only reaches indemnification of a person or entity undertaking the construction, maintenance or repair, not the circumstances where the indemnification is by the person or entity engaged in this conduct for the benefit of a third party.\textsuperscript{740}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The Mississippi appellate courts have not addressed the extent to which an insured is covered for its indemnification of another where a liability policy excludes contractually assumed liability, but excepts from the exclusion ‘insured contracts’ defined to include the insured’s assumption of a third party’s tort liability.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Although an indemnification agreement may validly require that the indemnitor acquire liability insurance fully covering the indemnitee’s liability,\textsuperscript{741} the affect of such a requirement on the agreement to indemnify was not reached.

The reported Mississippi cases do not address the outcome of an indemnification agreement requiring that the indemnitee be named an additional insured and in which the policy purports to grant coverage beyond the scope of the underlying indemnity. Applying general principles of insurance law, it is probable that the insurance carrier would not be permitted to limit its liability to the indemnitee based on the restrictive language in the indemnity agreement. In the first instance, insurance contracts are construed liberally in Mississippi, favoring coverage for the insured.\textsuperscript{742} Furthermore, “where there is doubt as to the meaning of an insurance

\textsuperscript{737} Id.
\textsuperscript{738} Id., see also Blain at 746.
\textsuperscript{739} Heritage Cablevision v. New Albany Elec. Power Sys. of the City of New Albany, 646 So. 2d 1305, 1312 (Miss. 1994).
\textsuperscript{741} Deviney Constr. Co. v. Mississippi Power & Light Co., 151 So. 2d 904, 905 (Miss. 1963).
\textsuperscript{742} Mississippi Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. v. Jones, 754 So. 2d 1203, 1204 (Miss. 2000); Burton v. Choctaw County, 730 So. 2d 1, 8 (Miss. 1997); State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co. v. Scitzs, 394 So. 2d 1371, 1373 (Miss. 1981); Cruse v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., 369 So. 2d 762, 764 (Miss. 1979).
contract, it is universally construed most strongly against the insurer, and in favor of the insured and a finding of coverage.  

MISSOURI

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

It is the general rule that indemnity contracts will be construed to cover only such losses, damages or liability reasonably intended by the parties. Consequently, the interpretation of a contract is a question of law for a court to decide utilizing an objective and not a subjective test. When construing the meaning of contract language, words are viewed in light of the meaning that would ordinarily be understood by the layperson. Further, language that is reasonably open to different constructions is typically considered ambiguous.

"[I]n a private contract, where the parties stand on a substantially equal footing, one may legally agree to indemnify the other against the results of the indemnitee’s own negligence." But a contract of indemnity “will not be construed so as to indemnify one against loss or damage resulting from his own negligent acts unless such intention is expressed in clear and unequivocal terms." In the absence of such clear expression, or where any doubt exists as to the intention of the parties, Missouri courts will not construe a contract of indemnity to indemnify against the indemnitee’s own negligence. The rules applicable to the construction of contracts generally also apply to indemnification agreements.

Where a subcontractor on a construction project agreed to indemnify the contractor and others against any and all claims “only to the extent caused” in whole or in part by the negligence of the subcontractor, the Missouri Supreme Court found that the phrase “to the extent caused” expressed an intention to limit the indemnitor’s liability to the portion of fault attributed to the indemnitor.

The preferred construction of the indemnification provision at issue, one that provides a reasonable meaning to each phrase of the provision, requires


744 Kansas City Power and Light Co. v. Federal Construction Corp., 351 S.W.2d 741, 745 (Mo. 1961).


746 Id.

747 Id.

748 Kansas City Power and Light Co, 351 S.W.2d at 745.


750 Parks v. Union Carbide Corp., 602 S.W.2d 188, 190 (Mo. 1980); Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. J.A. Tobin Construction Co., 536 S.W.2d 881, 885 (Mo. App. 1976).

751 Teter v. Morris, 650 S.W.2d 277, 282 (Mo. App. 1982); see also, Burns & McDonnell Engineering Co. v. Torson Construction Co., 834 S.W.2d 755, 758 (Mo. App. 1992).

752 Nusbaum, 100 S.W.3d 105-106.
nothing more than that [the indemnitor] indemnify [the indemnitee] for [the indemnitor’s] negligence even if [the indemnitee] participates in part in [the indemnitor’s] negligent conduct. To hold otherwise would make the intended expression to limit liability to the acts of indemnitor meaningless. (Citations omitted). 753

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Indemnity.

Missouri has enacted a statute precluding indemnity related to certain construction contacts. The statute provides: “[I]n any contract or agreement for public or private construction work, a party’s covenant, promise or agreement to indemnify or hold harmless another person from that person’s own negligence or wrongdoing is void as against public policy and wholly unenforceable.” 754 But there are nine exceptions under the statute:

1. A party’s covenant, promise or agreement to indemnify or hold harmless another person from the party’s own negligence or wrongdoing or the negligence or wrongdoing of the party’s subcontractors and suppliers of any tier;

2. A party’s promise to cause another person or entity to be covered as an insured or additional insured in an insurance contract;

3. A contract or agreement between state agencies or political subdivisions or between such governmental agencies;

4. A contract or agreement between a private person and such governmental entities for the use or operation of public property or a public facility;

5. A contract or agreement with the owner of the public property for the construction, use, maintenance or operation of a private facility when it is located on such public property;

6. A permit, authorization or contract with such governmental entities for the movement of property on the public highways, roads or streets of this state or any political subdivision;

7. Construction bonds, or insurance contracts or agreements;

8. An agreement containing a party’s promise to indemnify, defend or hold harmless another person, if the agreement also requires the party to obtain specified limits of insurance to insure the indemnity obligation and the party had the opportunity to recover the cost of the required insurance in its contract price; provided, however, that in such case the party’s liability under the indemnity obligation shall be limited to the coverage and limits of the required insurance; or

753 Id. at 106-107.

For purposes of the statute, “construction work” includes, but is not limited to, “the construction, alteration, maintenance or repair of any building, structure, highway, bridge, viaduct, or pipeline, or demolition, moving or excavation connected therewith,” and includes “the furnishing of surveying, design, engineering, planning or management services, or labor, materials or equipment, in connection with such work.” The provisions of this Anti-Indemnity Statute apply only to contracts or agreements entered into after August 28, 1999.

§ III - Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Missouri courts have not squarely addressed whether and under what circumstances an agreement to indemnify constitutes an “insured contract” in the context of the typical exception to the general liability policy exclusion for contractually assumed liability. Various cases could be cited to support this outcome, and suggest that the indemnity of a third party by the insured is an “insured contract.” Based upon the policy of finding the broadest possible coverage, there seems little doubt that a Missouri court would recognize the “insured contract” exception to a policy exclusion and find an agreement to indemnify for tort liability to constitute an “insured contract.”

§ IV - Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Parties to a contract may allocate the risk of loss by agreeing that one party shall maintain insurance in order to save harmless the other party from liability. Even in a construction setting, a party may include, or promise to include, another party as an insured or an additional insured under an insurance contract.

The courts have not expressly addressed the extent of an insurer’s obligation to an indemnitee in light of the underlying agreement of the insured to indemnify the additional insured. As noted above, Missouri applies the general rule that insurance contracts are interpreted strictly against the insurer and in favor if the insured. Consequently, it is doubtful that an insurer would prevail on an argument that its duty to indemnify an additional insured under a policy of liability insurance could be

---

755 Id. at subsection (2).
756 Id. at subsection (3).
757 Id. at subsection (4).
758 Kramer v. Ins. Co. of North America, 54 S.W.3d 613, 615-616 (Mo. App. 2001) (recognizing “insured contracts” as exceptions to exclusions in insurance policies); See also, Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Venetian Terrazzo, Inc., 198 F. Supp. 2d 1074, 1078 (E.D. Mo. 2001) (discussing defendant’s argument that policy exclusion did not apply because of “insured contract” provision, but deciding the case on different grounds); See also, United Fire & Cas. Co, 182 F.3d 649, 656 (8th Cir 1999) (survivors in a wrongful death case alleged they were entitled to indemnity under the “insured contract” exception in the insured’s commercial automobile policy).
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limited by the named insured’s underlying indemnity agreement, where no such limitation was placed on the coverage at the time the policy was written.

MONTANA

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Indemnity is statutorily defined in Montana as a contract by which one engages to save another from a legal consequence of the conduct of one of the parties or some other person. A party may contract for indemnification against its own negligence, whether sole or concurrent. To uphold an indemnification agreement for damages caused by negligent acts of the indemnitee, however, the contractual indemnity provision must be expressed in clear and unequivocal terms.

Thus, in Ryan Mercantile Co. v. Great N. R.R. Co., the court found that an indemnity agreement using phrases such as “any and all personal injuries”, “of every name and nature which may in any manner arise”, and “whether due or not due to the negligence of [indemnitee]” demonstrated the parties’ intent that the lessee would cover any claim made against the lessor for damages, no matter where on the premises mentioned in the lease such claim arose. Additionally, the court held that this language showed that the parties had in mind that the sole negligence of the lessor would be no bar to the lessee’s indemnity obligation.

Similarly, in a case involving a contract for seismic exploration testing, the court found a contractor’s agreement to indemnify “against all claims, liabilities, demands, causes of action and judgments” resulting “in whole or in part” from “the negligent acts or omissions or willful misconduct” of the contractor or its employees, unambiguously enabled the indemnitee to enforce the agreement where there was concurrent negligence of the contractor and the indemnitee.

764 Id.; see also Slater v. Central Plumbing & Heating Co., 912 P.2d 780, 782 (Mont. 1996) (finding that subcontractor did not have to indemnify general contractor for his own negligent acts as contract was not clear and unambiguous); Amazi v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 816 P.2d 431, 433 (Mont. 1991) (“In order for a contract to indemnify a party against its own negligence, such indemnification must be expressed in ‘clear and unequivocal terms’”); Sweet v. Colburn School Supply, 639 P.2d 521, 523 (Mont. 1982); Lesofski, 439 P.2d at 372.
766 Amazi, 816 P.2d at 433.
§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Montana has recently enacted legislation barring indemnification for a party’s own negligence in the construction context. Mont. Code Ann. § 28-2-2111 provides that:

[A] construction contract provision that requires one party to the contract to indemnify, hold harmless, insure or defend the other party to the contract . . . for liability, damages, losses, or costs that are caused by the negligence, recklessness, or intentional misconduct of the other party . . . is void as against the public policy of this state.

The statute does allow indemnity provisions which act to indemnify a party for all negligence other than his own.

An agreement to indemnify a person “against an act thereafter to be done is void if the act be known by such person, at the time of doing it, to be unlawful.” The courts have noted, however, that modern insurance contracts typically provide coverage for a host of tortious activities. Thus, “the need to reduce financial risks and promote economic stability in modern society has rendered this statute applicable only to conduct defined as criminal.”

768 Id.
769 Mont. Code Ann. § 28-2-2111 in its entirety states:

(1) Except as provided in subsections (2) and (3), a construction contract provision that requires one party to the contract to indemnify, hold harmless, insure, or defend the other party to the contract or the other party’s officers, employees, or agents for liability, damages, losses, or costs that are caused by the negligence, recklessness, or intentional misconduct of the other party or the other party’s officers, employees, or agents is void as against the public policy of this state.

(2) A construction contract may contain a provision:

(a) Requiring one party to the contract to indemnify, hold harmless, or insure the other party to the contract or the other party’s officers, employees, or agents for liability, damages, losses, or costs, including but not limited to reasonable attorney fees, only to the extent that the liability, damages, losses, or costs are caused by the negligence, recklessness, or intentional misconduct of a third party or of the indemnifying party or the indemnifying party’s officers, employees, or agents; or

(b) Requiring a party to the contract to purchase a project-specific insurance policy, including but not limited to an owner's and contractor’s protective insurance, a project management protective liability insurance, or a builder's risk insurance.

(3) This section does not apply to indemnity of a surety by a principal on a construction contract bond or to an insurer’s obligation to its insureds.

(4) As used in this section, “construction contract” means an agreement for architectural services, alterations, construction, demolition, design services, development, engineering services, excavation, maintenance, repair, or other improvement to real property, including any agreement to supply labor, materials, or equipment for an improvement to real property.

A long standing statute in Montana also provides that, “[a]ll contracts which have for their object, directly or indirectly, to exempt anyone from responsibility for his own fraud, for willful injury to the person or property of another, or for violation of law, whether willful or negligent, are against the policy of the law.”\textsuperscript{772} Most cases have been careful to point out that this statutory provision\textsuperscript{773} applies to exculpatory clauses, but not to indemnity clauses. Contracts for indemnity purporting to relieve one from the results of his failure to exercise ordinary care are not ordinarily contrary to public policy.\textsuperscript{774} The \textit{Ryan Mercantile} court, in addressing the predecessor statute to Mont. Code Ann. § 28-2-702, reasoned: “Neither law nor public policy prevents the ordinary contractor from buying from a third party indemnity from the pecuniary result of his own negligence. That is legitimate as insurance.”\textsuperscript{775} The agreement between the parties that the lessee would hold the lessor harmless from any judgment, was not contrary to public policy under the statute.\textsuperscript{776}

While a recent Montana district court held that Mont. Code Ann. § 28-2-702 precluded a defendant from being indemnified for his own negligence, it is not clear that the underlying indemnity agreement would in any event even have been sufficient under the clear and unambiguous standard needed to uphold an indemnification for the sole or concurrent negligence of the indemnitee.\textsuperscript{777} The Supreme Court’s language was likewise not instructive as to the enforceability of the indemnity clause on public policy grounds, and it does not appear that this recent case would overrule the line of cases discussed above acknowledging the general validity of indemnity agreements.\textsuperscript{778}

Montana has also prohibited by statute contractual indemnity claims against an employer for injuries to an employee for which a third-party has paid. An indemnitee cannot rely on a contractual indemnity agreement to circumvent the employer’s immunity under the worker’s compensation act:

For all employments covered under the Workers’ Compensation Act or for which an election has been made for coverage under this chapter, the provisions of this chapter are exclusive. Except as provided in part 5 of this chapter for uninsured employers and except as otherwise provided in the Workers’ Compensation Act, an employer is not subject to any liability whatever for the death of or personal injury to an employee covered by the Workers’ Compensation Act or for any claims for contribution or indemnity


\textsuperscript{774} Id.

\textsuperscript{775} Ryan Mercantile, 294 F.2d at 635.

\textsuperscript{776} Id. at 636.


\textsuperscript{778} Id.
asserted by a third person from whom damages are sought on account of such injuries or death.\textsuperscript{779}

This statute has been applied to bar a claim for contractual indemnity against an employer who had paid workers’ compensation benefits to the injured party.\textsuperscript{780}

**§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts or Incidental Contracts.**

It does not appear that the Montana courts have addressed whether an agreement to indemnify another for the indemnitee’s tort liability falls within the “insured contract” exception to the standard CGL policy exclusion for contractually assumed liability.

**§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.**

In *Anaconda Co. v. General Accident Fire and Life Assurance Corp.*, the owner required his general contractor to name him as an additional insured on his liability policy, insuring against “risks of any kind relating to the construction” at owner’s smelter facilities.\textsuperscript{781} A subcontractor’s employee was later injured when the owner’s employee dropped a plank some thirty feet, striking and injuring the subcontractor’s employee.\textsuperscript{782} The injured employee filed suit against the owner, alleging that the negligence of the owner’s employee caused his injury.\textsuperscript{783} The owner made a formal demand to the general contractor’s insurer, requesting a defense, and the insurance company denied coverage.\textsuperscript{784} In the ensuing case to determine whether the insurer owed a duty to defend the owner, the Supreme Court overturned a lower court’s entry of summary judgment in favor of the owner. Despite the seemingly broad language of coverage, the court stated that even though it was undisputed that the injured party was injured in the course of performing the underlying contract, questions of fact remained as to whether the owner’s employees were performing work within the scope of the underlying contract when they caused the injury. While the contract did not state that the “injuring” party had to be acting within the scope of the contract, the court read this provision into the agreement. “Were we to focus merely on the activities of the injured workman and not the activities of the named insureds, we would render application of [the contract] overly broad and make [the insurer] the insurer of all [of the owner’s] activities at the Smelter that resulted in injuries to anyone working pursuant to the contract, regardless of control and benefit. This Court will place no such burden on anyone.”\textsuperscript{785}


\textsuperscript{781} Anaconda Co. v. General Accident Fire and Life Assurance Corp., 616 P.2d 363 (Mont. 1980).

\textsuperscript{782} Id. at 363-66.

\textsuperscript{783} Id.

\textsuperscript{784} Id.

\textsuperscript{785} Id. at 366.
The reported cases do not address the outcome of an indemnification agreement requiring the indemnitee be named an additional insured and in which the policy purports to grant coverage beyond the scope of the underlying agreement.

**NEBRASKA**

§ 1 – General Rules of Contractual Indemnification.

Generally, Nebraska law defines a contract of indemnity as “the obligation or duty resting on one person to make good any loss or damage another has incurred or may incur by acting at his request or for his benefit.” An indemnitee may be indemnified against his own negligence if the contract contains express language to that effect or contains clear and unequivocal language that that is the intention of the parties." Otherwise, the parties are presumed to intend that the indemnitee shall not be indemnified for a loss caused by his own negligence.

The general rules governing construction and interpretation of contracts other than indemnity contracts apply in construing indemnity contracts and in determining rights and liabilities of the parties thereunder. An indemnity contract should be construed so as to ascertain and give effect to the intention of the parties to it, if that can be done consistent with legal principles. In construing an indemnity contract, the terms and language used must be given fair and reasonable interpretation, the contract read in its entirety, and consideration given not only to the contract's language but also to the situation of the parties and circumstances surrounding them at the time of making the contract.

Notice of suit or tender of defense is not ordinarily a condition precedent to recovery on an indemnity contract for a liability incurred or determined in a prior action against the indemnitee. In the absence of notice or tender of defense, the amount to be indemnified is a question of fact rather than being conclusively established by the prior judgment. Any failure to notify the indemnitor does not preclude recovery against the indemnitor on the indemnity contract, but leaves the indemnitee with the burden of proving the amount for which it is entitled to be indemnified.

---

786 *Lyhane v. Durtschi*, 13 N.W.2d 130, 134 (Neb. 1944).


788 *Peter Kiewit Sons Co.*, 213 N.W.2d at 733.


790 *Peter Kiewit Sons Co.*, 213 N.W.2d at 732.


793 *Id.*

794 *Id.*
A cause of action for indemnity pursuant to the terms of an indemnity contract does not accrue until the loss occurs, i.e. moneys are paid by the indemnitee, thereby triggering the indemnity obligation.\footnote{Lyhane, 13 N.W.2d at 135 (Neb. 1944).} The statute of limitations for indemnity does not start to run until the indemnitee is found liable to a third party.\footnote{Wood River v. Geer-Melkus Constr. Co., 444 N.W.2d 305, 311 (Neb. 1989); Dutton-Lainson Co. v. Cont’l Ins. Co., 271 Neb. 810 (2006).}

Nebraska law allows indemnification by an employer to a third-party for injuries to the employer’s employee.\footnote{Union Pacific Railroad Co. v. Kaiser Agricultural Chem. Co., 425 N.W.2d 872, 879 (Neb. 1988); Harsh Int’l v. Monfort Indus., 662 N.W.2d 574, 580 (Neb. 2003).} While the employee would not be able to directly maintain the action against the employer, based upon the immunity provided to the employer by the Nebraska Worker’s Compensation Act, an express contract of indemnity is interpreted to create a contractual duty of reimbursement to the third-party, thereby circumventing the immunity afforded by the Worker’s Compensation Act.\footnote{Id.}

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

The Nebraska legislature has enacted a statute which prohibits indemnification provisions in construction related contracts for a party’s own negligence. Pursuant to Nebraska Revised Statute § 25-21, 187(1):

In the event that a public or private contract or agreement for the construction, alteration, repair, or maintenance of a building, structure, highway bridge, viaduct, water, sewer, or gas distribution system, or other work dealing with construction or for any moving, demolition, or excavation connected with such construction contains a covenant, promise, agreement, or combination thereof to indemnify or hold harmless another person from such person's own negligence, then such covenant, promise, agreement, or combination thereof shall be void as against public policy and wholly unenforceable. This subsection shall not apply to construction bonds or insurance contracts or agreements.

Parties seeking to invoke the protection of this code section will need to raise it, as a failure to raise it may be deemed a waiver.\footnote{Day v. Toman, 266 F.3d 831, 835 (8th Cir. 2001)} This code section will not operate to invalidate a provision in a contract which requires one party to provide liability insurance for the sole negligence of the other party.\footnote{Anderson, 560 N.W.2d at 449.} Additionally, if there is an indemnification provision in a construction contract which includes indemnification for one’s own negligence and includes obligations for indemnification in other circumstances, only the portion prohibited by section 25-21,187 is stricken from the
indemnification clause and the language remaining may be interpreted to impose liability on the indemnitor.\textsuperscript{801}

In an unusual case involving interplay of Interstate Commerce Commission regulations and the common law, the Nebraska Supreme Court held that “an indemnification clause in a trip lease of operating equipment by a licensed motor carrier, subject to ICC regulations, which obligates the lessor to reimburse the lessee for any payment made on account of any accident, claim, or suit arising out of the operation of the equipment during the term of the lease is unenforceable as against public policy.”\textsuperscript{802} The Court was concerned that such a clause would enable the lessee to circumvent the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission that authorized and required carrier lessees to exert actual control over the leased equipment and the borrowed drivers.\textsuperscript{803}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Nebraska law implicitly recognizes that the exclusion found in most insurance policies against coverage for liability assumed by the insured under any contract or agreement may bar coverage for agreements to indemnify another, depending upon the language of the exclusion.\textsuperscript{804} Similarly, where the policy specifically provides coverage for an “insured contract” which is defined under the policy as “that part of any other contract or agreement pertaining to your business . . . under which you assume the tort liability of another party to pay for ‘bodily injury’ or ‘property damage’ to a third person or organization,” this express provision is viewed as an exception to the above-referenced exclusion, and coverage is deemed to exist provided the indemnification provision falls within the definition in the policy of “insured contract.”\textsuperscript{805} Generally, parties to an insurance contract may contract for any lawful coverage, and an insurer may limit its liability and impose restrictions and conditions upon its obligations under the contract if the restrictions and conditions are not inconsistent with public policy or statute.\textsuperscript{806}

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

An indemnitee may require another to insure losses incurred by reason of his or her own negligence if the contract contains express language to that effect or

\textsuperscript{801} Hiway 20 Terminal, Inc. v. Tri-County Agri-Supply, Inc., 443 N.W.2d 872, 875-876 (Neb. 1989).
\textsuperscript{803} Id.
\textsuperscript{804} Royal Indem. Co. v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., 229 N.W.2d 183, 188 (Neb. 1975)(In a case involving an indemnification provision: “Although it is possible that the case might have quite simply been disposed of on the grounds that a clause in the insurance policy of Empire Insurance Company provided that the policy did not apply ‘to liability assumed by the insured under any contract or agreement,’ nevertheless, the court proceeded to point out that even if that clause were ignored . . .”).
\textsuperscript{805} Day v. Toman, 266 F.3d 831, 835-836 (8th Cir. 2001).
contains clear and unequivocal language established this intention.\textsuperscript{807} This is essentially the same standard applied to analyze the validity of indemnification agreements requiring one to indemnify another for the one’s own negligence.\textsuperscript{808} The express language of Nebraska Revised Statute § 25-21, 187(1) provides that the prohibition on indemnity for one’s own negligence does not apply to “insurance agreements.” Although no case appears to have explicitly held that “insurance agreements,” as that term is used in the statute, include agreements to insure which are found within the ambit of indemnification provisions, the law seems relatively clear that these insurance provisions are excluded from the statute’s reach. In an unpublished opinion, the Court of Appeals of Nebraska implied that “insurance agreements,” as defined by this statute, includes agreements to provide insurance which are contained in indemnification provisions.\textsuperscript{809} Similarly, the Supreme Court of Nebraska has held that this statute does not render an agreement to provide insurance for one’s own negligence invalid because of its exception for insurance agreements.\textsuperscript{810} The agreement in that case did not reference indemnity, however, but relied instead solely on insurance.\textsuperscript{811}

\textbf{NEVADA}

\section*{§ 1 – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Express agreements to indemnify are enforceable in Nevada, but they are strictly construed.\textsuperscript{812} Ambiguous indemnity contracts will be interpreted against the indemnitee, particularly when the indemnitee was the drafter of the agreement.\textsuperscript{813} An agreement in which indemnity extends to the indemnitee for his own negligence is enforceable, but the provision “must clearly and unequivocally express the indemnitor’s assumption of liability for the negligent acts of the indemnitee.”\textsuperscript{814} The requirement to “clearly and unequivocally” set forth the indemnitor’s liability will only be satisfied by an express statement that the indemnitor is agreeing to indemnify the indemnitee for the indemnitee’s own negligence, and a broad hold harmless clause will not satisfy this requirement.\textsuperscript{815}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{Anderson, 560 N.W.2d at 449; see also Peter Kiewit Sons Co., supra.}

\footnote{See, e.g., Omaha Public Power Dist, 227 N.W.2d at 867; Peter Kiewit Sons Co., 213 N.W.2d at 732.}


\footnote{Anderson, 560 N.W.2d at 449.}

\footnote{Id.}

\footnote{Calloway v. City of Reno, 939 P.2d 1020, 1028 (Nev. 1997). The Calloway decision has since been withdrawn and replaced by 993 P.2d 1259 (Nev. 2000). However, the republished decision did not address the indemnification issues mentioned above. Accordingly, the earlier decision remains good law as for the propositions set forth above.}

\footnote{Id.}

\footnote{Id.}

\footnote{Id.}
\end{footnotes}
§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

In *Calloway v. City of Reno*, the Nevada Supreme Court addressed an indemnity provision contained in the application for a building permit and mentioned no rule of law preventing, on the basis of public policy, the indemnification of an indemnitee for his own negligence in the construction context.\(^{816}\) Accordingly, such provisions are presumably enforceable subject to the rule of strict construction noted above, and the requirement of clear and unequivocal language.

As with other areas of law, Nevada case law on indemnity is not extensive, and Nevada courts consequently take guidance from the case law of other jurisdictions. Since most states regard indemnity clauses that indemnify the indemnitee for his own negligence (for example, in the construction and mining context) as void on principles of public policy, it is easy to envision a scenario where it will be argued that Nevada should adopt a similar view. The counter-argument is that other states precluding indemnity in these contexts have codified public policy in the form of state statutes. Nevada has not. Accordingly, it might be argued that, in the absence of such statutes, indemnification agreements are enforceable in whatever context they may arise.

Additionally, one might argue that the public policy behind the Nevada statutes which address the common law theories of equitable indemnification and contribution might apply to contractual indemnity. NRS § 17.225(1) states that “where two or more persons become jointly or severally liable in tort for the same injury to person or property or for the same wrongful death, there is a right of contribution among them even though judgment has not been recovered against all or any of them.” This same statute further states that no tortfeasor is compelled to contribute beyond his or her own equitable share of the entire liability – which would seem to conflict with an indemnity provision covering the indemnitee’s own negligence.\(^{817}\) However, NRS § 17.265 provides:

Except as otherwise provided in NRS § 17.245 [addressing good faith settlements], the provisions of NRS §§ 17.225 to 17.305, inclusive, do not impair any right of indemnity under existing law. Where one tortfeasor is entitled to indemnity from another, the right of the indemnity obligee is for indemnity and not contribution.

While the “right of indemnity under existing law” is not defined by statute, it could certainly be argued that *Calloway* qualifies as “existing law” which establishes a right to indemnity for one’s own negligence, as long as the clause is sufficiently clear.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The Nevada courts have not considered whether an agreement to indemnify is an “insured contract” within the meaning of the exception of a liability insurance policy to the form exclusion for contractually assumed liability. But Nevada rules of contract interpretation will guide this determination, whereby “the language should be examined from the viewpoint of one not trained in law or in the insurance

\(^{816}\) See generally, id.

\(^{817}\) NRS § 17.225(2).
business; terms should be understood in their plain, ordinary and popular sense.”818

“In particular, an insurer wishing to restrict the coverage of a policy should employ language which clearly and distinctly communicates to the insured the nature of the limitation.”819 Any ambiguity or uncertainty in an insurance policy must be resolved against the insurer and in favor of the insured,820 but the contract will also be given a construction which will fairly achieve its object of providing coverage for the loss to which the insurance relates.821

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

There is nothing in Nevada law to indicate that indemnity agreements requiring insurance are to be treated any differently than any indemnity provision silent on the purchase of insurance. That is, they will be enforced in accordance with Calloway, supra.822

NEW HAMPSHIRE

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Contracts of indemnification which purport to indemnify a party against its own wrongful acts are looked upon with disfavor in New Hampshire.823

While indemnification agreements which seek to relieve a party from the consequences of its own future negligence are strictly construed, these contracts are generally not prohibited or void on public policy grounds.824 Such agreements will be enforced where the indemnitor clearly and unequivocally agrees by the terms of the contractual agreement to indemnify the indemnitee against his own negligence.825 “The indemnity provision, however, need not state explicitly the parties’ intent to provide indemnity for the negligence of another. Express language is not necessary ‘where the parties’ intention to afford protection for another’s negligence is clearly evident.”826

An agreement to indemnify for “any and all claims and demands, actions and causes of action, damages, costs, loss of service, expenses and compensation,


819 Id; see also Harvey’s Wagon Wheel v. MacSween, 606 P.2d 1095, 1098 (Nev. 1980).

820 Harvey’s at 1098.

821 National Union, 682 P.2d at 1383.

822 Calloway, supra.


824 Id.

825 Id at 1199.

826 Id. (internal punctuation omitted).
including, but no [sic] limited to any and all claims for personal injury and/or death and property damages which may, in any way, arise from or out of the operations of the [indemnitor] pursuant to the terms of this Agreement,” was broad enough to reach the indemnitee’s own negligence where it arose in connection with the indemnitee’s operations under the contract.827

An indemnitee can maintain an action for indemnity against the employer of an injured party despite the worker’s compensation bar, as the contractual right to indemnity is an independent obligation owed to the indemnitee.828

§ II – Exception to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

New Hampshire expressly prohibits indemnity of design professionals.829 In this regard,

Any agreement or provision whereby an architect, engineer, surveyor or his agents or employees is sought to be held harmless or indemnified for damages and claims arising out of circumstances giving rise to legal liability by reason of negligence on the part of any said persons shall be against public policy, void and wholly unenforceable.830

§ III – Indemnity Agreements As Insured Contracts.

An insured’s contractual agreement to indemnify another, in relation to its business, constitutes an “incidental contract” within the meaning of a policy covering “any contract or agreement relating to the conduct of the named insured's business.”831

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

The Supreme Court of New Hampshire has addressed the effect of an agreement to purchase insurance in the context of a “waiver of subrogation” executed in conjunction with an agreement to indemnify.832 Although exculpatory agreements are generally unenforceable in New Hampshire, a “waiver of subrogation,” by which parties agree to waive claims against each other and look to insurance for their losses, is permissible:

[Waivers of subrogation] exist in the contract as part of a larger comprehensive approach to indemnifying the parties involved in the construction project, allocating the risks involved, and spreading the costs of different types of insurance. These paragraphs do not present the same

827 Id.


830 Id.


concerns as naked exculpatory provisions . . . the insurance provisions of the standard AIA contract are not designed to unilaterally relieve one party from the effects of its future negligence, thereby foreclosing another party’s avenue of recovery. Instead, they work to ensure that injuries or damage incurred during the construction project are covered by the appropriate types and limits of insurance, and that the costs of that coverage are appropriately allocated among the parties.\(^833\)

Even where there is a parallel indemnity agreement, such that the parties indicate an intention that one would assume the risk of loss, a waiver of subrogation clause may preclude a claim between the contracting parties. In *Chadwick*, the waiver of subrogation clause provided that it was effective even though one party may owe an indemnity obligation,\(^834\) and as such, a waiver of subrogation clause that by its terms trumps any parallel indemnity obligation will control.

**NEW JERSEY**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

New Jersey courts generally recognize the enforceability of express indemnification agreements contained within commercial contracts.\(^835\) Parties in a commercial setting are allowed to freely negotiate the allocation of tort liability regardless of fault.\(^836\) Generally, agreements to indemnify another for the indemnitee’s own negligence, either partial or sole, are not enforceable unless an intent to indemnify is unequivocally spelled out in the contract.\(^837\) There is no general public policy impediment to an indemnitor undertaking to indemnify the indemnitee with respect to the indemnitee’s own negligence.\(^838\) “[I]ndemnification agreements . . . may be worded so broadly and clearly as to provide for absolute indemnification of the [indemnitee], even though the [indemnitee]’s negligence, sole or concurring, active or passive, caused the injury.”\(^839\)

Indemnification agreements allocating tort liability are interpreted in accordance with the general rules governing construction of contracts, but when an indemnity clause is ambiguous, it is strictly construed against the indemnitee.\(^840\) Thus, “a contract will not be construed to indemnify the indemnitee against losses resulting from its own negligence unless such an intention is expressed in unequivocal

\(^{833}\) Id., 137 N.H. at 523.

\(^{834}\) Id. at 524.


\(^{840}\) Ramos, 510 A.2d at 1159; Mantilla, 770 A.2d at 1150-51.
To bring a negligent indemnitee within the scope of an indemnification agreement, the agreement must specifically reference the negligence of fault of the indemnitee.

Although agreements indemnifying the indemnitee for its own negligent acts are "perhaps antithetical to the policy of compelling tortfeasors to bear responsibility for conduct heedless of the risk to others," the practical result of such agreements, whether through traditional insurance or otherwise, is the rightful allocation of financial responsibility as part of the general bargaining process.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

There is a statutory prohibition on indemnification agreements related to the construction, repair, maintenance or service of buildings, highways and railroads. While the statute barred all indemnification agreements within the scope of the statute when originally enacted, a 1983 amendment extends the prohibition only to contracts which indemnify for the indemnitee’s “sole negligence.” The statute reads in relevant part:

A covenant, promise, agreement or understanding in, or in connection with or collateral to a contract, agreement or purchase order relative to the construction, alteration, repair, maintenance, servicing, or security of a building, structure, highway, railroad, appurtenance and appliance . . . purporting to indemnify or hold harmless the promisee against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee, his agents, or employees, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable, provided that this section shall not affect the validity of any insurance contract . . . or agreement issued by an authorized insurer.

One purpose of the amendment was to allow indemnification in the case of contributory negligence. Consequently, there is no public policy bar for a party to a construction contract to indemnify another for the indemnitee’s own negligence, so long as the indemnitee is not solely at fault. This principle "derives from the judicial recognition that ordinarily the financial responsibility for the risk of injury during the course of a construction project is shifted in any event by the primary parties to their insurance carriers." The impact of the indemnity agreement is to allow the parties to allocate between themselves the total acquired insurance

841 Ramos, 510 A.2d at 1159.
843 Leitao, supra; see also Jamison v. Ellwood Consol. Water Co., 420 F.2d 787, 789 (3rd Cir. 1970).
protection for the project. "The parties ought to be free to determine how the insurance burdens will be distributed between them and who will pay for a specific coverage for a specific risk." 

The prohibition for indemnification of a third party’s “sole negligence” is inapplicable to agreements “made directly with a railroad relative to construction, alteration, repair, maintenance or access upon, under or across the right-of-way of an operating railroad.”

Agreements attempting to indemnify architects, engineers, or surveyors for losses resulting from their sole negligence are against public policy and are statutorily void and unenforceable. The statute provides in relevant part:

A covenant, promise, agreement . . . whereby an architect, engineer, surveyor or his agents . . . shall be indemnified or held harmless for damages . . . caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of an architect, engineer, surveyor or his agents . . . arising either out of (1) the preparation or approval . . . of maps, drawings, opinions, reports, surveys, change orders, designs or specifications, or (2) the giving of or the failure to give directions or instructions . . . provided such giving or failure to give is the cause of the damage claim, loss or expense, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable.

This statute is inapplicable to limitation of liability clauses, as distinguished from agreements to indemnify.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

New Jersey law recognizes that an indemnification agreement can constitute an “insured contract” such that the standard exclusion in a liability insurance policy for contractually assumed liability does not apply to an insured’s agreement to indemnify another. While an insured’s common law duty to indemnify is not covered under an insurance policy, an insured’s contractual agreement to indemnify another constitutes an assumption of “tort liability” giving rise to an “insured contract” and application of the exception to the exclusion.

---

848 Id.
849 Leitao, supra, at 1211.
852 Id.
855 Id.
Similarly, courts have recognized that “[i]t is not unusual for liability insurance policies to exclude from coverage liability assumed by an insured under a contract not defined in the policy, generally one in which the insured agrees to indemnify to save harmless a third party.” The general rule with respect to exclusionary provisions is that they do not preclude coverage, even if liability is assumed by contract, where the insured would have been liable regardless of his contractual undertaking. Put another way, the liability assumed by a contract not defined in the underlying policy is excluded from coverage under such exclusionary clause only where the contractual obligation was one which would not have been independently imposed upon the insured by law. Although these general rules are instructive, it is important to note that no New Jersey court has specifically applied these rules to a contract containing an “insured contract” exception to the general exclusion for contractually assumed liability.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Mutual agreements to shift the risk of loss or damage to insurance do not violate the public policy of New Jersey. The distribution of risk in this manner entails no elements of injustice and does not conflict with the public interest. The rule is stated as follows:

[P]rovisions in leases and other commercial agreements . . . whether couched in language of indemnity or exculpation or imposing obligations with respect to obtaining insurance, are to be viewed realistically as normal, common-sense efforts by businessmen to allocate between them the cost or expense of risks of property damage. They contemplate that such risks will be covered by insurance, and the only practical feature of such bargains ordinarily is the decision as to who is to bear the cost of insurance.

Under the foregoing rule, mutual agreements to allocate risks to insurers will be realistically construed to provide “mutual exculpation” to the bargaining parties and to “accord with the understanding of reasonable businessmen.” The bargaining parties are deemed to have agreed to look solely to their insurance and to have

857 Id.
858 Id.
860 Mayfair Fabrics, supra, at 508.
relieved each other from liability. At least one New Jersey court has held that, “parties should be free to distribute this burden [the risk of injury] as they desire, and that the court should therefore approach a contract of indemnity in the same manner as any other contract which distributes various insurance burdens between and among the parties.”

Although New Jersey courts have applied the foregoing rules to indemnification agreements which are specifically tied to a promise to obtain insurance to cover the indemnity obligation, no New Jersey court has discussed whether such an arrangement to procure insurance runs afoul of general public policy prohibitions on indemnification agreements. The general approach taken by the courts seems to imply that indemnity agreements will not be subject to general public policy prohibitions if they provide that the indemnitor will obtain liability insurance sufficient to cover the potential risk involved, however, this issue has never been specifically addressed.

The New Jersey courts have not addressed the extent to which an insurer’s obligations to an indemnitee pursuant to an additional insured endorsement interplay with the underlying agreement on the part of the insured to indemnify the additional insured. New Jersey applies the general rule respecting the interpretation of policies of insurance, however, whereby they are strictly construed against the insurer and in favor of the insured. It is consequently doubtful that an insurer would prevail on an argument that its duty to indemnify an additional insured under a policy of liability insurance could be limited by the named insured’s underlying indemnity obligation where no such limitation is placed on the coverage at the time it is written.

NEW MEXICO

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Express contracts of indemnity are enforceable under New Mexico law. “Enforcing express contracts of indemnity is no more than enforcing the loss distribution agreed to by the contracting parties.” Accordingly, there exists strong public policy to enforce indemnity contracts, “unless they clearly contravene some positive law or rule of public morals.”

New Mexico does not require an express reference to the indemnitee’s negligence as a condition precedent to his being held harmless for his own negligence. Rather, broad indemnification provisions which hold the indemnitee

---

863 Mayfair Fabrics, supra, at 507.
864 Cozzi, supra, at 74 (emphasis added).
865 See generally, Mayfair Fabrics, supra; Buscaglia, supra; Cozzi, supra.
867 Id. at 201.
868 Id. (finding that the workmen’s compensation statute does not bar an indemnity claim by a third party against an employer when that claim is based on an express claim of indemnity).
harmless for “all actions, suits, demands, damages, losses or expenses” have been held sufficient to provide indemnification for losses caused by the actions of the indemnitee.\textsuperscript{870} But the scope of the provision must be clearly drafted. Applying New Mexico law, the Tenth Circuit has held that the language of an indemnification provision must clearly and unequivocally set forth the intention of the parties to provide indemnification to the indemnitee for his own negligence.\textsuperscript{871} Broad clauses, such as that mentioned above, must clearly manifest an intent to cover all damages in order to be deemed to contain the unequivocal terms needed to enforce the indemnification.\textsuperscript{872}

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

New Mexico limits by statute the availability of contractual indemnity in construction contracts. New Mexico Statute (“N.M. Stat.”) § 56-7-1(A) provides that indemnity provisions in construction contracts that purport to hold the indemnitee harmless from injury or damages caused or resulting “in whole or in part” from the indemnitee’s own acts or omissions are against public policy and unenforceable.\textsuperscript{873} Pursuant to N.M. Stat. § 56-7-1(E), “indemnify” and “hold harmless” are defined to include requirements to name the indemnified party as an additional insured in the indemnitor’s insurance coverage “for the purpose of providing indemnification for any liability not otherwise allowed in this section.”\textsuperscript{874}

The statute articulates the circumstances under which indemnity provisions and insurance clauses in a construction contract will be held valid. First, clauses that indemnify the indemnitee for losses caused by or arising from the acts or omissions of the indemnitor will be enforceable.\textsuperscript{875} Second, N.M. Stat. § 56-7-1(B)(2) clarifies that provisions requiring a contractor to purchase a “project-specific insurance policy” are valid.\textsuperscript{876}

Based upon the broad “in whole or in part” language of N.M. Stat. § 56-7-1(A), New Mexico courts will invalidate expansive indemnification clauses.\textsuperscript{877} The indemnification provision need not mention the negligence of the indemnitee to be found unenforceable. Rather, when the scope of an indemnity is broad enough to include the acts or omissions of the indemnitee, it will be invalidated. Moreover, once an indemnification provision is found to be in violation of the New Mexico

\textsuperscript{870} Id. at 631.

\textsuperscript{871} Tyler v. Dowell, Inc., 274 F.2d 890, 895 (10th Cir. 1960)


\textsuperscript{873} N.M. Stat. § 56-7-1(A)

\textsuperscript{874} N.M. Stat. § 56-7-1(E).

\textsuperscript{875} N.M. Stat. § 56-7-1(B)(1).

\textsuperscript{876} N.M. Stat. § 56-7-1(B)(2).

\textsuperscript{877} See Sierra v. Garcia, 746 P.2d 1105 (N.M. 1987) (finding an indemnification provision which indemnified the contractor and owner from damages and losses “however caused resulting directly or indirectly from or connected with the performance of this subcontract” to run afoul of N.M. Stat. § 56-7-1 (A)); see also Metropolitan Paving Co., 341 P.2d at 463.
statute, courts will not redact the offending portions and enforce the remaining indemnity obligations. Instead, the entire indemnity clause is voided. 878

New Mexico has a similar anti-indemnity statute pertaining to contracts related to “any well for oil, gas, or water, or mine for any mineral.” 879 In this context, any agreement that purports to indemnify the indemnitee for damages “arising from the sole or concurrent negligence of the indemnitee” is void and unenforceable. 880 New Mexico courts have interpreted this provision to mean “that the indemnitee cannot contract away liability for his own percentage of negligence.” 881

Like the statutory prohibition on certain construction related indemnity agreements, the statute invalidating certain indemnity agreements in the mining context also directly addresses insurance contracts. Specifically, N.M. Stat. § 56-7-2 (C) provides:

A provision in an insurance contract indemnity agreement naming a person as an additional insured or a provision in an insurance contract or any other contract requiring a waiver of rights of subrogation or otherwise having the effect of imposing a duty of indemnification on the primary insured party that would, if it were a direct or collateral agreement described in Subsections A and B of this section, be void, is against public policy and void.

The New Mexico legislature has acted to prevent additional insured loopholes to its anti-indemnification statute. This statutory provision comports with decisions of the New Mexico Supreme Court, holding that allowing an indemnitor to provide insurance to cover an indemnitee for the indemnitee’s own negligence contradicts New Mexico public policy to promote safety. 882

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

There is no New Mexico case law addressing coverage for an agreement to indemnify as a “insured contract.” Where unambiguous, however, an express policy exclusion for an insured’s agreement to indemnify a third party will be enforced. 883 “The purpose of these contractual exclusion clauses is not to make the insurer

878 Sierra, 746 P.2d at 1105.

879 N.M. Stat. § 56-7-2(A).

880 Id.; see also Guitard v. Gulf Oil Co., 670 P.2d 969 (N.M. App. 1983).

881 Guitard, 670 P.2d at 972.

882 First, the public policy behind § 56-7-2(A), is to promote safety. The indemnitee, usually the operator of the well or mine, will not be allowed to delegate to subcontractors his duty to see that the well or mine is safe. Our interpretation furthers the public policy behind the statute, which is to promote safety. Both the operator and the subcontractor will have incentive to monitor the safety of the operation knowing that they will be responsible for their respective percentage of negligence.


883 Bernalillo County Deputy Sheriff’s Ass’n v. County of Bernalillo, 845 P.2d 789 (N.M. 1992).
underwrite its insured’s contracts, but to limit coverage to the insured’s tort liability.”\textsuperscript{884}

\textbf{§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.}

There is nothing in New Mexico case law to indicate that indemnification agreements that require the indemnitor to procure insurance to cover his indemnification obligations impact the enforceability of the indemnity clause. However, it should be noted that an indemnification agreement that is otherwise invalid will not be validated simply because the obligation is insured.\textsuperscript{885} The plain language of N.M. STAT. § 56-7-1 and § 56-7-2 precludes such an outcome.\textsuperscript{886}

\textbf{NEW YORK}

\textbf{§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Contractual agreements to indemnify are enforceable in New York.\textsuperscript{887} Such agreements are strictly construed, however, and a duty to indemnify will not be found unless there is manifestation of a “clear and unmistakable intent to indemnify.”\textsuperscript{888} If the parties’ intent is unclear from the writing, the court is required to consider extrinsic evidence of intent, and the intent must be “unattended by danger of misconception in the purport of the contract itself, and concerning which there is no reasonable basis for a difference of opinion.”\textsuperscript{889}

While “it is well accepted that one cannot ordinarily be indemnified for its own negligence”\textsuperscript{890} under New York law, where there is “unmistakable intent” to do so, indemnification for the indemnitee’s own negligence will be enforced.\textsuperscript{891} By way of example, an agreement to indemnify for “any and all loss . . . occasioned directly or indirectly by the act of negligence of the indemnitor or otherwise . . .” expresses a

\textsuperscript{884} Id. at 793 (citing, Commercial Union Insurance Co. v. Basic American Medical, Inc., 703 F.Supp. 629, 632-33 (E.D. Mich. 1989)).

\textsuperscript{885} Amoco Production, 755 P.2d at 55.

\textsuperscript{886} See N.M. STAT. §§ 56-7-1(E); 56-7-2(C) (invalidating the practice of using insurance to avoid the anti-indemnification policies of the State).

\textsuperscript{887} Haynes v. Kleineuwefers & Lembo Corp., 921 F.2d 453 (2nd Cir. 1990).

\textsuperscript{888} Heimbach v. Metropolitan Transp. Auth., 553 N.E.2d 242 (N.Y. 1990) (articulating the standard one must satisfy in order to have a valid and enforceable indemnity agreement); Bank of Am. Corp. v. Braga Lemgruber, 385 F. Supp. 2d 200, 226 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) (same).

\textsuperscript{889} Commander Oil Corp. v. Advance Food Serv. Equip., 991 F.2d 49, 51 (2nd Cir. 1993).


clear intent to indemnify another for the indemnitee’s negligence. Likewise, an
agreement providing for indemnification “whether . . . damages or injuries be
attributable to negligence of the contractor or his employees or otherwise,” extends
indemnity for the indemnitee’s own negligence.

The extent to which a contractual agreement to indemnify will be enforced in
the case of an indemnitee’s own negligence is also impacted by common law
concepts of active, as opposed to merely passive, negligence. Where an indemnitee
is actively negligent, even greater scrutiny is applied to the indemnification clause.
Agreements to indemnify which were upheld in the case of an indemnitee’s active
negligence include an agreement to hold harmless the indemnitee “against all claims
and demands . . . of whatsoever kind or nature” and an agreement to indemnify
“against any and all liability . . . including any and all expense, legal or
otherwise.”

On the other hand, New York courts disfavor catchall phrases that attempt to
seek broadly sweeping indemnification. For example, a phrase indemnifying for
"other obligations and liabilities arising in the ordinary course of business" fails to
clearly establish an unmistakable intent to assume an obligation to indemnify.
Further, one New York court found that words of limitation following the terms of
the indemnity did not demonstrate “unmistakable intent” to indemnify for the
indemnitee’s own negligence.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

By statute in New York, a construction agreement containing an indemnification
clause requiring the promisor to indemnify the promisee in relation to liability
arising out of injuries caused by the promisee is against public policy and

---
892 Levine v. Shell Oil Co., 269 N.E.2d 799 (N.Y. 1971) (listing cases which upheld indemnification language); Gibbs-Alfano v. Burton, 281 F.3d 12, 19 (2nd Cir. 2002) (“[W]here there is all-encompassing language in an indemnification agreement, the New York Court of Appeals has divined the ‘unmistakable intent of the parties’ to indemnify against the indemnitee's negligent acts.”).  
893 Jordan v. City of New York, 3 A.D.2d 507, 511 (N.Y. App. Div. 1957) (a city can recover against the contractor if the contract affirmatively indemnifies it against its own active negligence or such intention is expressed in unequivocal terms), aff’d, 5 N.Y.2d 723 (1958).  
896 Levine, supra.  
897 Haynes, 921 F.2d at 457-58 (affirming summary judgment of the district court challenged by appellant company that dismissed appellant’s counterclaim against appellee corporation for indemnification, which was sought according to the terms of the parties’ sale and purchase agreement for reimbursement for the settlement of a personal injury case. The agreement lacked the indemnification obligation because it did not indicate an unmistakable intent to reimburse - purchase and sale agreement provided for the assumption of certain enumerated liabilities as well as “other obligations and liabilities arising in the ordinary course of... business”)(further holding that if the issue had been over the enumerated liabilities, then indemnification would be valid).  
898 Heimbach, supra (liability upheld on other grounds as Court held that tort liability was expressly assumed rather than relying on indemnification principles).
An indemnification agreement between a general contractor and subcontractor can only be enforced where the general contractor has been found partially negligent in an action brought by an employee of the subcontractor against the general. If indemnification agreements contemplate full, rather than partial, indemnification, the agreements are unenforceable under the statute. The relevant statute provides in pertinent part:

[a] covenant, promise, agreement or understanding in, or in connection with ... a contract or agreement relative to the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building ... purporting to indemnify or hold harmless the promisee against liability for damage arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property contributed to, caused by or resulting from the negligence of the promisee, his agents or employees, or indemnitee, whether such negligence be in whole or in part, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable.

The statute was enacted to prevent the prevalent practice in the construction industry of requiring subcontractors to assume liability for the negligence of others. The New York legislature concluded that such “coercive” bidding requirements unnecessarily increased the cost of construction by limiting the number of contractors able to obtain the necessary hold harmless insurance and unfairly imposed liability on subcontractors for the negligence of others over whom they had no control.

One may not be indemnified for intentional criminal conduct or intentional tortious conduct, or willful, reckless or grossly negligent misconduct, but one whose intentional act causes an unintended injury may be indemnified. Other exceptions to the general rule allowing indemnification include acts of bad faith, breach of trust, dishonesty, willful, reckless or grossly negligent misconduct, and self-dealing.

---


901 General Obligations Law § 5322.1. Itri Brick & Concrete, supra. (however, the indemnity contract is enforceable if it is found that contractor was free from negligence and instead issue centers around vicarious liability).

902 General Obligations Law § 5322.1 [1].

903 Itri Brick & Concrete, supra.

904 Id.


906 Id.

907 Id.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

New York impliedly recognizes that an insured’s agreement to indemnify another constitutes an “insured contract” within the meaning of the exception in the form general liability insurance policy to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability.909 In another case, a contract to indemnify another was deemed to constitute “liability assumed under a contract.”910 An insured contract drafted with “unmistakable intent” language is valid.911

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

New York courts have not specifically addressed whether the existence of an insurance policy naming the indemnitee as an “additional insured” and providing coverage in an amount or type greater than what was promised under the indemnification agreement entitles the indemnitee to coverage/indemnification beyond the scope of the original indemnity agreement.

New York courts may, however, potentially use an agreement to procure insurance as evidence of the scope of a given indemnity agreement. For example, in Covert v. Binghamton 912, the court reviewed parallel indemnity and insurance agreements, under which the general contractor was to provide insurance for its own work and provide insurance covering the indemnitee-city. The court stated:

Given the broad contractual indemnification clause, [the contractor] would be required to indemnify the City for any liability for injuries incurred by the City. The inclusion of the clause requiring [the contractor] to obtain insurance coverage for its contractual liability for injuries clearly indicates the intent of the parties that, in the event of the City’s being held liable for a personal injury caused by anyone’s negligence, the loss should be charged

909 See e.g., Hailey v. New York State Elec. & Gas Corp., 214 A.D.2d 986 (N.Y. App. Div. 1995) (stating as a fact that policy which excluded from coverage claims for bodily injury to an employee of the insured was not applicable because insured had provided exception to the exclusion which provided coverage for assuming “the tort liability of another to pay damages because of bodily injury to a third person” which constituted an “insured contract” and further stating that parties conceded that “effect of the exclusion and the exception thereto is to deny coverage for claims for contribution and common-law indemnification while covering the insured for claims or contractual indemnification”) (ultimate holding of case was based on anti-subrogation rule).

910 Dairylea Coop. v. Rossal, 64 N.Y.2d 1, 8-9 (N.Y. 1984) (stating that “there is no question that the Aetna policy protected not only R&H as an insured but Dairylea as well, for its definition of ‘insured’ included the statement that, ‘[a]nyone liable for the conduct of an insured described above is an insured but only to the extent of liability.’”).

911 Maksymowicz v. New York Bd. of Educ., 232 A.D.2d 223 (N.Y. App. Div. 1996) (“The ruling here contains an ‘insured contract’ clause, under which the exclusion for employee injuries ‘does not apply to liability assumed by the insured under an ‘insured contract’, defined as ‘that part of any other contract or agreement pertaining to your business under which you assume the tort liability of another to pay damages because of ‘bodily injury’. . . to a third person. Clearly, the asbestos removal contract is an ‘insured contract’ included within the coverage of the policy.’”) (holding based on anti-subrogation rule).

to [the contractor] and be borne by the insurance carrier which insured either [the contractor’s] contractual liability or the City’s liability.\textsuperscript{913}

Thus, the indemnity agreement was used as a basis to define the scope of coverage for the insurance purchased pursuant to the contract. Although not decided in the context of an insurance dispute, the court recognized some interplay between the indemnity and insurance provisions.

**NORTH CAROLINA**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Contractual agreements to indemnify are enforceable in North Carolina.\textsuperscript{914} When interpreting a contract of indemnity, the general rules of contract construction apply.\textsuperscript{915} This includes giving effect to the intention of the parties.\textsuperscript{916} Where the language of the agreement is clear and unambiguous, the court must interpret it as written.\textsuperscript{917}

While an indemnity contract which purports to relieve the indemnitee from liability for its own negligence or the negligence of its employees is not favored by the law and will be strictly construed, such an indemnity provision is not against public policy where the contract is private and the interest of the public is not involved, and where there is no gross inequality in bargaining power.\textsuperscript{918} Although the issue of contractual indemnification for an intentional tort has not been ruled upon by the courts, one court expressly indicated that although its ruling did not reach that question, a contractual provision which was construed to relieve another defendant from liability for its intentional torts would be void as against public policy.\textsuperscript{919}

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Indemnity.

There are several exceptions to the general rules regarding indemnity.

Pursuant to statute, construction indemnity provisions cannot hold one party responsible for the negligence of another.\textsuperscript{920} “A promise or agreement entered into in

\textsuperscript{913} Id. at 1078.

\textsuperscript{914} See Kaleel Builders, Inc. v. Ashby, 587 S.E.2d 470, 474 (N.C. App. 2003), cert. denied, 595 S.E.2d 152 (N.C. 2004).


\textsuperscript{917} Kirkpatrick, 280 S.E.2d at 634.


\textsuperscript{919} See Lewis v. Dunn Leasing Corp., 244 S.E.2d 706, 709 (N.C. App. 1978).

\textsuperscript{920} N.C. GEN. STAT. § 22B-1.
connection with construction/physical labor\(^9\) that purports to indemnify a promisee against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property proximately caused by or resulting from negligence of the promisee, in whole or in part, the promisee’s independent contractors, agents, employees, or indemnitees, is void and not enforceable.\(^9\) In other words, a construction agreement may purport to indemnify one party from damages arising from negligence of the other party, but any provisions seeking to indemnify a party from its own negligence is void.

The indemnity provisions to which this statute applies are those construction indemnity provisions which attempt to hold one party responsible for the negligence of another and this rule does not affect insurance contracts or any agreement issued by an insurer.\(^9\)

By exempting insurance contracts from N.C. GEN. STAT § 22B-1, the court held that the legislature intended to prevent insurance policies which name the buyer of construction services as an insured from being invalidated.\(^9\)

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The agreement to indemnify another is an “insured contract” within the meaning of the exception to the form commercial general liability insurance policy exclusion for contractual liability, applicable where the insured agrees to assume the tort liability of another.\(^9\) Giving effect to the plain language of this exception to the contractual liability exclusion, it has been held that the assumption of tort liability speaks to the liability of the indemnitee, not to the tort liability of the insured/indemnitor.\(^9\)

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Unlike the rule in many states, an agreement to obtain insurance to cover liability for an agreement to indemnify will not render enforceable, even on a limited

\(^9\) Construction defined as “design, planning, construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building, structure, highway, road, appurtenance or appliance, including moving, demolition and excavating connected therewith.”

\(^9\) Id. (A contract whereby a promisor agrees to indemnify a promisee or the promisee’s independent contractors, agents, employees, or indemnitees against liability for damages resulting from the sole negligence of the promisor, its agents or employees is not affected in any way by N.C. GEN. STAT. § 22B-1).


basis, an indemnity which is prohibited by N.C. GEN. STAT. § 22B-1. In fact, the carrier of the insured/indemnitor may properly deny a defense to the insured on the basis that the liability for which the insured seeks coverage arises from a void contractual obligation. This was the outcome notwithstanding that at the point in time the request for a defense is made, the agreement may not yet have been adjudicated.

**NORTH DAKOTA**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Indemnity agreements are construed by North Dakota courts using the ordinary rules of contract interpretation. The intent of the parties is to be gleaned from the entirety of the contract rather than from isolated provisions contained therein.

Parties are permitted to contractually indemnify others in any desired fashion which does not contravene public policy. Permissible indemnification includes indemnification for the indemnitee’s sole negligence, so long as the parties’ intent to so indemnify is “very clearly” expressed by the language of the agreement. Such a clear intention is deemed to exist where the agreement provides for the purchase of insurance and additional insured status for the indemnitee. So long as insurance is required in a specified amount and the indemnitee is named as an additional insured in the policy, other phraseology creating indemnification for the indemnitee’s sole negligence is unnecessary. This is because “there could be no purpose for the insurance provision other than to protect [the indemnitee] from the consequences of its own negligent acts.”

---


928 Id.

929 Id.


934 *See id.* at 617.

935 *See id.*

936 *Bridston* at 197.
An indemnification provision which protects the indemnitee from stated categories of damage by “any person or persons” pertains only to claims of third parties, and does not indemnify as to claims between the contracting entities.\textsuperscript{937}

Applied principles of indemnity law permit contracting parties to circumvent the exclusive remedy provision of the Workers Compensation law.\textsuperscript{938} Despite an employer’s immunity from suit by its own employees for work-related injuries, the employer is liable for such injuries where it has expressly agreed to indemnify a third party tortfeasor.\textsuperscript{939}

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

The exception to the general North Dakota rule supporting complete freedom of contract appears in the construction context.\textsuperscript{940} A construction designer may not shift liability to a contractor for design defects.\textsuperscript{941} N.D. Cent. Code 9-8-02.1 provides as follows:

Any provision in a construction contract which would make the contractor liable for the errors or omissions of the owner or his agents in the plans and specifications of such contract is against public policy and void.\textsuperscript{942}

Although this exception to the liberal rules of indemnity is expressly stated in North Dakota’s statutory law, no appellate court has applied it in striking as unenforceable an indemnity provision.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The North Dakota courts have not been called upon to determine whether an agreement to indemnify another constitutes an insured contract in the context of the exception to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability in the form general liability policy. However, the North Dakota Supreme Court’s interpretation of the exclusion itself – which requires the “assumption of liability” by the insured to be operative – necessarily leads to the conclusion that an agreement to indemnify for another’s tort liability is an insured contract.\textsuperscript{943}

\textsuperscript{937} Olander Contracting Co. v. Gail Wachter Investments, 643 N.W.2d 29, 36 (N.D. 2002), rev’d on other grounds by 663 N.W.2d 204 (N.D. 2003).

\textsuperscript{938} See Barnsness at 824.

\textsuperscript{939} See id.

\textsuperscript{940} See N.D. Cent. Code § 9-08-02.1.

\textsuperscript{941} See id.

\textsuperscript{942} Id.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Several reported cases cite to indemnity agreements requiring insurance, and as discussed in Section I, these often involve the extension of “additional insured” status to the indemnitee, whereby the promisor agrees in the indemnification provision to obtain a specified amount of insurance and include the promisee as an additional insured under the policy. None of the reported cases expressly decide the scope of coverage afforded the indemnitee/additional insured in light of the underlying indemnity.

Ohio

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

The scope of a contractual agreement to indemnify is determined by the intent of the parties as expressed in the contract. Under Ohio law, “contracts of indemnity purporting to relieve one from the results of his failure to exercise ordinary care shall be strictly construed, and will not be held to provide such indemnification unless so expressed in clear and unequivocal terms.”

A contract of indemnity will not be construed to indemnify against the negligence of the indemnitee unless the contract clearly expresses the intention of the parties to indemnify for the indemnitee’s own negligence “beyond doubt and by express stipulation.” Such agreements cannot be inferred or implied in the contract, and there is a general presumption against indemnifying a party for that party’s own negligent acts.

While an indemnity agreement will typically be strictly construed, a commercial agreement does not necessarily need to expressly mention indemnity to be enforced. “[W]hile clauses limiting the liability of the drafter are ordinarily to be strictly construed, we need not do so when such burden of indemnification was assented to in a context of free and understanding negotiation.” Agreements between sophisticated parties are not necessarily narrowly construed (as opposed to contracts of adhesion), and the contract need not include the word “negligence” if it otherwise uses words such as “for any and all harms however caused.”

944 See Rupp at 616; Bridston at 196.
947 Id.
948 Id.
950 Id.
An agreement which covers “any injury, loss or damage to any person or property on the premises for any event, including, but not limited to, fire, flood, mildew, theft, or any other cause” would “clearly and unambiguously encompass[] an act of negligence” on the part of the indemnitee.\textsuperscript{951} In contrast, if the language of the agreement only includes some losses (i.e. the bailee’s use of the property), then the agreement will not reach the indemnitee’s own negligence.\textsuperscript{952}

An employer can waive its immunity from actions by third parties for indemnification arising out of the injuries of employees, if there is an express agreement on the part of the employer giving rise to the third party’s right of indemnification.\textsuperscript{953}

\section*{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

While agreements to indemnify another are generally enforceable in Ohio, certain types of indemnity agreements are prohibited based upon principles of public policy.\textsuperscript{954} Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4123.82(a) provides:

[All] contracts and agreements are void which undertake to indemnify or insure an employer against loss or liability for the payment of compensation to workers or their dependents for death, injury, or occupational disease occasioned in the course of the worker’s employment, or which provide that the insurer shall pay a compensation, or which indemnify the employer against damages when the injury, disease, or death arises from the failure to comply with any lawful requirement for the protection of the lives, health, and safety of the employees, or when the same is occasioned by the willful act of the employer or any of his officers or agents, or by which it is agreed that the insurer shall pay any such damages.

The purpose of § 4123.82(a) is to prevent competition with the State insurance fund, and “to prevent liability insurance companies from underwriting workman’s compensation insurance in cases where employers were authorized by the Industrial Commission to pay compensation under Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4123.25.”\textsuperscript{955}

Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2305.31 similarly renders certain indemnity provisions in construction agreements void on the basis of public policy. The provision governs agreements to indemnify relating to the construction, repair, or maintenance of buildings, and reads in relevant part:


\textsuperscript{953} Williams v. Ashland Chemical Co., 52 Ohio App. 2d 81, 368 N.E.2d 304 (1976).

\textsuperscript{954} Glaspell, supra; Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2305.31.

\textsuperscript{955} Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 4123.25; LoGuidice v. Harris, 128 N.E.2d 842, 845 - 846 (Ohio Ct. App. 1954) (agreement between attorney and client/claimant under the Workman’s Compensation Act which purported to indemnify an employer against loss pursuant to a consent judgment finding the client eligible to participate in the insurance fund, held to be void in accordance with § 4123.82).
[a] covenant, promise, agreement, or understanding in, or connection with or collateral to, a contract or agreement relative to the design, planning, construction, alteration, repair, or maintenance of a building, structure, highway, road, appurtenance, and appliance, including moving, demolition, and excavating connected therewith, pursuant to which contract or agreement the promisee, or its independent contractors, agents, or employees has hired the promisor to perform work, purporting to indemnify the promisee, its independent contractors, agents, employees or indemnities against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damaged property initiated or proximately caused by or resulting from the negligence of the promisee, its independent contractors, agents, employees, or indemnities is against public policy and void. Nothing in this section shall prohibit any person from purchasing insurance from an insurance company authorized to do business in the State of Ohio for his own protection or from purchasing a construction bond.956

The effect of this statutory provision is to bar the use of indemnity agreements in construction-related contracts wherein the promisor provides indemnification to the promisee for its own acts of negligence regardless of whether such negligence is sole or concurrent.957 The public policy objective underlying section 2305.31 is to encourage employers to provide employees with safe conditions at the workplace.958 This statutory prohibition does not preclude the purchase of a commercial liability insurance policy for public works construction projects, as these policies are not considered indemnity agreements within the scope of § 2305.31.959

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

It has been expressly recognized that an agreement to indemnify another for the other’s tort liability meets the definition in a liability insurance policy excepting from the exclusion for contractually assumed liability an “insured contract.”960 The “other” for which the insured assumes liability does not need to be a party to a contract with the insured.961

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

While Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2305.31 prohibits indemnity agreements wherein the promisor agrees to indemnify the promisee for damages resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee, public policy does not preclude contracts whereby a


961 Id.
party requires another to obtain insurance coverage as an additional insured.\footnote{Buckeye Union, 699 N.E.2d at 134.} However, the Court of Appeals has rendered conflicting decisions with regard to whether or not the additional insured agreement will extend coverage to the promisee for the promisee’s own negligent acts.

For example, in \textit{Buckeye Union Ins. Co. v. Zavarella Bros. Constr. Co.}, a subcontractor agreed to name the contractor as an additional insured under a commercial liability insurance policy.\footnote{Id. at 128.} After one of the subcontractor’s employees was injured, the contractor’s insurer defended the worker’s compensation claim, and settled with the employee. The contractor subsequently sought indemnification from the subcontractor’s insurer. The main issue before the court was “whether an agreement by a construction subcontractor to name its general contractor as an additional insured on the subcontractor’s general commercial insurance policy constitutes an indemnity agreement prohibited by Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2305.31.”\footnote{Id.} The court held that the additional insured agreement was inapplicable because Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2305.31 prohibited coverage for the contractor’s own negligent acts. The court found that the “additional insured agreement as a whole did not violate public policy, but that the express language of the policy did not afford coverage under the circumstances.”\footnote{Id.}

In a contrasting decision, the Court of Appeals in \textit{Stickovich v. City of Cleveland} found that compulsory public liability insurance did not contravene the public policy objectives of Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2305.31. In that case, a contractor responsible for constructing a bridge for the City of Cleveland named the municipality as an additional insured on its liability insurance contract.\footnote{Stickovich, 757 N.E.2d at 58; Brzeczek v. Standard Oil Co., 447 N.E.2d 760, 763 (Ohio Ct. App. 1982) (finding that § 2305.31 did not prohibit a contractor from purchasing insurance for the employer’s protection against its own negligence).} During construction, a crane, operated at the direction of the contractor by an unlicensed operator who had been drinking alcohol, touched an electric power line injuring two employees of an independent subcontractor.\footnote{Stickovich, 757 N.E.2d at 53.}

The insurer, Commercial Union, argued that its liability insurance coverage was void and against public policy, and that the trial court erred in finding “that the additional insured clause in the contractor’s general commercial liability insurance policy provided coverage for the additional insured’s own negligence.”\footnote{Id. at 59.} Commercial Union contended that providing coverage for the additional insured’s own negligence contravened public policy and violated Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 2305.31.\footnote{Id.}
The Court of Appeals disagreed, finding that “Section 2305.31 does not invalidate commercial liability insurance coverage for construction projects,” and that “a commercial liability insurance policy is not a construction indemnity agreement within the scope of Section 2305.31.” The court distinguished between indemnity agreements and liability insurance contracts, finding:

[As] a matter of common understanding, usage, and legal definition, an insurance contract denotes a policy issued by an authorized and licensed insurance company whose primary business it is to assume specific risk of loss of the members of the public at large in consideration of the payment of a premium. There are, however, other risk-shifting agreements which are not insurance contracts. These include the customary private indemnity agreement where affording the indemnity is not the primary business of the indemnitee and is not the subject of governmental regulation but is merely ancillary to a furtherance of some other independent transactional relationship between the indemmitor and the indemnitee. The indemnitee is, thus, not the essence of the agreement creating the transactional relationship but is only one of its negotiated terms.

Because the risk in a liability insurance contract is shifted to the commercial liability insurer rather than the contractor/promisor, the court held that these types of agreements are distinguishable from indemnity agreements and are not prohibited by Section 2305.31.

Oklahoma

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

An indemnity contract is interpreted under Oklahoma law according to the general rules of contract interpretation. The intention of the parties must be ascertained based upon the whole contract, and the intent of the parties will be given effect if it can be done within the bounds of the law. But an express statutory

\[^{970}\text{Id. at 60.}\]
\[^{971}\text{Id. at 61.}\]
\[^{973}\text{Id.}\]
\[^{975}\text{Id; see also Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 152 (2005) (“A contract must be so interpreted as to give effect to the mutual intention of the parties, as if existed at the time of contracting, so far as the same is ascertainable and lawful.”); Okla. Stat. tit. 15, § 157 (2005) (“The whole of a contract is to be taken together, so as to give effect to every part . . .”).}\]
provision enumerates particular rules of interpretation applicable to indemnity
agreements that must be applied absent a contrary intention in the agreement.976

“Agreements to indemnify a party against its own negligence or liability are
strictly construed.”977 In order for such an indemnity agreement to be enforceable,
the agreement must meet the following three conditions: “(1) the parties must
express their intent to exculpate in unequivocally clear language; (2) the agreement
must result from an arm’s-length transaction between parties of equal bargaining
power; and (3) the exculpation must not violate public policy.”978 Thus, an
indemnity agreement obligating the indemnitor to indemnify the indemnitee against
losses arising from the indemnitee’s own negligence is enforceable if the contract
makes the parties’ intent unequivocally clear.979

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Oklahoma prohibits indemnification for known unlawful acts.980 Title 15,
Section 422 of the Oklahoma statutes provides: “An agreement to indemnify a

976 The statute provides:

In the interpretation of a contract of indemnity, the following rules are to be applied, unless a
contrary intention appears:

1. Upon an indemnity against liability, expressly, or in other equivalent terms, the
person indemnified is entitled to recover upon becoming liable.

2. Upon an indemnity against claims or demands, or damages or costs, expressly, or in
other equivalent terms, the person indemnified is not entitled to recover without payment
thereof.

3. An indemnity against claims or demands, or liability, expressly or in other
equivalent terms, embraces the costs of defense against such claims, demands or liability
incurred in good faith, and in the exercise of reasonable discretion.

4. The person indemnifying is bound, on request of the person indemnified, to defend
actions or proceedings brought against the latter in respect to the matters embraced by the
indemnity; but the person indemnified has the right to conduct such defense, if he
chooses to do so.

5. If, after request, the person indemnifying neglects to defend the person indemnified,
a recovery against the latter, suffered by him in good faith, is conclusive in his favor
against the former.

6. If the person indemnifying, whether he is a principal or a surety in the agreement,
has not reasonable notice of the action of proceedings against the person indemnified, or
is not allowed to control its defense, judgment against the latter is only presumptive
evidence against the former.

7. A stipulation that a judgment against the person indemnified shall be conclusive
upon the person indemnifying, is applicable if he had a good defense upon the merits,
which, by want of ordinary care, he failed to establish in the action.


(citing Transportation Constructors v. Grand River Dam Auth., 905 F.2d 1413, 1420 (10th Cir. 1990)).

978 Id.

979 Wallace, 877 P.2d at 634 (citing Webb v. Western Carter County Water & Sewage Corp., 575 P.2d 124,
126 (Okla. Ct. App. 1977)).

980OKLA. STAT. tit. 15, § 422 (2005).
person against an act thereafter to be done is void if the act be known by such person at the time of doing it to be unlawful.”

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Oklahoma recognizes “insured contracts” as an exception to the contractual exclusion for “liability assumed under any contract or agreement.” In Federal Ins. Co. v. Tri-State Ins. Co., the district court found that the agreement to indemnify contained in the parties’ Agreement was an “insured contract,” and that coverage therefore existed based upon an exception to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability. The Tenth Circuit, however, found absent coverage based upon a separate, unrelated exclusion.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Oklahoma courts have not addressed the interface between an agreement to procure insurance and an indemnity agreement. In Federated Rural Electric Insurance Co. v. Williams, the Court of Appeals enforced an indemnity agreement and an agreement to procure insurance; however, the court did not address any limitations or expansions of the general rules of indemnity based upon the agreement to purchase insurance.

OREGON

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Contractual agreements for indemnification, including agreements covering an indemnitee’s own negligence, are generally recognized and enforceable in Oregon, as long as the intent of the parties is expressed clearly and explicitly in the contract. When reviewing indemnity agreements, normal rules of contract interpretation apply. Indemnity agreements are to be interpreted like other contracts in that the courts should give weight to the plain meaning of the language employed. If the language of the agreement is ambiguous, “it must be interpreted in light of the surrounding circumstances and the situation of the parties so as to

981 Id.
983 Id.
984 Id.
986 Id.
989 Id.
effectuate the parties’ intent.” Ambiguities are generally construed against the drafter.

As a general rule, indemnity agreements purporting to reach an indemnitee’s own negligence are not favored by the courts. However, courts have enforced agreements wherein a party is immunized “from the consequences of his or her own negligence” under certain circumstances. “If contractual language clearly and explicitly provides that a party will be indemnified for a particular loss, even if caused by that party’s negligence, the inquiry ends, and the provision is enforced.” Conversely, if the terms of the agreement are ambiguous and the intent of the parties unknown, the courts look beyond the language of the agreement to determine whether it should be enforced.

The first Oregon decision to address an agreement to indemnify an indemnitee for its own negligence was *Southern Pacific Company v. Layman*. In *Layman*, the Supreme Court of Oregon held that an indemnity agreement between a railroad and a farmer who built a private road over the railroad’s right of way was unenforceable due to the “harshness” of the agreement. Specifically, the agreement required the farmer to indemnify the railroad “against any and all loss, damage, injury, cost and expense of every kind and nature, from any cause whatsoever.” Approximately 20 years after the agreement was executed, a harvesting machine owned by a third party “was struck and practically demolished” by one of the railroad’s trains. It was undisputed that the railroad’s negligence caused the accident. The railroad was sued by the third party and tendered its defense to the farmer, who declined. The railroad thereafter sued the farmer claiming a right to contractual indemnification. Upon analyzing the indemnity agreement, the court refused to enforce it because “[i]t could result in subjecting a farmer to a ruinous liability arising out of the negligence of the plaintiff in the operation of its trains, an operation over which it had no control.” The court did not believe “that for the mere privilege of passing over the plaintiff’s tracks the defendant intended to assume such a risk, or that the railway

---

990 *Id.*
991 *Id.*
993 *Id.* at 88.
995 *Id.* at 57.
996 See *Layman*, 145 P.2d 295.
997 *Id.*
998 *Id.* at 296.
999 *Id.*
1000 *Id.*
1001 *Id.*
intended to impose it.” While acknowledging that the language of the agreement was “broad and general enough to include loss caused solely by the plaintiff’s negligence,” the harsh reality of allocating all of the risk onto the farmer made indemnification under the circumstances unintended.

Layman and its progeny laid the groundwork for what is presently known as the “rule against harshness.” When the intent of the parties is unclear from the contract, this rule is utilized by the courts to determine how risk is allocated and whether enforcing the agreement may circumvent the original intent of parties. In general, courts are required under the rule to focus “not only the language of the contract, but also on the possibility of a harsh and inequitable result that would fall on one party by immunizing the other party from the consequences for his or her own negligence.”

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Oregon places a statutory bar on agreements to indemnify another for its own negligence in the construction context. The applicable statute provides:

Any provision in a construction agreement that requires a person or that person’s surety or insurer to indemnify another against liability for damage arising out of death or bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused in whole or in party by the negligence of the indemnitee is void.

However, the statute does not prohibit agreements to indemnify another for the indemnitor’s own negligence:

This section does not affect any provision in a construction agreement that requires a person or that person’s surety or insurer to indemnify another against liability for damage arising out of death or bodily injury to persons or damage to property to the extent that the death or bodily injury to persons or damage to property arises out of the fault of the indemnitor, or the fault of the indemnitor’s agents, representatives or subcontractors.

---

1002 Id.

1003 Id. at 297.

1004 See Cook, 623 P.2d at 1130; see also, Morrison-Knudsen Co., 338 P.2d at 673 (enforcing an indemnity clause similar to the clause at issue in Layman after finding that the privilege conferred on the parties fell “far short of being a ‘mere privilege’ with a ‘comparatively small risk.’”)

1005 Id. at 1130.

1006 Estey, 927 P.2d at 88; see also, Steele v. Mt. Hood Meadows Oregon, Ltd., 974 P.2d 794 (Or. Ct. App. 1999) (relying on Layman, the court refused to enforce an indemnification agreement printed on a skier’s lift ticket requiring the skier to indemnify the ski resort for all personal injury claims because the agreement was unclear as to whether the parties intended the agreement to apply to the ski resort’s negligence, nor was it likely that the skier would give a claim arising from such negligence.)


1008 Or. Rev. Stat. § 30.140(1).

The plain meaning of the statute is therefore clear: in the construction context, an agreement of one to indemnify another for the other’s own negligence is void, but an agreement to indemnify an indemnitee for the indemniteor’s negligence is valid.1010

Indemnity agreements subjecting an employer to liability beyond that prescribed under the worker’s compensation statute are also void.1011 The applicable statute provides:

(1)(a) The liability of every employer who satisfies the duty required by ORS 656.017 (1) is exclusive and in place of all other liability arising out of injuries, diseases, symptom complexes or similar conditions arising out of and in the course of employment that are sustained by subject workers, the workers’ beneficiaries and anyone otherwise entitled to recover damages from the employer on account of such conditions or claims resulting therefrom, specifically including claims for contribution or indemnity asserted by third persons from whom damages are sought on account of such conditions, except as specifically provided otherwise in this chapter.

(b) This subsection shall not apply to claims for indemnity or contribution asserted by a railroad, as defined in ORS 824.020, or by a corporation, individual or association of individuals which is subject to regulation pursuant to ORS chapter 757 or 759.

(c) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this subsection, all agreements or warranties contrary to the provisions of paragraph (a) of this subsection entered into after July 19, 1977, are void.1012

The plain meaning of this statute is also clear: the worker’s compensation statute provides the exclusive liability by an employee against an employer, thereby rendering void indemnification agreements creating liability of an employer proscribed under the statute.1013

Indemnity agreements executed by parents of a minor with a personal injury claim are also invalid.1014 In Ohio Casualty Insurance Co. v. Mallison, parents of an unborn child were involved in an automobile accident with the insured.1015 After the minor’s birth, but prior to discovering the minor’s injuries, the parents settled with the insured and executed a release.1016 Contained in the release was an indemnity provision that required the parents to hold the insured and its insurer harmless for

1012 Id.
1013 Id; see also, Roberts v. Gray’s Crane & Rigging, Inc., 697 P.2d 985 (Or. Ct. App. 1985) (indemnity agreement was void as lessee’s duty to provide worker’s compensation coverage was its exclusive liability to its workers).
1014 See generally, Ohio Casualty Insurance Co. v. Mallison, 354 P.2d 800 (Or. 1960).
1015 Id. at 801.
1016 Id.
any injuries suffered by the minor.\textsuperscript{1017} Once the minor’s injuries were discovered, the parents brought suit against the insured on the minor’s behalf.\textsuperscript{1018} The minor recovered a judgment, which was paid by the insurance company.\textsuperscript{1019} The insurer subsequently attempted to enforce the indemnity provision of the release against the parents to recover the cost of the amount of the judgment.\textsuperscript{1020} The Supreme Court of Oregon, in finding that a parent’s “interest in personal gain at the settlement table may well influence him to sacrifice the best interests of the child,” invalidated the agreement as contrary to public policy.\textsuperscript{1021}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Oregon courts have not specifically addressed whether an agreement to indemnify is an “insured contract” within the meaning of the general liability policy.\textsuperscript{1022}

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

An indemnity agreement which explicitly states that the indemnitor will not indemnify the indemnitee for the indemnitee’s own negligence does not preclude the indemnitee from obtaining the benefit of the indemnitor’s insurance policy if, as per the agreement between the parties, the indemnitee is listed as an additional insured on the indemnitor’s insurance policy.\textsuperscript{1023} Based on the language of the insurance policy, an “additional insured” may be entitled to the same coverage as a named insured, including coverage for its own negligence, if the insurance policy fails to describe different coverage for additional insureds.\textsuperscript{1024} Such coverage exists in spite of the fact that the indemnity agreement between the named insured and the

\textsuperscript{1017} Id.

\textsuperscript{1018} Id.

\textsuperscript{1019} Id.

\textsuperscript{1020} Id.

\textsuperscript{1021} Id. at 806.

\textsuperscript{1022} However, in \textit{Holman Erection Co., Inc. v. Northwestern Steel Construction Co.}, 920 P.2d 1125 (Or. Ct. App. 1996) an “insured contract” in an indemnity agreement context is briefly discussed. In \textit{Holman}, a subcontractor entered into an indemnity agreement with a contractor and an agreement to procure insurance on the contractor’s behalf. The subcontractor’s employee was injured and sued the contractor, who tendered the defense to the subcontractor and its insurer. The tender was denied, and the contractor sued the subcontractor for indemnification and breach of contract. The court found that the insurer of the subcontractor had no duty to defend the lawsuit on the basis that: 1) the subcontractor, under the terms of the insurance policy, could not be held liable for the employee’s injuries, despite the indemnity agreement, pursuant to the exclusivity rule of the Workers’ Compensation Act, § Or. Rev. Stat. 656.018; and 2) breach of contract claims are not covered under the general liability policy. Although the general liability policy contained an “insured contract” provision, the court implied that it did not apply because it only pertained to injuries suffered by third parties (and not the employees of the indemnitor). As such, the court made no reference as to the general application of “insured contracts” in Oregon jurisprudence.


\textsuperscript{1024} Id.
additional insured explicitly states that the named insured will not indemnify the additional insured for the additional insured’s negligence.\textsuperscript{1025}

Additionally, in the worker’s compensation context, an agreement to procure liability insurance is not the same as an agreement to indemnify.\textsuperscript{1026} Thus, a breach of contract claim against an employer for its failure to procure liability insurance would not be precluded by the exclusivity provision of the Worker’s Compensation Act, § Ore. Rev. Stat. 656.018, although a claim to enforce an indemnity agreement against the employer would be.\textsuperscript{1027}

In \textit{Montgomery Elevatory Co. v. Tuality Community Hospital}, the Court of Appeals held that a breach of contract claim brought against a hospital for its failure to procure insurance was not precluded under Oregon’s Worker’s Compensation Act because: 1) the statute only applied to compensable damages; and 2) an agreement to procure insurance is not an indemnity agreement.\textsuperscript{1028} Specifically, in \textit{Tuality}, the defendant hospital contracted with plaintiff to provide elevator repairs and maintenance.\textsuperscript{1029} Per the maintenance agreement, the hospital agreed to procure comprehensive liability insurance “protecting plaintiff from personal injury and property damage claims from all persons, including defendant’s employees.”\textsuperscript{1030} Despite the agreement, the hospital failed to purchase the insurance.\textsuperscript{1031} A hospital employee was subsequently injured while using the hospital’s elevator.\textsuperscript{1032} After settling with the injured employee, plaintiff sued the hospital for breach of contract as a result of its failure to procure insurance that would have covered the claim.\textsuperscript{1033} In response, the hospital denied responsibility, asserting that “agreements to purchase insurance are identical to indemnity agreements,” and therefore precluded under the Worker’s Compensation Act, § Ore. Rev. Stat. 656.018.\textsuperscript{1034} The Court of Appeals disagreed.\textsuperscript{1035}

First, the court held that the exclusivity rule of § Ore. Rev. Stat. 656.018 only applied to compensable injuries and not breach of contract claims.\textsuperscript{1036}

\textsuperscript{1025} See generally, \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{1026} See, \textit{Montgomery Elevator Co. v. Tuality Community Hospital, Inc.}, 790 P.2d 1148 (Or. Ct. App. 1990).

\textsuperscript{1027} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{1028} \textit{Id.} at 1149-1150.

\textsuperscript{1029} \textit{Id.} at 1148.

\textsuperscript{1030} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{1031} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{1032} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{1033} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{1034} \textit{Id.} at 1148-1149.

\textsuperscript{1035} \textit{Id.} at 1149.

\textsuperscript{1036} \textit{Id.} at 1149-1150.
agreement to procure insurance “was intended to protect the non-employer from liability for tort claims rather than to relieve the employer from its responsibility to provide worker’s compensation coverage.”

As such, the breach of contract claim did not come within the statutory proscription of § Ore. Rev. Stat. 656.018 because it did not arise out of compensable injuries.

The court therefore held that the agreement to procure insurance was not precluded under § Ore. Rev. Stat. 656.018, even though the indemnity provision contained in the maintenance agreement pursuant to which the company was to be indemnified by the hospital from all losses and liabilities was void under the same statute.

Additionally, the court found agreements to procure insurance and agreements to indemnify to be significantly different. “Under an indemnity contract, payment by the insured is a prerequisite to the insurer’s duty of reimbursement; under an insurance contract, the insurer’s obligation attaches as soon as liability is established, and payment by the insured is immaterial.”

Had the hospital purchased insurance, its obligation to the plaintiff would have been met, and “the insurer would have been responsible for any claim that occurred.” Conversely, under an indemnification agreement, the hospital, not its insurer, would have to assume all responsibility for the plaintiff and its injuries. As such, the hospital was deemed to have breached its contract to procure insurance for the plaintiff and was therefore ordered to reimburse plaintiff for its loss.

In the construction context, an agreement requiring a party to procure liability insurance coverage naming the other as an additional insured is void under § Ore. Rev. Stat. 30.140. In Walsh Construction Co. v. Mutual of Enumclaw, the Court of Appeals interpreted § Ore. Rev. Stat. 30.140 to prohibit “not only ‘direct’ indemnity arrangements between parties to construction agreements but also ‘additional insurance’ arrangements by which one party is obligated to procure insurance for losses arising in whole or in part from the other’s fault.”

In Walsh, the plaintiff, general contractor, entered into a construction agreement with the defendant, subcontractor, wherein the subcontractor was required to procure

1037 Id. at 1149.
1038 Id.
1039 Id. at 1148, fn. 1.
1040 Id.
1041 Id. at 1150.
1042 Id.
1043 Id.
1044 Id.
1045 Walsh Construction Co. v. Mutual of Enumclaw, 76 P.3d 164 (Or. Ct. App. 2003), review granted, 92 P.3d 122 (Or. 2004), aff’d, 104 P.3d 1146 (Or. 2005).
1046 Id. at 168.
liability insurance naming the general contractor as an additional insured.\footnote{1047} The subcontractor obtained the required insurance.\footnote{1048} The subcontractor’s employee was subsequently injured and sued the general contractor.\footnote{1049} The general contractor tendered the defense to the subcontractor’s insurer, Mutual of Enumclaw, which denied the claim, asserting that the agreement to procure insurance naming the general contractor as an additional insured violated § Ore. Rev. Stat. 30.140 (which places a statutory bar on agreements to indemnify another for its own negligence in the construction context).\footnote{1050} After settling with the employee, the general contractor initiated a breach of contract claim against the insurer “premised under its status as an ‘additional insured’” under the subcontractor’s policy.\footnote{1051} The general contractor relied on the court’s holding in \textit{Tuality} that an agreement to procure insurance is different than an agreement to indemnify.\footnote{1052} The Court, in distinguishing its holding in \textit{Tuality}, held that § Ore. Rev. Stat. 30.140 was designed to prevent a party with leverage in the construction context from shifting exposure for its own malfeasance to one of a lesser financial position, such as a subcontractor.\footnote{1053} Thus, requirements to procure insurance in the construction context are void as the courts view such mandates as another form of shifting risk, an action strictly precluded under § Ore. Rev. Stat. 30.140.\footnote{1054}

\textbf{Pennsylvania}

\section{General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Agreements of indemnity for loss or damage are enforceable in Pennsylvania\footnote{1055} but are not favored by the law and are consequently construed strictly against those seeking their protection.\footnote{1056} Although the extent of liability under an indemnity agreement is to be determined by the intent of the parties, given application of the rule of strict construction, indemnification provisions are an exception to the general rule of contract interpretation in which words and phrases are given their plain and ordinary meaning.\footnote{1057}

Because an agreement to indemnify for another’s negligence is so unusual and extraordinary, there is no presumption that the indemnitee intended to assume such a responsibility unless it is expressed in unequivocal terms.\textsuperscript{1058} Commonly referred to as the “Perry-Ruzzi Rule,”\textsuperscript{1059} traditionally the indemnification clause will not be construed to indemnify the indemnitee for liability resulting from the indemnitee’s own negligence unless an agreement to do so is expressed in unequivocal terms.\textsuperscript{1060} “No inference from words of general import can establish such indemnification.”\textsuperscript{1062} An unambiguous agreement to indemnify another for the indemnitee’s own negligence is enforceable, however, and does not run afoul of public policy.\textsuperscript{1063}

Consequently, a construction agreement providing indemnity to the owner for “all loss, cost or expense . . . arising from accidents to . . . laborers employed in the . . . work” does not create indemnity for the owner’s own negligence.\textsuperscript{1064} However, where a seller agreed to indemnify a buyer ”from any and all claims . . . whether the same results from negligence of Buyer or Buyer’s employees or otherwise,” an intent to indemnify for the buyer’s own negligence was found to exist.\textsuperscript{1065}

In considering contractual indemnity provisions, the Pennsylvania courts have applied concepts applicable to common law indemnity, in one case interpreting an indemnity agreement to extend to the indemnitee’s passive negligence, as distinguished from its active negligence.\textsuperscript{1066} In a later case, however, the court found notions of primary and secondary liability to be inapplicable to written contracts of indemnity.\textsuperscript{1067}

\section*{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

While an agreement to indemnify may be enforceable where the foregoing standard is met, indemnification tantamount to exculpation from liability for

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1058] Perry v. Payne, 66 A. 553, 557 (Pa. 1907); Greer v. City of Philadelphia., 795 A.2d 376, 378-379 (Pa. 2002); see also, Ocean Spray Cranberries, Inc. v. Refrigerated Distributors, Inc., 2006 Phila. Ct. Com. Pl. LEXIS 229 (2006)(analyzing the application of the Perry-Ruzzi rule in indemnification actions involving personal injury versus property damage, upholding the long standing rule that provisions to indemnify for another party’s negligence are to be narrowly construed requiring a clear and unequivocal agreement before a party may transfer its liability to another party).
\item[1060] Deskiewicz, at 35.
\item[1064] Perry v. Payne, supra.
\item[1067] Fulmer, at 1101-1102.
\end{footnotes}
violation of a statute intended to protect human life is void on grounds of public policy.\textsuperscript{1068} This rule serves two purposes: it avoids a loss of incentive on the part of a party to use reasonable care to avoid its own negligence and maintains an insurer’s interest in loss prevention and inspection since the insurer also remains on the risk.\textsuperscript{1069}

Similarly, an indemnification provision in which one charged with a public duty is indemnified by the victim for the indemnitor’s wrongdoing is unenforceable on grounds of public policy.\textsuperscript{1070} As between joint tortfeasors, indemnification by one against another is enforceable even where a public safety statute is implicated so long as the indemnification is not for the sole negligence of the indemnitee.\textsuperscript{1071}

An agreement by a partner in a registered limited liability partnership to indemnify another partner arising from negligent or wrongful acts committed by the other partner is enforceable\textsuperscript{1072} but not for willful misconduct or recklessness of the indemnitee.\textsuperscript{1073} A contract involving an architect, engineer, surveyor or their agents in which the architect shall be indemnified or held harmless, is void as against public policy and wholly unenforceable.\textsuperscript{1074}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Pennsylvania has interpreted an insured’s agreement to indemnify another as an assumption of tort liability so as to place the indemnification within the policy exception for an “insured contract” and outside the exclusion for contractually assumed liability.\textsuperscript{1075} Where the insured merely assumes a contractual obligation which does not amount to an assumption of liability in tort, however, the agreement to indemnify is not an “insured contract” and the policy exclusion applies.\textsuperscript{1076}

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

To the extent an insured purchases a policy of insurance to cover its underlying indemnity agreements with another party, the indemnified party receives no greater rights (unless named as an “additional insured”) than it could against the named

\footnotesize

\textsuperscript{1069} Id. at 151 - 152.


\textsuperscript{1071} Fulmer v. Duquesne Light Co., supra.


\textsuperscript{1076} Hertz Corp. v. Smith, 657 A.2d 1316 (Pa. 1995).
insured directly.\footnote{Lincoln Ins. Co. v. ITO Corp. of Ameriport, 18 Pa. D. & C.3d 607, 610 - 611 (1980).} Where the underlying indemnity agreement limits the circumstances in which the named insured will be liable to the third-party, coverage under an insurance policy referring to that indemnity agreement may be limited in the same way.\footnote{Id.} If an underlying indemnity provision only covers the indemnitor’s negligence, then the insurance policy secured to cover that indemnity agreement may not extend to losses outside the indemnitor’s negligence, i.e., the indemnitee’s strict liability.\footnote{Id.}

Additionally, the rule that agreements to indemnify for one’s own negligence be strictly construed applies to agreements to obtain insurance.\footnote{Dipietro v. City of Philadelphia, 496 A.2d 407, 410 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1985).} Whether an express agreement to indemnify for one’s own negligence or an agreement to obtain insurance which will cover losses for one’s own negligence is at issue, the “same principles are applicable because to hold otherwise would be to put the indemnitor at the mercy of the indemnitee’s negligent conduct.”\footnote{Id.} Where an indemnified party is named as an “additional insured” on a policy with its indemnitor, the language of that policy, rather than the underlying indemnity agreement, controls.\footnote{Township of Springfield v. Ersek, 660 A.2d 672, 675 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 1995).} Even where an indemnitor (named insured) may be able to avoid liability for direct indemnity, that fact is irrelevant to the determination of the indemnitee’s rights as an additional insured.\footnote{Id. at 676.} The underlying indemnity agreement does not control “the legal relationship between [an additional insured] and [the insurer].”\footnote{Id.} Rather, the insurance agreement naming the indemnitee as “additional insured” “provides independent rights” to the indemnitee.\footnote{Id.} If the insurer wishes to restrict coverage to the limits expressed in the underlying indemnity agreement or otherwise, it must so state in the policy.\footnote{Id.}

\footnotetext[1078]{Id.}
\footnotetext[1079]{Id.}
\footnotetext[1081]{Id.}
\footnotetext[1083]{Id.}
\footnotetext[1084]{Id.}
\footnotetext[1085]{Id. at 676.}
\footnotetext[1086]{Id.}
RHODE ISLAND

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

In Rhode Island, the right of indemnity may be created expressly or implied by a contract.\(^{1087}\) The right to indemnity is statutorily preserved.\(^{1088}\) While a party may contract to indemnify another for the other party’s own negligence, a contract will not be construed to indemnify the indemnitee against its own negligence unless the parties’ intention to do so is clearly and unequivocally expressed in the contract.\(^{1089}\)

Contractual indemnity provisions are interpreted using basic contract principles.\(^{1090}\) In interpreting these provisions, a court “should review the agreement in its entirety, construe provisions with reference to one another where possible, and read the contract as ‘a rational business instrument which will effectuate the apparent intention of the parties.’”\(^{1091}\) Indemnity provisions are to be strictly construed against the party alleging the right to indemnification,\(^{1092}\) and courts will look for clear and unambiguous language in the contract evidencing the parties’ intent to indemnify.\(^{1093}\)

Express contractual indemnity provisions may be utilized to circumvent the exclusive remedy immunity of worker’s compensation when an employer is sued by a third-party to whom the employer owes contractual indemnification when the third-party is sued by the employer’s employee.\(^{1094}\)

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Indemnity agreements in construction contracts in which a party seeks indemnification from another for the consequences of its own or its agent’s

\(^{1087}\) Helgerson v. Mammoth Mart, Inc., 335 A.2d 339, 341 (R.I. 1975) (explaining an action for indemnity may also arise as an equitable remedy to compel the party primarily liable to hold the one secondarily liable harmless).

\(^{1088}\) R.I. GEN. LAWS § 10-6-9 (2004).


\(^{1094}\) Cosentino v. A.F. Lusi Construction Co., 485 A.2d 105, 108 (R.I. 1984)(“action for contract indemnification from [an] employer is not an action based upon the employee’s injury but rather is an action for reimbursement based upon an expressed contractual obligation . . .[t]his obligation is independent of any statutory duty the employer may owe an employee.”).
negligence are against public policy and void.\textsuperscript{1095} Rhode Island General Law § 6-34-1(a)\textsuperscript{1096} provides:

\begin{quote}
[An] agreement relative to the design, planning, construction, alteration, repair, or maintenance of a building, structure, highway, road, appurtenance, and appliance, including moving, demolition, and excavating connected with a building, structure, highway, road, appurtenance, or appliance, pursuant to which contract or agreement the promisee or the promisee’s independent contractors, agents, or employees has hired the promisor to perform work, purporting to indemnify the promisee, the promisee’s independent contractors, agents, employees, or indemnitees against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property proximately caused by or resulting from the negligence of the promisee, the promisee’s independent contractors, agents, employees, or indemnitees, is against public policy and is void; provided that that this section shall not affect the validity of any insurance contract, worker’s compensation agreement, or an agreement issued by an insurer.
\end{quote}

The legislature did not prohibit the use of all indemnification contracts in the construction industry.\textsuperscript{1097} A general contractor may seek indemnification from a subcontractor for claims resulting from the negligence of the subcontractor or its employees.\textsuperscript{1098}

Unless the circumstances indicate bad faith or deliberate overreaching on the part of the promisee, an otherwise void indemnity provision will be modified and enforced by the courts.\textsuperscript{1099} For example, in \textit{Cosimini v. Atkinson-Kiewit Joint Venture},\textsuperscript{1100} an injured employee brought suit against the general contractor after the subcontractor/employer paid the employee workers’ compensation benefits. The subcontractor and contractor had entered into a contract containing an indemnity agreement and a corresponding insurance procurement clause. The indemnity agreement required the subcontractor to indemnify the contractor even if the contractor was partially negligent. Based on the clear language of the contract, the contractor brought a third-party claim against the subcontractor for indemnity. The court held that the indemnity provision was void as against public policy as announced in General Law § 6-34-1.\textsuperscript{1101} But rather than invalidate the entire indemnity provision, the court modified the indemnity provision and enforced only the portion in compliance with General Law § 6-34-1.\textsuperscript{1102}

\textsuperscript{1095} \textit{Cosentino}, 485 A.2d at 107.

\textsuperscript{1096} This statutory provision was enacted in 1976 and does not apply to indemnity agreements which predate the enactment. \textit{See Vaccaro v. E.W. Burman, Inc.}, 484 A.2d 880, 881 (R.I. 1984).

\textsuperscript{1097} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{1098} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{1099} \textit{Gormly v. I. Lazar & Sons, Inc.}, 926 F.2d 47, 50 (1st Cir. 1991).

\textsuperscript{1100} 877 F. Supp. 68 (D. R.I. 1995).

\textsuperscript{1101} \textit{Id}. at 71.

\textsuperscript{1102} \textit{Id}.
§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Rhode Island law is inconclusive as to whether an agreement to indemnify is an “insured contract” within the meaning of a general liability insurance policy. In the only case to touch upon the issue, the Federal Court for the District of Rhode Island recognized that other jurisdictions have allowed coverage for contractually assumed liability, but ultimately determined that an employment contract would not amount to such a contract.\textsuperscript{1103}

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Rhode Island courts have not explicitly addressed the operation of General Law § 6-34-1 where an indemnity obligation is joined with an insurance-procurement requirement.\textsuperscript{1104} It appears, however, that if an agreement to procure insurance is linked to an otherwise void indemnity agreement, General Law § 6-34-1 does not nullify the insurance procurement clause.\textsuperscript{1105} As stated above, the court may limit the scope of the indemnity obligation and, thereby narrow the scope of the insurance coverage.\textsuperscript{1106}

In Cosimini, the court also analyzed whether the insurance procurement obligation should be limited to the scope of indemnity. The insurance procurement clause indicated that “insurance shall cover performance of the above indemnity obligation[.]”\textsuperscript{1107} The court reasoned that “[t]he scope of the insurance that [the subcontractor] was obligated to procure is determined by the scope of the indemnity obligation, as it is legally required to be performed.”\textsuperscript{1108} Because the court narrowed the subcontractor’s performance obligation under the indemnity clause, the insurance clause, by its own language, was equally limited.\textsuperscript{1109}

A more recent case, A.F. Lusi Constr., Inc. v. Peerless Ins. Co.,\textsuperscript{1110} implies that insurance procurement clauses containing an agreement to indemnify a contractor for its own negligence will not be struck down by operation of Rhode Island General Law § 6-34-1.\textsuperscript{1111} Although the court in Peerless did not ultimately decide whether § 6-34-1 invalidates insurance procurement agreements, it cited to other jurisdictions with similar statutory provisions that have upheld agreements by a subcontractor to

\textsuperscript{1103} Foxon Packaging Corp. v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., 905 F. Supp. 1139, 1145 (D. R.I. 1995) (further holding that insurance cannot be afforded for intentional discrimination).


\textsuperscript{1105} Cosimini, 877 F. Supp. at 72.

\textsuperscript{1106} Id.

\textsuperscript{1107} Cosimini, 877 F. Supp. at 71.

\textsuperscript{1108} Id. at 72-73.

\textsuperscript{1109} Id.

\textsuperscript{1110} 847 A.2d 254, 265-66 (R.I. 2004).

\textsuperscript{1111} Id.
purchase insurance for a general contractor, even though the insurance would have the practical effect of indemnifying the general contractor against the claims for damages resulting from the general contractor’s own negligence.\textsuperscript{1112}

\textbf{SOUTH CAROLINA}

\textbf{§ 1 – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

South Carolina law allows a party to contractually relieve itself from liability for ordinary negligence, except where such an agreement is against public policy.\textsuperscript{1113} As a result, a contract that includes a provision “in which a first party is liable to a second party for a loss or damage the second party might incur to a third party” is enforceable.\textsuperscript{1114}

A contract of indemnity is construed “in accordance with the rules for the construction of contracts generally,”\textsuperscript{1115} and the courts focus primarily on the intent of the parties\textsuperscript{1116} which is determined from the language used in the contract.\textsuperscript{1117} “If that language is clear and unambiguous, it must be given its plain and usual meaning.”\textsuperscript{1118}

If coverage for a loss appears to be reasonably within the contemplation of the parties, the court will interpret the contract of indemnity to cover such losses.\textsuperscript{1119}

As it is unusual, however, for an indemnitor to indemnify an indemnitee for losses resulting from the indemnitee’s own negligence, a contract containing an indemnity provision that purports to relieve an indemnitee from the consequences of its own negligence will be strictly construed.\textsuperscript{1120} A contract of indemnity will not be construed to indemnify the indemnitee against losses resulting from its own negligent acts unless such intention is expressed in clear and unequivocal terms.\textsuperscript{1121}

Whether an agreement to indemnify for “any and all claims” reaches the sole negligence of the indemnitee is uncertain.\textsuperscript{1122} Indeed, the South Carolina Court of

\textsuperscript{1112} Id.


\textsuperscript{1114} Id. at 377 (citing Campbell v. Beacon Mfg. Co., Inc., 438 S.E.2d 271, 272 (S.C. Ct. App. 1993)).

\textsuperscript{1115} Campbell, 438 S.E.2d at 272.

\textsuperscript{1116} Id.

\textsuperscript{1117} Id.

\textsuperscript{1118} Id.

\textsuperscript{1119} Id.


\textsuperscript{1121} Id. at 57 (citing Murray v. The Texas Co., 174 S.E. 231, 232 (S.C. 1934) (“[A] provision [in] a contract relieving one of the parties thereto from liability for….its own negligence should be clear and explicit.”)).

\textsuperscript{1122} Id.
Appeals has noted that there are no less than three different interpretations of this phrase.\textsuperscript{1123}

In \textit{Federal Pacific Electric v. Carolina Production Enterprises}, the Court of Appeals noted that the “Supreme Court has yet to choose which of the views it favors on the question of what constitutes a sufficient expression of the intent of the parties concerning the indemnification of the indemnitee for its own negligence.”\textsuperscript{1124} In finding that the indemnity clause at issue in \textit{Federal Pacific} did not satisfy the “clear and unequivocal” standard, the court held that “the use of the general terms ‘indemnify. . . against any damage suffered or liability incurred. . . or any loss or damage of any kind in connection with the Leased Premises during the term of [the] lease’ does not disclose an intention to indemnify for consequences arising from [the indemnitee’s] own negligence.”\textsuperscript{1125} In reaching its conclusion, the court in \textit{Federal Pacific} relied upon an earlier decision, which held:

While it is true that the language used in the [indemnity] provision . . . is broad and comprehensive, it is . . . provocative of some doubt. The [oil company] itself wrote the provision into the contract for its own benefit. It could have plainly stated, if such was the understanding of the parties, that the [distributor] agreed to relieve it in the matter from all liability for its own negligence. As it did not do so, we resolve all doubt . . . in favor of the [distributor], and hold that it was not the intent of the parties to give to the contract as written the effect claimed by the [oil] company.\textsuperscript{1126}

At the very least then, this holding was a rejection of the notion that words generally describing indemnity for the indemnitee’s own negligence is sufficient.

\textbf{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Contracts “that are in violation of law or opposed to sound public policy” are void in South Carolina, and the courts will not enforce them.\textsuperscript{1127} On the other hand, South Carolina courts are cautioned not to void contracts on “doubtful grounds of

\textsuperscript{1123} Some courts hold that “the ‘clear and unequivocal terms’ requirement is satisfied only by a specific reference in the indemnity clause to the indemnitee’s negligence.” \textit{Federal Pacific} at 57. Other courts take the view that “words of general import are sufficient to satisfy the ‘clear and unequivocal terms’ requirement and that a specific reference to the indemnitee’s negligence is therefore not necessary.” \textit{Id.} Still other courts “look at the entire contract and any other factors manifesting the intention of the parties to determine whether they ‘clearly and unequivocally’ expressed the intent to indemnify the indemnitee for its own negligence.” \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{1124} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{1125} \textit{Id.} at 58-59.

\textsuperscript{1126} \textit{Id.} at 58 (quoting \textit{Murray v. The Texas Co.}, 174 S.E. 231, 232 (S.C. 1934)).

Rather, it is better for the legislature to first determine what types of contracts should be void as against public policy.

“Public policy” in South Carolina is derived from the state’s “established law . . . as found in its Constitution, statutes, and judicial decisions.” A statute provides that hold harmless clauses in construction contracts, where a party is indemnified for his sole negligence, are void as against public policy. S. C. Code Ann. § 32-2-10 provides in pertinent part, that “a promise or agreement in connection with the design, planning, construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building, structure, highway, road, appurtenance or appliance . . . purporting to indemnify the promisee . . . against liability for damages . . . resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee . . . is against public policy and unenforceable.”

Another South Carolina statute prohibits a tenant from limiting the liability of a landlord or indemnifying the landlord for liability in a rental agreement. Under S.C. Code Ann. § 27-40-330(a)(3), “A rental agreement may not provide . . . that the tenant agrees to the exculpation or limitation of any liability of the landlord arising under law or to indemnify the landlord for that liability or the costs connected therewith.”

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The South Carolina courts have not specifically addressed whether and when an indemnity agreement is an “insured contract” within the meaning of a liability insurance policy. In BP Oil Co. v. Federated Mutual Ins. Co., Federated Mutual Insurance Company (“Federated”) had a duty to defend one of BP Oil Company’s (“BP”) distributors, Wilkerson Fuel Company, Inc. (“Wilkerson”), in any suit alleging damages covered by the policy. BP’s complaint against Wilkerson alleged that Wilkerson was liable to BP based upon indemnity provisions contained in two written agreements BP and Wilkerson had entered into for Wilkerson to distribute BP petroleum products in South Carolina. Federated admitted that the two written agreements were “insured contracts” within the meaning of its policy.

1128 Batchelor, supra. at 39; (citing Crosswell v. Connecticut Indemnity Association, 28 S.E. 200, 205 (S.C. 1897)).

1129 Id.

1130 Id. at 38.


1134 Id.


1136 Id. at 40-41.

1137 Id. (emphasis added).
Because the Federated policy covered “insured contracts,” the court held that Federated had a duty to defend Wilkerson.1138

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

There do not appear to be any decisions specifically addressing the effect of an indemnification agreement requiring the purchase of insurance or requiring the indemnitee to be named as an additional insured under the indemnitor’s liability policy.

However, where parties mutually agree to shift the risk of loss or damage to an insurance company as opposed to each other, South Carolina recognizes that such an agreement does not violate public policy and is enforceable.1139 In addition, waiver of subrogation clauses are consistently upheld because “they apply only to property losses, they waive subrogation only to the extent covered by first party insurance, and they merely give effect to the parties’ agreement to allocate risk.”1140

In Summit Contractors vs. General Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc., a subcontractor and general contractor entered into an agreement with a waiver of subrogation provision.1141 While working at the construction site, the subcontractor’s employee caused a fire by negligent soldering, which caused extensive property damage.1142 The insurer paid the contractor $935,000 under its property loss policy.1143 The insurer then pursued subrogation rights against the subcontractor for the fire damage to the construction site.1144 The subcontractor, in turn, asserted as a defense the waiver of subrogation clause found in its contract with the contractor.1145

The court upheld the subcontractor’s argument and enforced the waiver of subrogation clause.1146 In reaching its decision, the court noted that the contract provisions provided that “even though Subcontractor must fully indemnify Contractor for damage to the property of others, Contractor waives subrogation for

1138 Id.


1140 Id. at 476.

1141 Id. at 474.

1142 Id. at 473.

1143 Id. at 473-74.

1144 Id. at 473.

1145 Id.

1146 Id. at 476.
damage to the construction site to the extent covered by property insurance." As a result, the court found “no conflict within the waiver of subrogation clause.”

**SOUTH DAKOTA**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Generally, in order to relieve a party of the consequences of its own negligence, the language of an indemnity or hold harmless agreement must be clear and unequivocal. "Any doubts are to be resolved in favor of the indemnitor." Indemnification for an indemnitee’s sole negligence is disallowed. The key to interpreting an indemnity agreement is the intention of the parties. Courts in South Dakota have found the intent to indemnify against a party's negligence, even though the term “negligence” is not actually used, where such intent is clearly expressed. In the construction context, “[c]ontracts of indemnity are strictly construed in favor of a subcontractor as against the contractor and unless the language employed clearly and definitely shows an intention to indemnify courts do not read into a written contract indemnity provisions not expressly set forth therein.”

As an example of South Dakota's analysis of controversial provisions, the court in *Chicago & N. W. Transp. Co. v. V & R Sawmill, Inc.*, considered two separate indemnity clauses before declaring both invalid. The case involved both a lease and a licensing agreement between a railroad (lessor/licensor) and an adjacent sawmill (lessee/licensee). An employee of the sawmill was injured by a train, and the railroad settled the case. Prior to settlement, the railroad never contacted the sawmill or tendered the defense. The United States District Court for the District of South Dakota considered whether the railroad was entitled to indemnity from the sawmill pursuant to the indemnity provisions of the lease and/or licensing agreement. The court held the lease agreement lacked a clear manifestation of intent to indemnify for

---

1147 Id. (emphasis added)

1148 Id.


1150 Becker v. Black & Veatch Consulting Eng’rs, 509 F.2d 42, 46 (8th Cir. 1974).

1151 S.D. Codified Laws § 56-3-18.


1154 Schull Constr. Co., 121 N.W.2d at 562.


1156 Id. at 279-80.

1157 Id. at 281-83.
the railroad’s own negligence but found otherwise in regards to the pertinent license provision.\textsuperscript{1158}

These conflicting findings were based on the specific language of each provision. The lease language was quite general, providing that “Lessee also agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Lessor against loss, damage or injury to the person or property of the Lessee, or any other person, while on or about the leased premises…”\textsuperscript{1159} Conversely, the license was more specific:

...Licensee agrees to assume and pay for all loss or damage to property whatsoever, and injury to or death of any person,...however arising from or in connection with the existence, construction, maintenance, repair, renewal, reconstruction, operation, use or removal of said facility...; and the Licensee forever indemnifies the Railway Company against...any and all claims, demands, law suits or liability for any such loss..., even though the operation of the Railway Company's railroad may have caused or contributed thereto.\textsuperscript{1160}

Despite the clear manifestation of an intent to indemnify for the railroad’s sole negligence, the court held the provision void under South Dakota law because it required indemnification in a situation where the railroad was solely negligent.\textsuperscript{1161} The court reasoned that it had to first determine whether an indemnity claim could even be made.\textsuperscript{1162} “To sustain an indemnity claim against the indemnitor, the indemnitee must prove legal liability to the injured party unless the defense has been tendered and refused by the indemnitor.”\textsuperscript{1163}

Since there was no tender, the railroad had to prove its liability to the injured party.\textsuperscript{1164} The requisite proof of liability was established through evidence that the train did not sound a warning device prior to approaching the intersection, in violation of S.D. Codified Laws § 49-25-2. Although the court relied on S.D. Codified Laws § 56-3-18\textsuperscript{1165} to invalidate the indemnity, its opinion seemingly acknowledged an alternative basis for voiding the clause due to S.D. Codified Laws § 53-9-3, which, as a matter of public policy, prohibits persons from contracting to

\textsuperscript{1158} Id. at 282.

\textsuperscript{1159} Id. at 279.

\textsuperscript{1160} Id. at 279-280 (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{1161} Id. at 283-84 (based on the evidence at trial, the only way the railroad could have been liable to the injured employee was if the train failed to sound its bell or whistles).

\textsuperscript{1162} Id. at 282.

\textsuperscript{1163} Id. (citing S.D. Codified Laws § 56-3-13 and \textit{MO Pac. R.R. Co. v. AR Oak Flooring Co.}, 434 F.2d 575, 580 (8th Cir. 1970)).

\textsuperscript{1164} Id.

\textsuperscript{1165} Providing that agreements to indemnify another for his sole negligence in the construction context are void as against public policy.
exempt anyone from responsibility for violation of a law whether willful or negligent.¹¹⁶⁶

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Indemnity.

The South Dakota legislature has declared several types of contractual provisions void, including:

1) Indemnification agreements for a promisee’s sole negligence:

A covenant, promise, agreement or understanding in, or in connection with or collateral to, a contract or agreement relative to the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building, structure, appurtenance and appliance, including moving, demolition and excavating connected therewith, purporting to indemnify the promisee against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee, his agents or employees, or indemnitee, is against the policy of the law and is void and unenforceable.¹¹⁶⁷

2) Contract provisions contrary to law:

A contract provision contrary to an express provision of law or to the policy of express law, though not expressly prohibited or otherwise contrary to good morals, is unlawful.¹¹⁶⁸

3) Contracts against public policy:

All contracts which have for their object, directly or indirectly, to exempt anyone from responsibility for his own fraud or willful injury to the person or property of another or from violation of law whether willful or negligent, are against the policy of the law.¹¹⁶⁹

4) Contracts to exempt a common carrier for willful or wanton misconduct or fraud:

A common carrier cannot be exonerated from liability for willful or wanton misconduct, fraud, or willful wrong of himself or his servant by any agreement made in anticipation thereof.¹¹⁷⁰


¹¹⁶⁷ S.D. Codified Laws § 56-3-18 (emphasis added).

¹¹⁶⁸ S.D. Codified Laws § 53-9-1.

¹¹⁶⁹ S.D. Codified Laws § 53-9-3.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The South Dakota courts have not addressed whether and under what circumstances an agreement to indemnify is an “insured contract” within the meaning of the exception to the form exclusion for contractually assumed liability.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

South Dakota has not had occasion to address the impact of insurance requirements on the application of enforceability of related indemnity provisions.

TENNESSEE

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Tennessee Courts will enforce contractual indemnity agreements. The Tennessee Supreme Court, in Planters Gin Co. v. Federal Compress & Warehouse Co., Inc., specifically noted that, “the allocation of risk agreed to by parties with equivalent bargaining powers in a commercial setting serves a particularly valid purpose where, as here, the contract delineates the parties’ duty to obtain and bear the cost of insurance . . . Thus, even broad transfers of liability, where unambiguous, should be honored.”

However, courts strictly construe contracts that provide indemnification against one’s own negligence. In this context, the intention of the parties must be expressed in clear and unequivocal terms. For example, where the agreement only provided that “[l]iability for injury, disability and death of workmen and other persons caused by the operation, handling or transportation of the equipment during the Rental Period shall be assumed by the [lessee-indemnitee],” the agreement was held not to reach the indemnitor’s own negligence.

One indemnity agreement can address separate indemnity obligations. For example, the first paragraph of the following agreement did not reach anything but


1172 Planters Gin, 78 S.W.3d 885, 892-93 (Tenn. 2002).


1174 Id. at *4-5.

1175 Id. at *3-4.

1176 Id. at *5-6.

the indemnitor’s negligence, but the second paragraph, relating to claims by the indemnitor’s employer, covered even the indemnitee’s negligence:

**INDEMNITY:** Contractor shall indemnify and save Purchaser harmless from and against all losses or damages, and all claims, demands, suits, actions, payments and judgments, including attorney’s fees, arising from personal injuries (including death), losses or damages to property, or otherwise, brought or recovered against Purchaser by reason of any act or omission of Contractor (or any of his sub-contractors) in the execution or guarding of the work, or by reason of any liens, claims, demands and debts for all labor performed and for all equipment and materials furnished under this Contract.

Contractor shall be responsible for the conduct and safety of his employees and his sub-contractors and the employees thereof in the performance of the work hereunder and while on the premises of the Purchaser, and the Contractor agrees that he will hold the Purchaser and his officers and employees harmless and indemnify them from and against any and all claims of any of such employees for personal injuries suffered by any of such employees in the performance of such work or while on the premises of the Purchaser. 

Tennessee also recognizes the purportedly “universal rule that there can be no recovery where there was concurrent negligence of both indemnitor and indemnitee unless the indemnity contract provides for indemnification in such case by ‘clear and unequivocal terms.’” Thus, a clause that “[t]he contractor shall continuously maintain adequate protection of all his work from damage and shall protect the owner’s property from injury arising in connection with this contract,” did not reach the concurrent negligence of the indemnitor and indemnitee.

An employer can be held liable pursuant to a contract for indemnity, despite the “exclusive remedy” provision of the Tennessee Workers’ Compensation Act, Tenn. Code Ann. § 50-6-108.

**§ II – Exception to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.**

Tennessee has adopted several exceptions to the general rule permitting agreements to indemnify for one’s own negligence:

---


---
By statute, indemnity agreements relative to construction contracts, wherein a party is indemnified for his sole negligence, are deemed void as against public policy: 1181

A covenant promise, agreement or understanding in or in connection with or collateral to a contract or agreement relative to the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building, structure, appurtenance and appliance, including moving, demolition and excavating connected therewith, purporting to indemnify or hold harmless the promisee against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee, the promisee’s agents or employees, or indemnitee, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable. 1182

This statute is broadly construed: “Looking at the natural and ordinary meaning of this statute, we interpret it to include any agreement relative to the construction of a building. Thus a contract to provide certain services relative to a building under construction under a separate contract would be included under T.C.A. § 62-6-123 and any provision purporting to indemnify or hold harmless the promisee against liability arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the promisee is against public policy and is void and unenforceable.” 1183

In addition, residential rental agreements in certain counties may not limit the liability of the landlord or indemnify the landlord for liability. 1184 Under Tenn. Code Ann. § 66-28-203(a)(2), “No rental agreement may provide that the tenant . . . (2) Agrees to the exculpation or limitation of any liability of the landlord to the tenant arising under law or to indemnify the landlord for that liability or the costs connected with such liability.” This statute applies to “counties having a population of more than sixty-eight thousand (68,000) according to the 1970 federal census or any subsequent federal census,” but does not apply “in counties having a population according to the 1990 federal census or any subsequent federal census, of:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>not less than</th>
<th>nor more than</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>83,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92,200</td>
<td>92,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118,400</td>
<td>118,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140,000</td>
<td>145,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1182 Tenn. Code Ann. § 62-6-123.


In *Crawford v. Buckner*, the Court held that an exculpatory clause in a residential lease releasing a landlord from liability for future acts of negligence, even when executed in a county not covered by Tenn. Code Ann. § 66-28-203, was void as contrary to public policy. Likewise, in *Olsen v. Molzen*, the Court found that an exculpatory contract signed by a patient as a condition of receiving medical treatment was contrary to public policy and void. And in *Adams v. Roark*, the Court held that indemnity clauses as to damages caused by gross negligence or willful conduct on the part of the indemnified party were invalid.

**§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.**

Tennessee recognizes an agreement to indemnify a third party for the third party’s tort liability by an insured as an “insured contract” within the meaning of a liability insurance policy excepting such assumption of liability from an exclusion for contractually assumed liability.

**§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.**

A facially unambiguous agreement in a lease, whereby the lessee agrees to hold the lessor harmless, ascribes a meaning which is “inescapable” when joined with an agreement on the part of the lessee to insure the contents of items stored on the lease property, and when joined with a waiver of subrogation provision. Consequently, where the lessee received payment for its loss from its property insurance carrier, and the carrier then pursued a subrogation action in the name of the lessee against the lessor, the hold harmless and waiver of subrogation provisions precluded the subrogation action. The broad hold harmless provision was held to apply notwithstanding that the alleged negligence of the lessor causing the damage arose out of the lessor’s maintenance of premises other than that leased by the lessor.

Where a named insured subcontractor broadly agrees to indemnify a contract or for damage or injury arising out of the acts or omissions of the subcontractor, and agreed to purchase insurance coverage covering this assumed liability and such coverage is obtained, the carrier owes direct duties of defense and indemnity to the contractor where it is established that a liability for which the contractor paid was the result of the acts or omissions of the insured subcontractor.

---

1185 *Crawford v. Buckner*, 839 S.W.2d 754, 760 (Tenn. 1992); see also *Planters Gin*, 78 S.W.3d at 893.

1186 *Olsen v. Molzen*, 558 S.W.2d 429, 431 (Tenn. 1977); see also *Planters Gin*, 78 S.W.3d at 893.

1187 *Adams v. Roark*, 686 S.W.2d 73, 75-76 (Tenn. 1985); see also *Planters Gin*, 78 S.W.3d at 893.


1189 Id. at 390; *Planters Gin*, 78 S.W.3d at 893.

1190 Id.

1191 Id.

1192 *York*, 63 S.W.3d 384.
§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Ordinarily, the Texas courts “construe indemnity agreements under the normal rules of contract construction” in their attempt to determine the parties’ intent. Thus, determining the intent of the parties requires the courts to examine and consider the entire writing in an effort to “harmonize and give effect to all the provisions of the contract so that none will be rendered meaningless.” Thus, no provision taken alone will be given controlling effect. Rather, all the provisions will be construed with reference to the whole instrument.

Various courts of appeals have held that indemnity obligations are not lightly inferred and, “as a general rule,” indemnity contracts will be strictly construed in favor of the indemnitee.

In contrast to other indemnity agreements, Texas law views contracts that “exculpate a party from the consequences of its own negligence” to constitute an “extraordinary shifting of risk.” Thus, Texas has developed two types of fair notice requirements for such agreements – the express negligence doctrine and the conspicuousness requirement. Whether an indemnity agreement meets the express negligence test and is sufficiently conspicuous is a question of law for the court. If the indemnitee has actual notice or knowledge of the indemnity agreement, these fair notice requirements need not be met. Furthermore, in 2005, the Texas Court of Appeals emphasized that, “[t]he application of the fair notice requirements has been ‘explicitly limited to releases and indemnity clauses in which one party exculpates itself from its own future negligence.’”

---

1194 Universal C.I.T. Credit Corp. v. Daniel, 243 S.W.2d 154, 158 (Tex. 1951).
1199 Id.; see also Green Inter., Inc. v. Solis, 951 S.W.2d 384, 387 (Tex. 1997).
1200 Dresser Indus., 853 S.W.2d at 509.
1201 Id. at 508 n. 2.
In 1987, Texas abandoned the “clear and unequivocal” rule and adopted the “express negligence” rule in *Ethyl Corp. v. Daniel Construction Co.* 1203 The express negligence test requires “that parties seeking to indemnify the indemnitee from the consequences of its own negligence must express that intent in specific terms. Under the doctrine of express negligence, the intent of the parties must be specifically stated within the four corners of the contract.”1204

The express negligence rule applies to any agreement which relieves a party in advance of responsibility for its own negligence, whether that agreement is labeled an indemnity or a release.1205 The doctrine will also be applied to indemnity agreements which cover strict liability claims and agreements for comparative indemnity.1206 The express negligence test *does not* apply to additional insured provisions in insurance policies.1207

The conspicuousness requirement mandates “that something must appear on the face of the [contract] to attract the attention of a reasonable person when he looks at it.”1208 In 1993, the Texas Supreme Court adopted the requirements of the Uniform Commercial Code for indemnities which relieve a party in advance from the consequences of its own negligence:

A term or clause is conspicuous when it is so written that a reasonable person against whom it is to operate ought to have noticed it. A printed heading in capitals (as: NON-NEGOTIABLE BILL OF LADING) is conspicuous. Language in the body of a form is “conspicuous” if it is in larger or other contrasting type or color. But in a telegram any stated term is “conspicuous.”1209

Thus, language in capital headings and language in contrasting type is conspicuous.1210

One Texas court has held that the conspicuousness of an indemnity agreement is shown by objective factors on the face of the contract and does not vary according to “the subjective sophistication and experience of each party against whom the agreement may be asserted.”1211

1203 725 S.W.2d 705 (Tex. 1987).
1204 Id. at 708.
1205 *Dresser Indus.*, 853 S.W.2d at 507.
1208 *Dresser Indus.*, 853 S.W.2d at 508 (quoting *Ling & Co. v. Trinity Sav. & Loan Ass’n*, 482 S.W.2d 841, 843 (Tex. 1972)) (bracket in original).
1209 Id. at 511 (quoting Tex. Bus. & Com. Code Ann. § 1.201(10)).
1210 Id.
Ultimately, “[i]n the absence of an extraordinary shifting of risk, the Supreme Court has ‘resisted expanding the fair notice requirements.’”

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

While Texas has several statutes which limit the enforceability of indemnity contracts, there are two statutory exceptions which have the most potential significance to insurance agreements: the Oilfield Anti-Indemnity Act and the architects and engineers’ anti-indemnity statute.

The Oilfield Anti-Indemnity Act “provides that an agreement pertaining to an oil or gas well is void if it purports to indemnify a party from loss or liability for damage arising out of its own negligence.” The prohibition applies to contracts involved in drilling or servicing of oil, gas, or water wells and mineral mines.

The Act makes unenforceable any indemnity which protects a party from damages resulting from the “sole or concurrent negligence of the indemnitee, his agent or employee, or an individual contractor directly responsible to the indemnitee.” If there is insurance supporting the indemnification agreement, the agreement will be enforceable (1) to the full extent of the indemnity if the agreement is “mutual,” or (2) to $500,000 if the indemnity is “unilateral.” A “mutual” indemnity is an agreement in which the parties agree to indemnify each other and each other’s contractors completely. A “unilateral” indemnity, as the name implies, operates to the favor of only the indemnitee – it is not reciprocal to the indemnitor.

The Act only regulates agreements for the purchase of insurance if they are in support of indemnity agreements. It does not “prohibit ‘insurance shifting’ schemes that do not fall within its parameters; rather it permits certain indemnity agreements if they are supported by liability insurance and meet the section’s other

---

1212 OXY USA, Inc., 161 S.W.3d at 283 (quoting Storage & Processors, Inc. v. Reyes, 134 S.W.3d 190, 193, 47 Tex. Sup. Ct. J. 405 (Tex. 2004)).


1216 Getty Oil Co., 845 S.W.2d at 803.


1218 Id. at § 127.003, et seq.

1219 Id. at §127.005.

1220 Id. at § 127.001(3).

1221 Id. at § 127.001(6).
requirements.”

1222 Thus, the act will not prohibit an independent contractual obligation to provide a party with additional insured status. 1223 Additional insured status will not be prohibited by the Act even if the effect of such an endorsement is to relieve a party for responsibility for its sole negligence. 1224

The architects and engineers’ anti-indemnity statute makes unenforceable some indemnity agreements running from a contractor, some landowners, of building supplier in favor of a registered architect or engineer. 1225 The statute applies to indemnification for damage resulting from defects in plans “prepared, approved, or used” by the architect or engineer or from the negligence of the architect or engineer. 1226 Indemnification of an architect or engineer for liability resulting from the negligent acts of another, including a contractor, is specifically permitted under the statute 1227 and, as would be expected, the courts have enforced such indemnity agreements. 1228

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

Texas will find that an indemnity agreement is covered in a general liability policy which provides insured contract coverage. 1229

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

A risk-shifting agreement which contains both an indemnity and an agreement to procure insurance will ordinarily be enforced as two separate and independent obligations. 1230 In 1992, the Texas Supreme Court decided Getty Oil Co. v. Insurance Co. of North America, which concerned an indemnity agreement containing an agreement to add the indemnitee as additional insured. While the indemnitee was denied indemnification on the basis of res judicata, it was permitted

---


1223 Id. at 805.

1224 Id.


1226 Id. at § 130.002(a)(1)(A).

1227 Id. at § 130.005.


to pursue additional insured status. The court noted: “[i]t was determined [in a prior suit] that Getty had no right of indemnity from NL, but Getty is not attempting to relitigate that issue here. Rather, it is seeking damages for NL’s failure to extend insurance coverage to Getty.”1231

As should be evident from the last two sections, Texas will not allow an indemnity agreement to limit additional insured coverage. Under Texas law, limitations which might be found in an indemnity agreement will not be imported into a policy of insurance which adds an indemnitee as an additional insured.1232

**UTAH**

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

In Utah, the right to indemnification by an express contract or agreement is enforceable if the contract language clearly and unequivocally expresses the parties’ intent to indemnify one another.1233 The language of such provisions must clearly and unequivocally express the parties’ intent to release, shift, or avoid potential liability for loss or injury resulting from particular transactions or occurrences.1234

To constitute a clear and unequivocal expression of intent to indemnify for a party’s own negligence, an indemnity agreement need not contain specific language, but must provide a sufficiently clear and unequivocal expression of the parties’ intent.1235 For example, a provision that holds a party harmless for “any and all claims, damages, loss and expenses, to the fullest extent permitted by law” for “any death, accident, injury or other occurrence” from visits to a specific location, meets the test for enforceability.1236 When interpreting indemnity agreements, Utah courts look at the objectives of the parties and the surrounding facts and circumstances.1237

Historically, such express indemnity agreements were strictly construed by the courts.1238 Utah courts have more recently relaxed the rule of strict construction and

1231 Getty Oil Co., 845 S.W.2d at 802 (emphasis added).

1232 Mid-Continent Cas. Co., 206 F.3d at 494 n. 8 (“But it is the Policy’s language, not the language in the MSA, which governs the scope of the Policy.”). See also, Helmerich & Payne Int’l Drilling Co., 180 S.W. 3d at 645, (citing, Mid-Continent Cas. Co., 206 F.3d at 492-95, to buttress the position that “the language of additional-insured provisions in the contracts at issue were not tied to the validity of the indemnity provisions of the contract and therefore were not affected by the alleged invalidity of the indemnity provisions under applicable anti-indemnity statutes.”).


1234 Russ, 905 P.2d at 906.


1236 Russ, 905 P.2d at 906.

1237 Ervin, 128 P.3d at 15.

1238 Russ, 905 P.2d at 905.
adopted the more lenient “clear and unequivocal” test for enforcing indemnity agreements.\footnote{1239 \textit{Id.}; see also \textit{Ervin}, 128 P.3d at 15; \textit{Pichover v. Smith’s Management Corp.}, 771 P.2d 664, 667-68 (Utah Ct. App. 1989) (discussing trend to limit rule of strict construction for indemnity agreement).}

Express agreements by which one person obtains another person’s agreement to indemnify him from the results for his own negligence are not favored under Utah law and are strictly construed against the indemnitee.\footnote{1240 \textit{Shell Oil Co.}, 658 P.2d at 1189; \textit{Jankele v. Texas Co.}, 54 P.2d 425 (Utah 1936) (stating that it has been declared to be good doctrine that no person may contract against his own negligence).} But where the intention to indemnify a person from losses attributable to his own negligence is “clearly and unequivocally expressed” in the contract language, such an indemnity agreement will be upheld.\footnote{1241 \textit{Shell Oil Co.}, 658 P.2d at 1189-90} Since relieving one from his own negligence is sometimes declared invalid as being against public policy, such intention is not achieved by inference or implication from general language.\footnote{1242 \textit{Russ}, 905 P.2d at 907.}

\section*{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Gross or wanton negligence or intentional misconduct will nullify an indemnity agreement.\footnote{1243 \textit{Union Pac. R.R. Co. v. El Paso Natural Gas Co.}, 408 P.2d 910 (Utah 1965).} An indemnity agreement may also be invalidated on public policy grounds where it is shown to have resulted from duress, deception, a disparity of bargaining power or negotiations conducted at less than arm’s length.\footnote{1244 \textit{Hawkins v. Peart}, 37 P.3d 1062, 1065 (Utah 2001).} When determining whether an indemnity provision offends public policy, Utah courts look to the provision’s context, subject and overall purpose.\footnote{1245 \textit{Shell Oil Co.}, 658 P.2d at 1189-90} For example, while generally releases of liability for prospective negligence are enforceable, the Utah Supreme Court recently held that, as a matter of public policy, a parent may not release a minor’s prospective claim to recover damages for negligence caused by another.\footnote{1246 \textit{See Id. at 1066-67.}}

An indemnity agreement that contravenes a statute or rule may also violate public policy.\footnote{1247 \textit{Utah Code Ann. § 13-8-1 (2005).}} Such a limitation is exemplified by Utah Code Ann. § 13-8-1, which provides that an agreement for the construction, repair, or maintenance of a building which purports to indemnify the promisee for liability resulting from the promisee’s “sole negligence” is void and unenforceable as against public policy.\footnote{1248 \textit{Hawkins}, 37 P.3d at 1066.} However, since building code violations, negligent construction, or other liabilities can arise from their finished product, builders and buyers may contract to place
potential liability for inherent risks of construction sites and similar risks on one of
the parties.\textsuperscript{1249}

Generally, public servants may not contract to escape potential liabilities for
their ordinary negligence,\textsuperscript{1250} including state agencies, utilities, innkeepers, common
carriers, and public warehousers.\textsuperscript{1251} Public servants are persons and entities that
provide essential and indispensable services such as hospital care and police
protection.\textsuperscript{1252} and include those who are duty bound to contract with all comers.\textsuperscript{1253}

\section*{§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.}

No Utah court has discussed whether an indemnity agreement is an “insured
contract” under a liability insurance policy. Such an argument was advanced in
\textit{Smith v. United States Fidelity & Guarantee Co.}, but the court did not reach the
issue.\textsuperscript{1254} Nevertheless, the case indicates that Utah courts might be receptive to such
an argument in the proper factual situation.

\section*{§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring
Insurance.}

Utah courts have held that where the parties have chosen by clear and equivocal
language to require one party to indemnify the other from liability arising from any
cause, including the indemnity’s own negligence, a further provision funding that
indemnification by the purchase of liability insurance should be construed as any
other contractual language, and is not subject to the strict construction rule.\textsuperscript{1255} Contracts to obtain insurance coverage to cover liability arising from an additional
insured’s own negligence will be upheld.\textsuperscript{1256}

Utah permits agreements to procure insurance on behalf of another, and such
agreements do not violate Utah Code Ann. § 13-8-(1), which prohibits indemnity for
a contractor’s sole negligence.\textsuperscript{1257} An agreement to obtain insurance is not an
agreement of insurance; a person promising to obtain insurance does not by that
promise become an insurer and is not responsible for personally insuring or
indemnifying another for its own negligence.\textsuperscript{1258} An agreement to purchase

\begin{footnotes}
\item[1249] Russ, 905 P.2d at 907.
\item[1250] Id.
\item[1251] Id.
\item[1252] Id.
\item[1253] Id.
\item[1254] Smith v. United States Fidelity & Guarantee Co., 949 P.2d 337 (Utah 1997).
\item[1255] Christiansen v. Holiday Rent-A-Car, 845 P.2d 1316, 1322 (Utah Ct. App. 1992); see also Freund v.
Utah Power & Light Co., 793 P.2d at 372-73.
\item[1256] Freund, 793 P.2d at 373.
\item[1258] Id. at 598.
\end{footnotes}
insurance does not make the party agreeing to provide the insurance an
indemnitor.\footnote{1259}

In \textit{Christiansen v. Holiday Rent-A-Car},\footnote{1260} the plaintiff in a personal injury suit challenged the trial court’s determination that third party defendant Airport Shuttle Parking (“Airport”) breached a contractual obligation to secure liability insurance for defendant Holiday Rent-A-Car (“Holiday”).\footnote{1261} As part of a sublease between Airport and Holiday, Airport allegedly agreed to obtain liability insurance that would cover Holiday once the two companies began sharing Airport’s facilities.\footnote{1262} The plaintiff alleged that Holiday was brought within the scope of Airport’s insurance policy, but the policy did not list Holiday as an additional insured.\footnote{1263}

The insurance policy contained an exclusion providing that the policy did not apply to liability assumed by the insured under any contract or agreement except an “insured contract.”\footnote{1264} The policy’s definition of “insured contract” included a written lease of premises, such as the sublease agreement between Airport and Holiday.\footnote{1265} The Court held that this exception to the exclusion provided coverage for liability claims contractually assumed by Airport under a sublease agreement, but it was not enough that Airport was a party to the sublease agreement.\footnote{1266} For the plaintiff’s claim against Holiday to survive the exclusion, Airport must have contracted to assume liability under that agreement.\footnote{1267} The Court found that this policy provision contemplated the familiar situation where parties to a lease contractually allocate liability as between themselves for injuries sustained by visitors to the property.\footnote{1268} The plaintiff argued that under the terms of the sublease, the Airport agreed to indemnify Holiday for judgments levied against Holiday by third parties.\footnote{1269}

The Court disagreed and held that Airport did not contractually assume Holiday’s liability.\footnote{1270} Rather, Airport simply agreed to make Holiday an insured on
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its existing liability policy, which was its sole obligation.\textsuperscript{1271} Airport did not agree to personally pay judgments against Holiday, and did not assume liability under the sublease for Holiday’s negligence.\textsuperscript{1272} It did not agree to indemnify nor hold Holiday harmless concerning the shared premises.\textsuperscript{1273} Thus a mere agreement to purchase insurance does not constitute indemnity.

\section*{VERMONT}

\section*{§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Vermont courts generally recognize the enforceability of express indemnification agreements contained within commercial contracts. Where the language of an indemnity agreement is clear, the intention and understanding of the parties must be taken to be that which their agreement declares.\textsuperscript{1274} “We interpret the indemnification provisions of a document as we do all other contract provisions – to give effect to the intent of the parties as their intent is expressed in their writing.”\textsuperscript{1275} Thus, indemnification clauses expressly covering liability for an indemnitee’s own negligence are enforceable.\textsuperscript{1276}

Where the language of an indemnity agreement “clearly and unequivocally indicates that one party is to be indemnified, regardless of whether or not that injury was caused in part by that party, indemnification is required notwithstanding the indemnitee’s active negligence.”\textsuperscript{1277} Courts have not required specific or express language referring to the indemnitee’s negligence in order to uphold an absolute indemnification clause.\textsuperscript{1278} Rather, broad, absolute indemnity language will be enforced if the intent of the parties is clear. Thus, the following clause in a lease agreement was enforced despite the landlord’s own negligence: “Tenant agrees to indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Landlord from and against any and all losses, claims, liabilities, and expenses, including reasonable attorney’s fees, if any, which
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Landlord may suffer or incur in connection with Tenant’s use or misuse of premises.”

Even where the language of an indemnity agreement is clear and unambiguous, however, courts will only enforce such language in arms-length business deals between commercial parties dividing risks and responsibilities. Where there are issues of unequal bargaining power, fairness, and risk spreading, the courts may not enforce an absolute indemnity provision on public policy grounds.  

Also, since the courts are more likely to enforce contracts of indemnity where the parties are sophisticated entities with equal bargaining power, a federal district court has held that a third-party may sustain an action for contractual indemnification against the employer of an injured party. The worker’s compensation bar of 21 V.S.A. § 622 is not a bar to a claim for contractual indemnity from the employer.

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Vermont is in the minority of states that have not passed legislation limiting the enforceability of contractual indemnity provisions in certain contexts.

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

No Vermont court has specifically addressed the extent to which an insured is covered for its indemnification of another’s tort liability where a policy specifically excludes contractually assumed liability, but excepts from this exclusion “insured” or “incidental” contracts. However, a clause in a liability insurance policy which excludes liability assumed by the insured by a contract does not exclude coverage of claims for which the law imposes primary liability on the insured where the insured agrees to protect another against secondary liability.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Where parties agree that one of the parties will purchase insurance as part of an underlying agreement, “it is only natural that they assume that the insurance is for their mutual benefit and that the parties will look only to the insurance for loss coverage.” In the landlord/tenant context, the agreement of the parties that the landlord will procure insurance is interpreted to mean that the tenant is an additional insured on the insurance policy. Thus, the tenant is protected against subrogation

1279 Hart, 776 A.2d at 422.
1280 Hamelin, 702 A.2d at 89.
1281 Id.
claims by the insurer. The rationale for this rule is that “multiplicity of insurance policies and overlapping coverage in commercial settings is economically inefficient and results in higher overall costs.”

Vermont courts have not specifically addressed whether the existence of an insurance policy naming the indemnitee as an “additional insured” and providing coverage in an amount greater than the amount required to be procured in the underlying indemnification agreement entitles the indemnitee to coverage beyond the scope of the original agreement.

Vermont courts have addressed a similar situation regarding the right of an insurer to make a subrogation claim for insurance coverage paid which exceeded the amount of the insurance coverage required under an underlying construction contract. In Behr v. Hook, the owner of a home under construction was required under the standard AIA contract to purchase and maintain property insurance “in the amount of the initial contract plus any later modifications thereto for the entire work.” The contract also included a waiver of subrogation provision that required the owner, general contractor and subcontractors to waive all rights against each other for damages “to the extent that there is property insurance obtained pursuant to” the contract.

After paying the owner for the owner’s entire loss following a fire, the insurer brought suit against subcontractors, arguing that $181,000 of $1.4 million paid to the owner was in excess of the contract provision which required the owner to obtain property insurance. This amount covered cabinets, plumbing and landscaping which were specifically excluded from the contract. The insurer thus argued that since the contract provision only required the owner to obtain insurance “in the amount of the initial contract plus any later modifications” the amount for which the owner was compensated for the specifically excluded items was recoverable from subcontractors. The court disagreed. While the owner was not required to obtain insurance that would compensate him for anything more than “the initial contract plus any later modifications,” the owner had gone beyond the requirement and obtained additional insurance coverage. Since the waiver of subrogation provision applied to the extent of “property insurance obtained pursuant to the contract,” the subcontractors received the benefit of the additional coverage procured by the owner. Thus, the insurer could not bring a subrogation action against the
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contractors for the difference between the insurance provided, and the insurance required.\textsuperscript{1295}

\textbf{VIRGINIA}

\section*{§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

“Virginia courts adhere to the ‘plain meaning’ rule of interpreting contracts, whereby clear and explicit language in a contract is to be taken in its ordinary signification, and, if the meaning is plain when so read, the instrument must be given effect accordingly . . . and, of course, indemnity agreements are subject to general rules of contract construction.”\textsuperscript{1296} In assessing a contractual right of indemnification under Virginia law, the language of the contract must be viewed as a whole, and clear and unambiguous terms should be construed according to their plain meaning.\textsuperscript{1297} Of greatest importance are the parties’ intentions, and courts must not insert by construction a term not specifically expressed in the agreement.\textsuperscript{1298}

An “indemnity agreement is enforceable even if it protects a party from its own negligence, so long as the terms of the agreement are ‘clear and explicit.’”\textsuperscript{1299} “It is apparently not against the public policy of Virginia for one to contract against his own negligence in some situations, . . . [but] neither is there a strong policy supporting such agreements to the extent that they should be read into a contract which shows no ambiguity on its face.”\textsuperscript{1300} When an agreement indemnifies the indemnitee “from and against all liability for injury or death” and only excepts the indemnitee’s sole negligence, the agreement will be construed to cover the concurrent negligence of the indemnitor and indemnitee.\textsuperscript{1301}

Moreover, the exclusive remedy provision of the Virginia Workers’ Compensation Act, “does not invalidate an express indemnification agreement between an employer and a third party” and an action will still lie against the employer for contractual indemnity based on injuries sustained by an employee.\textsuperscript{1302} Similarly, although a common carrier cannot contract to relieve itself of its own
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negligence when acting as a common carrier, it can contract to be indemnified for its own negligence when it is not acting as a common carrier or transporter.\textsuperscript{1303}

\section*{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Various public policy considerations place limits on the boundaries of enforceable indemnification in Virginia.

As stated above, common carriers and public utilities may not contract against liability for their own negligence in performing duties in their public capacity, but may enter into an indemnification agreement against their own negligence if they are acting in a purely private capacity.\textsuperscript{1304} Even if contracting as a private party, however, a common carrier or public utility may not be indemnified for its own negligence in performing a duty owed to the public.\textsuperscript{1305} The statute applicable to common carriers provides as follows:

No contract, receipt, rule, or regulation shall exempt any transportation company from the liability of a common carrier which would exist had no contract been made or entered into and no such contract, receipt, rule, or regulation for exemption from liability for injury or loss occasioned by the neglect or misconduct of such transportation company as a common carrier shall be valid. The liability referred to in this section shall mean the liability imposed by law upon a common carrier for any loss, damage, or injury to freight or passengers in its custody and care as a common carrier.\textsuperscript{1306}

Similarly, any provision in a construction contract which provides for indemnification for injury or damage caused solely by the indemnitee’s negligence is void as against public policy. The applicable code section provides:

Any provision contained in any contract relating to the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building, structure or appurtenance thereto, including moving, demolition and excavation connected therewith, or any provision contained in any contract relating to the construction of projects other than buildings by which the contractor performing such work purports to indemnify or hold harmless another party to the contract against liability for damage arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property suffered in the course of performance of the contract, caused by or resulting solely from the negligence of such other party or his agents or employees, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable. This section applies to such contracts between contractors and any public body, as defined in § 2.2-4301.

---


\textsuperscript{1304} \textit{Richardson-Wayland}, supra, 219 Va. at 201-203.
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This section shall not affect the validity of any insurance contract, workers’ compensation, or any agreement issued by an admitted insurer.1307

Finally, certain indemnification clauses in contracts involving design professionals are void as against public policy. More specifically:

Any provision contained in any contract relating to the planning or design of a building, structure or appurtenance thereto, including moving, demolition or excavation connected therewith, or any provision contained in any contract relating to the planning or design of construction projects other than buildings by which the architect or professional engineer performing such work purports to indemnify or hold harmless another party to the contract against liability for damage arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property suffered in the course of the performance of the contract, caused by or resulting solely from the negligence of such other party, his agents or employees, is against public policy and is void and unenforceable.

This section shall apply to such contracts between an architect or professional engineer and any public body as defined in § 2.2-4301. Every provision contained in a contract between an architect or professional engineer and a public body relating to the planning or design of a building, structure or appurtenance thereto, including moving, demolition or excavation connected therewith, or relating to the planning or design of construction projects other than buildings by which the architect or professional engineer performing such work purports to indemnify or hold harmless the public body against liability is against public policy and is void and unenforceable. This section shall not be construed to alter or affect any provision in such a contract that purports to indemnify or hold harmless the public body against liability for damage arising out of the negligent acts, errors or omissions, recklessness or intentionally wrongful conduct of the architect or professional engineer in performance of the contract.

This section shall not affect the validity of any insurance contract, workers’ compensation, or any agreement issued by an admitted insurer.1308

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The Fourth Circuit, applying Virginia law, has held with little discussion that an indemnity agreement, by which the insured assumes the tort liability of another, is an “insured contract” for purposes of the exception in the form commercial general liability insurance policy to the exclusion for contractually assumed liability.1309


§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Although not addressed by any Virginia court, the Fourth Circuit has predicted that Virginia courts would rely on valid, enforceable indemnification agreements to give context to and determine the allocation of liability in an insurance dispute.\textsuperscript{1310} Relying on an Eighth Circuit decision, the Fourth Circuit adopted the view that an indemnity agreement between the insureds or a contract with an indemnification clause may shift an entire loss to a particular insurer. In \textit{St. Paul}, the Fourth Circuit relied on an indemnity clause to place the risk of loss for all claims on the indemnitee’s insurer, even though the indemnitors had procured their own policies for their liabilities. Holding that the scope of the underlying indemnity agreement should be decided simultaneous with the coverage issues, the Fourth Circuit predicted that a Virginia court would give priority to the underlying indemnity agreement to allocate responsibility among insurers where there was a concomitant agreement by the parties to purchase insurance to cover losses under the contract.\textsuperscript{1311}

\textbf{WASHINGTON}

§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

In Washington, contracting parties may agree to indemnify as they choose according to the general rules of contract interpretation. Indemnification for an indemnitee’s sole negligence is permissible so long as the arrangement is not prohibited by statute or public policy.\textsuperscript{1312}

In order to provide indemnification for the indemnitee’s sole negligence, such intention must be “expressed in clear and unequivocal terms.”\textsuperscript{1313} “[T]he general rules that disfavor an agreement to indemnify an indemnitee against its own negligence do not render such a clause void or unenforceable as a matter of law. Instead, what these rules require is that . . . the agreement must be clearly spelled out.”\textsuperscript{1314} Washington courts currently require “that more specific language be used to evidence a clear and unequivocal intention to indemnify the indemnitee’s own negligence.”\textsuperscript{1315} This represents a departure from the more general rule of looking “to the entirety of the contract” where the term “negligence” need not be used.\textsuperscript{1316}

Where the parties agree that indemnity will be provided “whether or not caused by [the indemnitee’s] . . . negligence,” such language is sufficient to meet the more

\textsuperscript{1310} Id.
\textsuperscript{1311} Id.
\textsuperscript{1312} \textit{See Northwest Airlines v. Hughes Air Corp.}, 702 P.2d 1192, 1193 (Wash. 1985).
\textsuperscript{1313} Id., citing 41 Am. Jur. 2d Indemnity § 15 (1968) and 42 C.J.S. Indemnity § 7 (1944).
\textsuperscript{1314} \textit{McDowell v. Austin Co.}, 710 P.2d 192, 194 (Wash. 1985) (internal citations and punctuation omitted).
\textsuperscript{1316} Id.
specific requirement permitting indemnification for sole negligence.\textsuperscript{1317} Furthermore, liability, rather than negligence, may be the “triggering mechanism of an indemnity contract.”\textsuperscript{1318} Thus, an agreement in which one agrees to “indemnify and save harmless . . . . against all liability for personal injury, including death resulting therefrom, . . . caused or alleged to have been caused, directly or indirectly, by an act or omission, negligent or otherwise, . . .” is enforceable, despite not mentioning negligence.\textsuperscript{1319}

In general, a third party can enforce a written indemnity agreement against an employer for losses the third party has paid to an employee.\textsuperscript{1320} In the construction context, the exclusive remedy provision in the Worker’s Compensation laws may be circumvented in a written indemnity agreement by an express statement that the employer waives immunity under the Washington State Industrial Insurance Act.\textsuperscript{1321} Wash. Rev. Code § 4.24.115(2) imposes the additional requirement that the waiver be “mutually negotiated by the parties.”\textsuperscript{1322}

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Rev. Code Wash. § 4.24.115 limits parties’ ability to enter into indemnity agreements in the construction context. In pertinent part, the provision reads as follows:

A covenant, promise, agreement or understanding in, or in connection with or collateral to, a contract or agreement relative to the construction, alteration, repair, addition to, subtraction from, improvement to, or maintenance of, any building, highway, road, railroad, excavation, or other structure, project, development, or improvement attached to real estate, including moving and demolition in connection therewith, purporting to indemnify against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property:

(1) Caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the indemnitee, his agents or employees is against public policy and is void and unenforceable;

(2) Caused by or resulting from the concurrent negligence of (a) the indemnitee or the indemnitee’s agents or employees, and (b) the indemnitor or the indemnitor’s agents or employees, is valid and enforceable only to the extent of the indemnitor’s negligence and only if the agreement specifically and expressly provides therefor, and may waive the indemnitor’s immunity under industrial insurance, Title 51 RCW, only if the agreement specifically and expressly provides therefor and the waiver was

\textsuperscript{1317} Id.

\textsuperscript{1318} McDowell, 710 P.2d at 194.

\textsuperscript{1319} Id.


\textsuperscript{1321} Wash. Rev. Code § 4.24.115(2).

\textsuperscript{1322} Id.
mutually negotiated by the parties. This subsection applies to agreements entered into after June 11, 1986.\textsuperscript{1323}

Contractual language sufficient to satisfy the statute must specifically state that the agreement provides indemnity for concurrent negligence to the extent of the indemnitor’s negligence.\textsuperscript{1324}

Upon a finding that an indemnity provision purports to indemnify for a party’s sole negligence in the construction context, coupled with a factual finding that the injury at issue was caused by the indemnitee’s sole negligence, the agreement is rendered ineffective.\textsuperscript{1325} The purpose of the rule is to “prevent injustice, and to insure that a contracting party has fair notice that a large and ruinous award can be assessed against it solely by reason of negligence attributable to the other contracting party.”\textsuperscript{1326}

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

An agreement to indemnify another for the other’s tort liability is an “insured contract” within the exception to the commercial general liability policy exclusion for contractually assumed liability. The concept of “insured contract” generally contemplates a contract in which the insured assumes tort liability it would not have had absent the subject contract.\textsuperscript{1327} Washington courts have given effect to an “insured contract” provision to provide coverage for an indemnity agreement.\textsuperscript{1328}

Even though an indemnity agreement qualifies as an “insured contract,” such a fact does not always mean that coverage will apply due to the fact that other exclusions may overcome the exception for “insured contracts.” For example, with respect to a lease which provided for insurance coverage, coupled with an exception to the contractual liability exclusion for “insured contracts,” the \textit{Cle Elum Bowl, Inc.} Court held that the general exclusion for liability incurred on rented property was sufficient to overcome the extension of coverage for the insured contract.\textsuperscript{1329}

\textsuperscript{1324} See \textit{Gilbert H. Moen Co. v. Island Steel Erectors, Inc.}, 912 P.2d 472, 474 (Wash. 1996). The agreement at issue provided that “[I]ndemnify [Moen] for liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the concurrent negligence of (a) [Moen or its] agents or employees, and (b) [Island or its] agents or employees, shall apply only to the extent of negligence of [Island or its] agents or employees.”
\textsuperscript{1325} \textit{See McDowell}, 710 P.2d at 194.
\textsuperscript{1326} \textit{Id.} at 195 (citing \textit{Joe Adams & Son v. McCann Constr. Co.}, 475 S.W.2d 721, 722 (Tex. 1971)).
\textsuperscript{1327} \textit{Truck Ins. Exch.}, 81 P.3d at 934-935.
\textsuperscript{1328} \textit{See generally, id.}
\textsuperscript{1329} See \textit{Cle Elum Bowl, Inc. v. North Pacific Ins. Co. Inc.}, 981 P.2d at 872 (Wash. Ct. App. 1999); \textit{see also Mut. of Enumclaw Ins. Co. v. Patrick Archer Constr., Inc.}, 97 P.3d 751 (Wash. Ct. App. 2004) (finding that a specific exclusion overrides a general grant of coverage by endorsement, and no ambiguity results when the two provisions arguably cover the same subject matter).
§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Although agreements to procure insurance are found in several cases analyzing indemnity agreements, the Washington Courts have not extensively discussed the effect an agreement to procure insurance has on the indemnity obligation itself. Courts have noted that enforcing third party indemnification agreements in certain situations, such as where liability may otherwise be barred due to worker’s compensation immunity, “allows contractors to allocate ‘responsibility to purchase insurance’ according to their negotiated allocation of risk and potential liabilities.”

In *Truck Ins. Exchange*, a contractor and subcontractor entered into an indemnification agreement whereby the subcontractor was required to indemnify the contractor against claims caused by its acts, omissions or negligence. The subcontractor was further required, by contract, to procure insurance naming the contractor as an additional insured. Despite policy exclusions for injury to an employee of “the insured”, the insurance policy was held to extend coverage to both the contractor and the subcontractor where one of the subcontractor’s employees was injured. The subcontractor’s indemnity obligation was covered by the policy because the court expressly held that the indemnity agreement was an “insured contract” under the policy.

A valid “waiver of subrogation” provision in an indemnification agreement insulates only the promisor from liability to the extent of the promisee’s insurance coverage. For example, an indemnification provision which requires that the owner and general contractor obtain insurance to cover all claims arising under the contract between the owner and general contractor, and expressly waives subrogation rights to the extent of insurance coverage, affords no relief to a subcontractor not a party to the contract itself. Even where the parties arguably intended a ‘standard’ waiver (which would have included subcontractors) and provided that the waiver applied to all claims, because the waiver as drafted was found to have been negotiated by the contracting parties, the subcontractor was excluded from its scope.

Washington courts reject the rule that “co-insured status for any loss under a builder’s risk policy automatically insulates the co-insured from subrogation by the

---

1330 *Truck Ins. Exch.* at 934, citing *McDowell*, 710 P.2d at 192.

1331 *Id.* at 931.

1332 *Id.* at 930.

1333 *Id.* at 935 (insured contract was exception to the exclusion for injury to an employee of the insured).


1335 *Id.* at 728-729 (despite reference to all claims, waiver provision does not support finding that the parties agreed not to sue anyone).

1336 *Id.*
insurer for damage to all property covered therein.”\textsuperscript{1337} Rather, the scope of protection rests soundly within the parameters of the indemnification agreement itself.\textsuperscript{1338}

**WEST VIRGINIA**

\textbf{§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Contractual agreements to indemnify are enforceable.\textsuperscript{1339} Ordinary rules of contract construction apply when interpreting the language of an indemnity contract.\textsuperscript{1340} This includes the rules governing the requisites and validity of contracts.\textsuperscript{1341} A valid written agreement using plain and unambiguous language should be enforced according to its plain intent and should not be construed.\textsuperscript{1342}

Except as discussed below, indemnity agreements are encouraged in West Virginia. “[P]ublic policy demands that indemnity agreements be permitted unless they go beyond mere allocation of potential joint and several liability and indemnify against the sole negligence of the indemnitee without an appropriate insurance fund . . .”\textsuperscript{1343}

\textbf{§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.}

Agreements to indemnify a party against its sole negligence in connection with construction activities are void and unenforceable.\textsuperscript{1344} W.Va. Code § 55-8-14 provides as follows:

A covenant, promise, agreement or understanding in or in connection with or collateral to a contract or agreement entered into on or after the effective date of this section [June 6, 1975], relative to the construction, alteration, repair, addition to, subtraction from, improvement to or maintenance of any building, highway, road, railroad, water, sewer, electrical or gas distribution system, excavation or other structure, project, development or improvement attached to real estate, including moving and demolition in connection therewith, purporting to indemnify against liability for damages arising out of bodily injury to persons or damage to property caused by or resulting from the sole negligence of the indemnitee, his agents or employees is


\textsuperscript{1338} *Id.*


\textsuperscript{1341} *Dawson v. Norfolk and Western Railway Co.*, 197 W. Va. 10, 17 (1996)

\textsuperscript{1342} *Id.*

\textsuperscript{1343} *Dalton*, 189 W. Va. at 431.

\textsuperscript{1344} *W. Va. Code* § 55-8-14.
against public policy and is void and unenforceable and no action shall be
maintained thereon.

The code section does not effect agreements for indemnification which exclude
indemnification for an indemnitee’s sole negligence.\(^\text{1345}\)

However, courts will not automatically void an agreement to indemnify, even for
a party’s sole negligence. Rather, the courts will void a broad indemnity agreement
only if the indemnitee is actually found by a jury to be solely at fault, and only if it
cannot be inferred from the contract that there was a proper agreement to purchase
insurance for the benefit of the concerned parties.\(^\text{1346}\) “A contract that provides in
substance that A shall purchase insurance to protect B against actions arising from
B’s sole negligence does not violate the statute as public policy encourages both the
allocation of risks and the purchase of insurance.”\(^\text{1347}\) Consequently, a facially void
indemnity will be saved by an agreement to purchase insurance covering the
indemnity obligation.

Employers who participate in the workers’ compensation scheme are protected
from liability for the injury or death of an employee.\(^\text{1348}\) This protection extends to
suits filed by third parties against the employer.\(^\text{1349}\) Liability against an employer is
exclusive under the statute unless the employer waives the immunity by entering into
a contractual agreement to indemnify.\(^\text{1350}\)

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

The courts recognize that an insured’s agreement to indemnify another
constitutes an “insured contract” within the meaning of a general liability policy.\(^\text{1351}\)
In a general commercial liability policy, a party with an insured contract stands in the
shoes of the insured for coverage purposes.\(^\text{1352}\)

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring
Insurance.

As noted above, a third party stands in the shoes of the insured pursuant to an
“insured contract.”\(^\text{1353}\)


\(^{1346}\) \textit{Dalton}, 189 W. Va. at 431.

\(^{1347}\) \textit{Id}.


W. Va. 1980).

\(^{1350}\) \textit{Valloric v. Dravo Corp.}, 178 W. Va. at 17, n3 (citation omitted); \textit{Belcher}, 498 F. Supp. at 631.


\(^{1352}\) \textit{Id.} (citing \textit{Consolodation Coal Co. v. Boston Old Colony Ins. Co.}, 203 W. Va. 385 (1998)).

\(^{1353}\) \textit{Id}.
As also noted, the purchase of insurance will remedy an allegedly void indemnity based upon the agreement to indemnify for another’s sole negligence. In *Dalton, supra*, a party agreed to indemnify another against all liabilities attributed to indemnitee, (arguably) including liability for the indemnitee’s sole negligence.\(^\text{1354}\) The agreement furthermore required the indemnitor to obtain insurance that covered all of the indemnitor’s potential liability under the indemnity clause.\(^\text{1355}\) The ultimate issue was whether the indemnitee could enforce the indemnity agreement.\(^\text{1356}\) In finding the indemnity enforceable, the court characterized the indemnity clause as “really only an agreement to purchase insurance . . .”\(^\text{1357}\)

**WISCONSIN**

§ I - General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Wisconsin courts have consistently upheld the validity of indemnity contracts.\(^\text{1358}\)

It is a settled rule in this state that indemnity agreements are to be broadly construed where they deal with the negligence of the indemnitee, but strictly construed where the indemnitee seeks to be indemnified for his own negligence . . . The obligation to indemnify an indemnitee for its own negligence must be clearly and unequivocally expressed in the agreement. General language will not suffice.\(^\text{1359}\)

A contract of indemnity will not be construed so as to indemnify one against loss or damage resulting from his own negligent acts unless such intention is expressed in clear and unequivocal terms.\(^\text{1360}\) If the parties agree to indemnify the indemnitee for his own negligence, such indemnity agreements are strictly construed and must satisfy the conspicuousness standards in WIS. STAT. § 401.201(10).\(^\text{1361}\) “A term is conspicuous when it is so written that a reasonable person against whom it is to operate ought to have noticed it.”\(^\text{1362}\)

\(^\text{1354}\) *Dalton*, 189 W. Va. at 429.

\(^\text{1355}\) *Id.* at 430.

\(^\text{1356}\) *Id.* at 429.

\(^\text{1357}\) *Id.* at 432.

\(^\text{1358}\) *Herchelroth v. Mahar*, 153 N.W.2d 6 (Wis. 1967); *Mustas v. Inland Constr., Inc.*, 120 N.W.2d 95 (Wis. 1963); *Mikula v. Miller Brewing Co.*, 701 N.W.2d 613 (Wisc. Ct. App. 2005).


\(^\text{1360}\) *Spivey*, 255 N.W.2d at 472; *but see Herchelroth*, 153 N.W.2d at 9 (construing an indemnification agreement drawn in general language as intending to protect the indemnitee for its own negligent acts; however, it was clear from the record, that no other purpose could be served by the agreement other than to protect the indemnitee's responsibility for his negligent acts).

\(^\text{1361}\) *Deminsky v. Arlington Plastics Machinery*, 657 N.W.2d 411, 422-23 (Wis. 2003).

\(^\text{1362}\) WIS. STAT. § 401.201(10) (2003).
The Wisconsin Supreme Court, in Spivey v. Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co, stated that an agreement to indemnify a party against its own negligence is not against public policy, but that it would not so construe a contract unless it is apparent that such result was clearly intended.\footnote{Spivey, 255 N.W.2d at 472.} “Such agreements are liberally construed when they deal with the negligence of the indemnitee, but are strictly construed when the indemnitee seeks to be indemnified for his own negligence.”\footnote{Bialas v. Portage County, 236 N.W.2d 18, 19 (Wis. 1975).} This rule of strict construction, however, cannot be used to defeat the clear intent of the parties: If the agreement clearly states that the indemnitee is to be covered for losses occasioned by his own negligent acts, the indemnitee may recover under the contract. Additionally, if it is clear that the purpose and unmistakable intent of the parties in entering into the contract was for no other reason than to cover losses occasioned by the indemnitee's own negligence, indemnification may be afforded.\footnote{Spivey, supra, at 63-64; see also Hastreiter v. Karau Buildings, Inc., 205 N.W.2d 162 (Wis. 1973) (reasoning it was the intent of the parties to hold the indemnitee harmless even though he was negligent, because there was an explicit provision requiring a public liability insurance that was intended to protect the indemnitee from the effects of his own negligence).}

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Indemnity.

Although Wis. Stat. § 895.49, voids agreements in construction contracts that limit or eliminate tort liability,\footnote{Wis. Stat. § 895.49 (2006).} this does not necessarily extend to indemnity agreements. “Since the statute limits the common law right to freely contract, courts interpret it narrowly, placing the least possible restriction on the common law right.”\footnote{Gerdmann v. U.S. Fire Ins. Co., 350 N.W.2d 730, 734 (Wis. Ct. App. 1984) (citing Wisconsin Bankers Ass’n v. Mutual Savings and Loan Ass’n, 291 N.W.2d 869, 876-77 (Wis. 1980)).}

The statute specifically provides as follows:

Certain agreements to limit or eliminate tort liability void.

(1) Any provision to limit or eliminate tort liability as a part of or in connection with any contract, covenant or agreement relating to the construction, alteration, repair or maintenance of a building, structure, or other work related to construction, including any moving, demolition or excavation, is against public policy and void.

(2) This section does not apply to any insurance contract or workers compensation plan.

(3) This section shall not apply to any provision of any contract, covenant or agreement entered into prior to July 1, 1978.\footnote{Wis. Stat. § 895.49 (2006).}
The Wisconsin Court of Appeals explained the impact of the statute in *Gerdmann v. U.S. Fire Ins. Co.*[^1369] In that case, the contractor contended that an indemnity clause requiring the contractor to indemnify the owner was void pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 895.49. The court held that the indemnification clause was not void under § 895.49 because it did not attempt to relieve the owner from liability, but merely required the contractor to indemnify the owner against loss that stemmed from liability.[^1370] The court stated that the statute did not void indemnity agreements, and should be narrowly construed.  

§ III - Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

While Wisconsin has acknowledge the “insured contract” exception to the contractual liability exclusion in the form general liability policy,[^1372] it did not apply the exception. In *Nu-Pak, Inc. v. Wine Specialties International, Ltd.*, the indemnitee sought coverage under the indemnitee’s policy on the theory that the indemnitor had assumed tort liabilities.[^1373] The claim, however, was based on the indemnitor’s own tort liabilities, as opposed to any that it had assumed under the indemnity agreement. The court held that “insured contract” provision did not apply as the liabilities were the indemnitee’s own and not those of a third party.

§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Under Wisconsin law, parties to a contract may allocate the risk of loss by agreeing that one party shall maintain insurance in order to save harmless the other party from liability. An insurance procurement clause will be construed to provide the extent of coverage required by the indemnity agreement.[^1374]

In *Michael A.P. v. Solsrud*,[^1375] a subcontractor’s injured employee brought suit against the general contractor. In turn, the general contractor sued the subcontractor and his insurer based on an indemnity agreement. The indemnity contract required the subcontractor to procure commercial liability coverage. Since the subcontractor’s obligation to indemnify the general contractor was limited to liability incurred because of the subcontractor’s negligence, the court similarly limited the insurance coverage to the extent of the indemnity obligation.[^1376] Thus, an insurer’s obligation will likely be limited to the scope of its insured’s indemnity obligation.

[^1369]: 350 N.W.2d 730.

[^1370]: *Id.* See also *Abrohams v. Wisconsin Tel. Co.*, 367 N.W.2d 242 (Wis. Ct. App. 1985) (holding an indemnity agreement between a company and a contractor was not void under Wis. Stat. § 895.49 because the agreement merely made the contractor the insurer if damages resulted and did not limit or eliminate the company’s tort liability).

[^1371]: *Id.*


[^1373]: *Id.*


[^1375]: *Id.*

[^1376]: *Michael A.P.*, 514 N.W.2d at 879.
§ I – General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Wyoming courts have consistently recognized and enforced contracts of indemnity, except where such agreements are against public policy. However, in order to enforce a contract of indemnity or any other contract claiming to relieve one from the consequences of his failure to exercise ordinary care, the parties must express their intention very clearly.

As a general rule, “...a contract of indemnity will not be construed to indemnify the indemnitee against losses resulting from his own negligent acts unless such intention is expressed in clear and unequivocal terms, or unless no other meaning can be ascribed to it.” Under this rule of strict construction, an agreement which stated only that the “Contractor shall indemnify and hold Company harmless against ... injury or death of any person ... resulting directly or indirectly from any and all acts or omissions of Contractor ... in connection with the performance of any work provided for herein” would not cover the indemnitee’s own negligence. Further, “mere general, broad and seemingly all inclusive language in an indemnifying agreement has been said not to be sufficient to impose liability for the indemnitee’s own negligence.”

Courts look upon contracts that serve to exculpate one from consequences of their own negligent actions with disfavor. “Therefore, an agreement for indemnity is construed strictly against the indemnitee, particularly when the indemnitee was the drafter of the instrument.” The test is “whether the contract language specifically focuses attention on the fact that by the agreement the indemnitor was assuming liability for indemnitee’s own negligence.” For example, a provision in a subcontract that obligated the subcontractor to the general contractor in the same respect that the general contractor was obligated to the owner under the prime contract was “not a clear and unequivocal agreement to indemnify the general contractor on account of its own negligence.”

“In cases where there is an express contractual provision for indemnity and the parties raise as alternative theories of indemnity, breach of contract or passive negligence, the courts usually hold that the express contractual provision for

---


1378 Id. at 758.

1379 Id. (citing Wyoming Johnson, Inc. v. Stag Industries, Inc., 662 P.2d 96 (Wyo. 1983)).

1380 Id.


1383 Id.

1384 Id.

1385 Id. (emphasis added).
indemnity governs, and that the theories of breach of contract or passive negligence should not be allowed to enlarge upon or expand the express contractual provision for indemnity.”

The rationale behind this policy is that the parties knowingly and “adequately set out their intention in the express contractual agreement with respect to indemnity.”

It is important to enforce contractual indemnity provisions due to the fact that the parties themselves have dealt with the question of indemnity in the written contract and have intended for this specific issue to be resolved in a manner in which they mutually agree upon, rather than following some general common law rule to govern their rights and liabilities in a particular situation.

Also, where there is concurrent negligence, the parties must be especially clear in their intent to indemnify. “Where the injury was caused by concurrent negligence of the indemnitor and the indemnitee, the courts have frequently read into contracts of indemnity exceptions for injuries caused in part by the indemnitee, although there is authority to the contrary.”

“Even the fact that the contract requires the indemnitor to hold the indemnitee harmless from damage caused by the indemnitor’s ‘negligent acts and omissions’ has been held insufficient to make the indemnity clause applicable in a case where the indemnitee’s negligence concurred with that of the indemnitor to cause the injury.”

“If the indemnitee means to throw the loss upon the indemnitor for a fault in which he himself individually shares, he must express that purpose beyond any pre-adventure of doubt.”

“Although the Wyoming Worker’s Compensation Act bars an employee and those claiming under him from suing the employer, the Act does not bar other third-parties sued by the employee from bringing an action against the employer for indemnity based on a contract between the employer and the third-party.”

§ II – Exceptions to General Rules of Contractual Indemnity.

Indemnity contracts that are deemed against public policy are unenforceable. Wyoming Statute § 30-1-131 voids and makes unenforceable any agreement to the extent it seeks to indemnify an indemnitee for its own negligence regarding any work pertaining to wells for oil, gas or water, or mines for minerals. The statute provides:

1386 Id. at 102.

1387 Id.

1388 Id. at 101.


1390 Wyoming Johnson, Inc., 662 P.2d at 99 (citing 41 Am. Jur.2d Indemnity, §16, pp. 703, 704 (1968)).

1391 Id.

1392 Id.

1393 Northwinds of Wyoming, 779 P.2d at 754.

(a) All agreements, covenants or promises contained in, collateral to or affecting any agreement pertaining to any well for oil, gas or water, or mine for any mineral, which purport to indemnify the indemnitee against loss or liability for damages for:

(i) Death or bodily injury to persons;

(ii) Injury to property; or

(iii) Any other loss, damage, or expense arising under either (i) or (ii) from:

(A) The sole or concurrent negligence of the indemnitee or the agents or employees of the indemnitee or any independent contractor who is directly responsible to such indemnitee; or

(B) From any accident which occurs in operations carried on at the direction or under the supervision of the indemnitee or an employee or representative of the indemnitee or in accordance with methods and means specified by the indemnitee or employees or representatives of the indemnitee, are against public policy and are voice and unenforceable to the extent that such contract of indemnity by its terms purports to relieve the indemnitee from loss or liability for his own negligence. This provision shall not affect the validity of any insurance contract or any benefit conferred by the Worker’s Compensation Law [§§ 27-14-101 through 27-14-805] of this state.1395

This section reflects the legislative determination that such indemnification provisions are against public policy.1396

§ III – Indemnity Agreements as Insured Contracts.

An insured’s contractual agreement to indemnify another constitutes an “insured contract” within the meaning of an insurance policy covering an insured’s agreement to assume the tort liability of another where this intent is clearly expressed.1397 Courts will still look to the policy to determine the scope of the coverage for an “insured contract,” but if the policy is ambiguous as to what types of indemnity agreements are covered by the policy, coverage will likely be afforded.1398

1398 Gainsco Ins. Co., 53 P.3d at 1066 (policy excluded insured contract covering the “indemnitee’s sole tort liability” as it could not be determined if “sole” meant 100% liability or “sole” vis-à-vis the insured).
§ IV – Operation of An Agreement to Indemnify Referring to or Requiring Insurance.

Wyoming has analyzed issues where an indemnity agreement or typical construction contract has required the parties to look to insurance for the allocation of the risks and not to each other for purposes of indemnity.1399

In Berger v. Teton Shadows, Inc., the parties specifically provided in their contract that the owner was required to purchase the necessary insurance to cover losses from fire, tornado or other like catastrophes that may occur and damage the project.1400 During the construction of the project, a fire occurred as a result of the subcontractor’s negligence.1401 The owner sued the subcontractor, and the subcontractor filed a cross-claim against the owner.1402

The Wyoming Supreme Court found that where a contract was unambiguous and intended for the owner to carry fire insurance, thus shifting the risk of loss to the owner’s insurance carrier, it was enforceable and limited the owner’s recovery to the proceeds of its insurance policy.1403 As a result, the parties in Berger were forced to look to the insurance company for recovery and could not hold each other responsible notwithstanding an indemnification agreement between them.


1400 Id. at 177.

1401 Id. at 176.

1402 Id.

1403 Id. at 177-178.
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